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NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL OF 
OHIO POWER COMPANY 

Cross-Appellant, Ohio Power Company ( "OPCo"), hereby gives notice of its cross-

appeal, pursuant to R.C. 4903.13 and Supreme Court Rule of Practice 10.02(A)(3), to the 

Supreme Court of Ohio and Appellee, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio ( "Commission" 

or "PUCO"), from an Opinion and Order entered on July 2, 2012 (Attachment A), an Entry on 

Rehearing entered October 17, 2012 (Attachment B), an Entry on Rehearing entered December 

12, 2012 (Attachment C), and an Entry on Rehearing entered January 30, 2013 (Attachment D) -

all in PUCO Case No. 10-2929-EL-UNC. That case involved the Commission's determination 

of the rate that OPCo may charge its retail competitors. Competitive Retail Electric Service or 

"CRES" providers, for generation capacity resources that OPCo supplies to them. This cross-

appeal is filed within sixty days of the Commission's December 12, 2012 Entry on Rehearing. 

OPCo is a party in PUCO Case No. 10-2929-EL-UNC and timely filed an Applicafion for 

Rehearing of the Commission's July 2, 2012 Opinion and Order in accordance with R.C. 

4903.10. OPCo raised each of the assigrmients of error listed below in its July 20, 2012 

Application for Rehearing. 

Appellant, the Industrial Energy Users - Ohio (lEU) initiated this appeal one week after 

the January 30, 2013 Entry on Rehearing (Attachment D), which was the second appeal 

instituted by lEU from the case below (the other appeal is Case No. 2012-2098). Consequently, 

there is a question as to whether the December 12, 2012 Entry on Rehearing (Attachment C) or 

the January 30, 2013 Entry on Rehearing (Attachment D) finalized the Commission's decision 

for purposes of appeal before this Court. The Commission filed a motion to dismiss Case No. 



2012-2098 on January 18, 2013 and OPCo filed a motion to dismiss this appeal on February 21, 

2013, both of which remain pending. In sum, there is uncertainty as to which decision of the 

Commission was a final order for purposes of appeal and, by extension, which appeal before this 

Court is proper and should go forward. Consequently, Cross-Appellant/Appellee also filed a 

separate notice of cross-appeal in Case No. 2012-2098. 

The Commission's July 2, 2012 Opinion and Order, October 17, 2012 Entry on 

Rehearing, December 12, 2012 Entry on Rehearing and January 30, 2013 Entry on Rehearing 

(collectively, the "Commission's Orders") are unlawful and unreasonable in the following 

respects: 

I. The Commission's Orders unreasonably and unlawfially understate OPCo's cost 
of providing generation capacity resources to CRES providers because the energy 
credit that the Corrmiission applied to reduce OPCo's cost-based capacity rate is 
unreasonably and unlawfully overstated. 

a. The energy credit that the Commission adopted is unreasonably and 
unlawfully overstated because it is based on a static shopping assumption 
that is lower than, and not reflective of, the amount of shopping taking 
place at the time of the hearing, the amount of shopping taking place on 
the date of the Commission's Order, or the amount of shopping that is 
currently occurring. 

b. The energy credit that the Commission adopted is unreasonably and 
unlawfully overstated, is based on a host of fundamental technical and 
calculation errors, and is against the manifest weight of the evidence. 
Inter alia, the methodology used to calculate the energy credit does not 
withstand basic scrutiny and is largely a "black box;" it was not properly 
calibrated; it did not utilize the correct forward energy prices; it utilized 
inaccurate and understated fiiel costs; it did not utilize the correct heat 
rates to capture minimum and start time operating constraints and 
associated cost impacts; it wrongly incorporates off-system sales margins; 
it fails to properly reflect the operation and impact of the AEP System 
Interconnection Agreement; and it overstates OPCo's relevant forecasted 
future gross margins. 

II. The Commission's Orders are confiscatory, unjust, and unreasonable, and they result in 
an unconstitutional taking of OPCo's property without just compensation. Fed. Power 



Comm. V. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591 (1944); Penn Central Transp. Co. v. New 
York City, 438 U.S. 104,124 (1978). 

WHEREFORE, Cross-Appellant Ohio Power Company respectfully submits that the 

Commission's July 2, 2012 Opinion and Order, October 17, 2012 Entry on Rehearing, December 

12, 2012 Entry on Rehearing and January 30, 2013 Entry on Rehearing are unlawful, unjust, and 

unreasonable and should be reversed in the respects outlined above. The case should be 

remanded to the Commission to correct the errors complained of herein. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Steven T. Nourse (0046705) 
(Counsel of Record) 

Matthew J. Satterwhite (0071972) 
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER CORPORATION 
1 Riverside Plaza, 29* Floor 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
Telephone: 614-716-1608 
Fax: 614-716-2950 
stnourse@aep. com 
mj statterwhite@aep.com 

Daniel R. Conway (0023058) 
PORTER WRIGHT MORRIS & ARTHUR LLP 
41 South High Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
Telephone: 614-227-2270 
Fax: 614-227-1000 
dconway@porterwright.com 

Counsel for Cross-Appellant 
Ohio Power Company 
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BEFORE 

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Connmission Review of ) 
the Capacity Charges of Ohio Power ) case No. 10-2929.EL.UNC 
Company and Columbus Soumem Power ) 
Company. ) 

OPINION AND ORDER 

The Commission, coming now to consider the evidence presented in this proceeding, 
the transcripts of the hearing, and briefs of the parties, hereby issues its opinion and order. 

APPEARANCES: 

Steven T. Nourse, Matthew }, Satterwhite, and Yazen Alami, Am.erican Electric 
Power Service Corporation/ One Riverside Plaza, 29th Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215, Porter, 
Wright, Morris & Arthur, LLP, by Daniel R. Conway and Christen M. Moore, 41 South High 
Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215, and Qukm, Emanuel, Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP, by Derek L. 
Shaffer, 1299 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 825, Washington, D.C. 20004, on behalf of 
Ohio Power Company. 

Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney General, by John H. Jones, Assistant Section Chief, and 
Steven L. Beeler, Assistant Attorney General, 180 East Broad Street, Coltmibus, Ohio 43215, 
on behalf of the Staff of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio. 

Bruce J. Weston, Ohio Consumers' Coimsel, by Kyle L. Kem and Melissa R Yost, 
Assistant Consiuners' Coimsel, 10 West Broad Street, Suite 1800, Coltimbus, Ohio 43215, on 
behalf of die residential utility consimiers of Ohio Power Company. 

Boehm, Kurtz & Lowry, by David F. Boehm, Michael L. Kurtz, and Jody M. Kyler, 36 
East Seventh Street, Suite 1510, Ondnnati, Ohio 45202, on behalf of Ijie Ohio Energy Group. 

Taft, Stettinius & HoUister LLP, by Mark S. Yurick and Zachary D. Kravitz, 65 East 
State Street, Suite 1000, Coltimbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of The Kroger Company. 

McNees, Wallace & Nturick LLC, by Samuel C. Randazzo, Frank P. Darr, and 
Joseph E. Oliker, 21 East State Street, 17th Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of 
Industrial Energy Users-Ohio. 

Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease LLP, by M. Howard Petricoff and Lija Kaleps-CIark, 
52 East Gay Street, P.O. Box 1008, Columbus, Ohio 43216, on behalf of Constellation 
NewEnergy, Inc. and Constellation Energy Commodities Group, Inc. 
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Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease LLP, by M. Howard Petricoff and lija Kaleps-Qark, 
52 East Gay Street, P.O. Box 1008, Columbus, Ohio 43216, on behalf of Dkect Energy 
Services, LLC and Direct Biergy Business, LLC. 

Vorys, Sater, Seymom & Pease LLP, by M. Howard Petricoff and Uja Kaleps-Glark, 
52 East Gay Street, P.O. Box 1008, Columbus, Ohio 43216, on behalf of the Retail Energy 
Supply Association. 

Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease LLP, by M. Howard Petricoff and Lija Kaleps-Clark, 
52 East Gay Street, P.O. Box 1008, Columbus, Ohio 43216, Eimer Stahl LLP, by David M. 
Stahl, 224 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 1100, Chicago, Illinois 60604, and Sandy I-ru 
Grace, 101 Constitution Avenue NW, Suite 400 East, Washington, D.C. 20001, on behalf of 
Exelon Generation Company, LLC. 

Mark A. Hayden, FirstEnergy Service Company, 76 Soutii Main Street, Akron, Ohio 
44308, Calfee. Halter & Griswold, LLP, by James F. Lang, Laura C. McBride, and N. Trevor 
Alexander, 1400 KeyBank Center, 800 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114, and Jones 
Day, by David A. Kutik and Allison E. Haedt, 901 Lakeside Avenue, Qevdand, Ohio 44114, 
on behalf of FhrsfEnergy Solutions Corp. 

Bricker & Eckler LLP, by Thomas J. O'Brien, 100 South Third Street, Coltunbus, Ohio 
43215, and Richard L. Sites, 155 East Broad Street, 15th Floor, ColxHnbus, Ohio 43215, on 
behalf of ttie Ohio Hospital Association. 

Bricker & Eckler LLP, by Lisa G. McAlister, 100 South Third Sbreet, Columbus, Ohio 

43215, on behalf of the Ohio Manufacturers' Association-

Jeanne W. Kingery and Amy B. Spiller, 139 East Fourtii Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 
45202, on behalf of Duke Energy Retail Sales, LLC and Duke Energy Commercial Asset 
Management, Inc. 

Whitt Sturtevant LLP, by Mark A. Whitt, Andrew J. Campbell, and Mdtissa L. 
Thompson, PNC Plaza, Suite 2020, 155 East Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215, and 
Matfliew White, 6100 Emerald Parkway, Dublin, Ohio 43016, on behalf of Interstate Gas 
Supply, Inc. 

Bailey Cavalieri LLC, by Dane Stinsbn, 10 West Broad Street, Suite 2100, Columbus, 
Ohio 43215, on behalf of the Ohio Association of School Business Officials, Ohio School 
Boards Association, Buckeye Association of School Administrators, and Ohio Schools 
Council. 
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Kegier, Brown, Hill & Ritter, LPA, by Roger P. Sugarman, 65 East State Street, Suite 
1800, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of ihe National Federation of Independent Business, 
Ohio Chapter. 

Bell & Royer Co., LPA, by Barth E. Royer, 33 South Grant Avenue, Columbtis, Ohio 
43215, on behalf of Dominion Retail, Inc. 

Ice Miller LLP, by Christopher L. Miller, Asim Z. Haque, and Gregory H. Dunn, 250 
West Street, Coltunbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of the Association of Independent Colleges 
and Universities of Ohio. 

Ice Miller LLP, by Asim Z. Haque, Christopher L. Miller, and Gregory H. Dtmn, 250 
West Street, Coltunbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of the city of Grove City, Ohio. 

OPINION: 

L HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDING 

On November 1, 2010, American Electric Power Service Corporation (AEPSC), on 
beitalf of Columbus Southern Power Company (CSP) and Ohio Power Company (OP) 
(jointly, AEP-Ohio or the Company),! filed an application with the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) in FERC Docket No. ERll-1995. On November 24,2010, at 
the direction of FERC, AEPSC refUed the appHcation in FERC Docket No. ERll-2183 (FERC 
filing). The application proposed to change the basis for compensation for capacity costs to 
a cost-based mechanism, pursuant to Section 205 oi the Federal Power Act (FPA) ana 
Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the Reliability Assurance Agreement (RAA) for the regional 
transmission organization (RTO), PJM Interconnection, LLC (P'JM), and included proposed 
formula rate templates under which AEP-Ohio would calculate its capacity costs. 

On December 8,2010, the Commission f ptmd that an investigation was necessary in 
order to determine ttie impact of the proposed change to AEP-Ohio's capacity diarge. 
Consequendy, the Commission sought public comments regarding the following issues: (1) 
what dianges to ttie current state compensation mechanisiti are appropriate to determine 
AEPrOhio's fixed resource requirement (FRR) capacity charge to Ohio competitive retail 
electric service (CRES) providers, which are referred to as alternative load serving entities 
(LSE) within PJM; (2) the degree to which AEP-Ghio's capacity charge is currentiy being 
recovered througjt r^ail rates approved by the Commission or other capacity charges; and 
(3) the impact of AEP-Ohio's capacity charge upon CRES providers and retail competition 
in Ohio. The Commission invited all interested stakeholders to submit written comments in 

By entry issued on March 7, 2012, the Commission approved and confirmed ihe merger of CSP into OP, 
effective DecembCT 31,2011. In the Matter of the Application of OMo Power Company and Coliimbtts SouBiem 
Potver Company/for Authorib/ to Merge and Belated Approvals, Case No. 10-2376-EL-UNC. 
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the proceeding within 30 days oi issuance of the entry and to submit reply comments within 
45 days of the issuance of the entry. Additionally, in light of the change proposed by AEP-
Ohio, Hie Commission explicitty adopted as the state compensation mechanism for the 
Company, during the pendency of the review, the current capacity charge established by 
the ttu-ee-year capacity auction conducted by PJM based on its reliability pricing model 
(RPM). 

On January 20,2011, AEP-Ohio filed a motion to stay the reply comment period and 
to establish a procedural schedule for hearing. In the alternative, AEP-Ohio requested an 
extension of the deadline to file reply comments until January 28, 2011. In. support of its 
motion, AEPrOhio asserted that, due to the recent rejection of its application by FERC based 
on the existence, of a state compensation mechanism, it would be necessary for the 
Commission to move forward with an evidentiary hearing process to establish the proper 
state compensation mechardsnt AEP-Ohio argued that, in light of this recent development, 
ttie parties needed more time to file reply comments. 

By entry issued on January 21, 2011, the attorney examiner granted AEP-Ohio's 
motion to extend the deadline to file reply comments and established the new reply 
comment deadline as February 7, 2011. The January 21, 2011, entry also determined that 
AEP-Ohio's motion for the Commission to establish a procedural schedule for hearing 
would be considered after the reply comment period had concluded. 

On January 27, 2011, in Case No. 11-346-EL-SSO, et al (11-346), AEP-Ohio filed an 
application for a standard service offer (SSO) ptwsuant to Section 4928.141, Revised Code.^ 
The application was for an electric security plan (ESP) in accordance wittt Section 4928.143, 
Revised Code. 

Motions to intervene in the present case were filed and intervention was granted to 
the following parties: Ohio Energy Group (OEG); Indi«trial Energy tJsers<>hio (lEU-Ohio); 
Ohio Consumeirs' Counsel (OCQ; Ohio Partner^ for Affordable Energy (OPAE)3; Ohio 
Mariufacturers' Association (OMA); Ohio Hospital Association (OHA); Direct Energy 
Service, LLC and Direct Energy Business, LLC (jointiy. Direct Energy); Constellation 
Biergy Commoditi^ Group, Inc. and ConsteUation NewEnergy, Inc. jointly. 
Constellation); FirstEnergy Solutions Corp. (FES); IJiuke fenergy Retail S^ra, LLC and Duke 
Energy Commercial Asset Management, Inc. (jointiy, Duke); Exelon Generation Company, 
LLC (Exelon); Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (IGS); Retail Energy Supply Association (RESA); 

In the Matter of ihe Application ofCohanbus Southern Power Company and Oldo Power Company for AuQiority to 
Establish a Standard Sercnce Offer Pursuant to Section 4928.143, Reoised Code, in the Form of an Electric Security 
Plan, Case Nos. 11-346-EL-SSO and 11-3^EL-SS0; In the Matter (f the Application of CoUinibus Southern 
Power Coinpamf tmd Ohio Power Company frr Appraod of Certain Accounting Auiluyrity, Case Nos. 11-349-EL-
AAM and 11-356-EL-AAM. 
On November 17,2011, OPAE filed a notice oi wididrawal from this case. 
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Ohio Association of School Business Officials, Ohio School Boards Association, Buckeye 
Association of School Administrators, and Ohio Schools Council (collectively. Schools); 
Ohio Farm Bureau Federation (OFBF); The Kroger Company (Kroger); OMo Chapter oi ttie 
Nation^ Federation of Independent Business (NFIB); Dominion Retail, Inc. (Docninion 
Retail); Association of Indepiendent Colleges and Universities of Ohio (AICUO); city of 
Gf ove City, Ohio (Grove City); and Ohio Construction Materials Coalition (OCMC).* 

Initial comments were filed by AEP-Ohio, lEU-Ohib, OMA, OHA, Constellation, 
Direct Energy, OEG, FES, OPAE, and OCC. Reply comments were filed by AEP-Ohio, 
OEG, Constellation, OPAE, FES, and OCC. 

By entry issued on August 11,2011, the attorney examiner set a procedural schedule 
in order to establish an evidentiary record on a proper state compensation mechanism. The 
evidentiary hearing was scheduled to commence on October 4, 2011, and interested parties 
were directed to develop an evidentiary record on the appropriate capacity cost 
pricing/recovery mechanisnv including, if necessary, the appropriate components of any 
proposed capacity cost recovery mechanism- In accordance vdth the procedural schedule, 
AEP-Ohio filed direct testimony on August 31,2011. 

On September 7, 2011, a stipulation and recommendation (ESP 2 Stipulation) was 
filed by AEP-Ohio, Staff, and other parties to resolve the issues raised in 11-346 and several 
other cases pending before the Commission (consolidated cases),^ including the above-
captioned case. Pursuant to an entry issued on September 16, 2011, the consolidated cases 
were consolidated for the sole purpose of considering the ESP 2 Stipttlation. The September 
16, 2011, entry also stayed the procedural schedules in titie pending cases, including this 
proceeding, until the Commission specifically ordered otherwise. The evidentiary hearing 
on the K P 2 Stipulation commenced on October 4, 2011, and concluded on October 27, 
2011. . 

On December 14, 2011, the Cornmission issued an opinion and order in ttie 
consolidated cases, modifying and adopting the ESP 2 Stipulation, including its two-tier 

On April 19,2012, OCMC filed a corrected cover sheet to its motion for intervention, indicating fliat it did 
not intend to seek intervention in flus case. 
In the Matter cfthe Application cfOhio Power Company and Columbus Southern Power Company for Authority to 
Merge and. Kelaled Approvals, Case No. 10-2376-EL-UNC; In % Matter of the Application ^Columbus Southern 
Power Comptmy fo Amend Us Emergency Curtailment Service Siders, Case No. 10-343-EL-ATA; In the Matter of 
ike AppHcation of OMo Power Company to Amend its Emergency Curtailment Service Riders, Case No. 10-344-
EL-ATA; In ihe Msitter cfthe Commission Review of the Capacity Charges cfOhio Power Company and Columbus 
Southern Power Company, Case No. 10-2929-EL-UNC; In the Matter i^ tfw Application of Columbus Southern 
Power Company for Approod of a Mechanism to Recover Defm-ed puel Costs Pursuant to Section 4928.144, 
Revised Code, Case No, 11-4920-EL-RDR; In ffte Matter cfthe Application of OMo Power Company for Approval 
of a Mechanism to Recover Deferred Fuel Costs Pursuant to Section 4928.14i, Revised Code, Case No. 11-4921-
EL-RDR. 
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capadty pricing mechanism. Subsequentty, on February 23, 2012, the Commission issued 
an entry on rehearing in the consolidated cases, granting rehearing in part. Finding that the 
signatory parties to the ESP 2 Stipulation had not met ttieir burden of demonstrating that 
the stipulation, as a package, benefits ratepayers and the public interest, as required by the 
Comnussion's three-part test for the consideration of stipulations, the Commission rejected 
the ESP 2 Stipulation. The Commission directed AEP-Ohio to file, no later than February 
28, 2012, new proposed tariffs to continue the provisions, terms, and conditions of its 
previous ESP, including an appropriate application of capacity charges imder the approved 
state com.pensation mechanism established in the present case. 

By entry issued on March 7, 2012, in the above-captioned case, the Commission 
implemented an interim capacity pricing mechanism proposed by AEP-Ohio in a motion for 
relief filed on February 27,2012. Specifically, the Commission approved a two-tier capacity 
pricing mechanism modeled after the one recommended in the ESP 2 Stipulation. Approval 
of the interirn capacity pricing mechanism was subject to the clarifications contained in the 
Commission's January 23,2012, entry in the consolidated cases, including the clarification to 
include mercantile customers as governmental aggregation customers eligible to receive 
capacity pricing based on PJM's RPM. Under the two-tier capacity pricing mechanism, the 
first 21 percent of each customer class was entitted to tier-one, RPM-based capacity pricing. 
All customers of govemmental aggregations approved on or before November 8,2011, were 
also entitted to receive tier-one^ RPM-based capacity pricing. For all other customers, the 
second-tier charge for capacity was $255/megawatt-day (MW-day). In accordance with the 
March 7, 2012, entry, the interim rate was to remain in effect until May 31, 2012, at which 
point the charge for capacity under the state compensation mechanism would revert to the 
ciurent RPM price in effect piusuant to the PJM base residual auction for the 2012/2013 
deliveiy year. 

By entry issued on March 14, 2012, the attorney examiner established a procedural 
schedule, which included a deadline for AEP-Ohio to revise or update its August 31, 2011, 
testimony. A prehearing conference occurired on April 11, 2012. The evidentiary hearing 
commenced on April 17, 2012, and conduded pn May 15, 2012. During the evidentiary 
hearihjg, AEP-Ohib offered tiie direct testimony of five witnesses and the rebuttal testimony 
of three witnesses. Additionally, 17 with^ses testified on behalf of various intervenors and 
three witnesses testified on behalf of Staff. 

On April 30, !M12, AEP-Ohio filed a motion for extension of the interim relief gi-^ted 
by the Commission in the March 7, 2012, entry. By entry issued on May 30, 2012, the 
Commission appiroved extension of the interim capacity pricing mechanism through July 2, 
2012. 

Initial briefs were filed by the parties on May 23,2012, and reply briefe were filed on 
May 30,2012. 
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n, APPLICABLE LAW 

AEP-Ohio is an electric Ught company as defined by Section 4905.03(A)(3), Revised 
Code, and a public utility pursuant to Section 4905,02, Revised Code, AEP-Ohio is, 
therefore, subject to ttie jurisdiction of the Commission pursuant to Sections 4905.04, 
4905.05, and 4905.06, Revised Code. 

In accordance with Section 4905.22, Revised Code, all charges for service shall be just 
and reasonable and not more than allowed by la'vv or by order of the Commission. 
Additionally, Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA, which is a portion of PJM's tariff 
approved by FERC, is informative in this case. It states: 

In a state regulatory jurisdiction that has implemented retail 
choice, the FRR Entity must include in its FRR Capacity Plan all 
load, including expected load growth, in the FRR Service Area, 
notwithstanding the loss of any such load to or among 
alternative retail LSEs. In the case of load reflected in the FRR 
Capacity Plan that switches to an alternative retail LSE, where 
the state regulatory jurisdiction requires switching customers or 
the LSE to compensate the FRR Entity for its FRR capacity 
obligations, such state compensation mechanism wUl prevail. In 
the absence of a state compensation mechanism, the applicable 
alternative retail LSE shall compertsate ttie FRR Entity at the 
capacity price in the tmconstrained portions of the PJM Region, 
as determined in accordance with Attachment DD to ttie PJM 
Tariff, provided that the FRR Enti^ may, at any time, make a 
filing with FElRC imder Sections 205 of the Federal Power Act 
proposing to change the basis for compensation to a method 
based on tiie FRR Entity's cost or such other basis shown to be 
just and reasonable, and a retail LSE may at any time exercise its 
rights under Section 206 of the FPA. 
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m. DISCUSSION AIsfD CONCLUSIONS 

A. Procedural Issues 

1. Motion to Dismiss 

On April 10,2012, as corrected on April 11,2012, lEU-Ohio filed a motion to dismiss 
this Ccise. In its motion, lEU-Ohio asserts that the Commission lacks statutory auttiority to 
authorize cost-based or formula-based compensation for AEP-Ohio's FRR capacity 
obligations from CRES providers serving retail customers in the Company's service 
territory. On April 13, 2012, AEP-Ohio filed a memorandum in partial opposition to lEU-
Ohip's motion to dismiss. AEP-Ohio argues that the establishment of wholesale rates to be 
charged to CRES providers for the provision of capacity for resale to retail Customers is a 
matter governed by federal law. AEP-Ohio notes, however, that lEU-Ohio's untimely 
position in its motion to dismiss is severely undercut by its previous arguments regarding 
Ohio law. AEP-Ohio further notes that feU-Ohio requests that the Commissibn order a 
retum to RPM-based capacity pricing upon concluding that it has no jurisdiction. AEP-
Ohio argues that, if the Commission concludes that it lacks jurisdiction, it must revoke the 
state compensation mechanism established in its December 8,2010/ entry, revoke its orders 
issued in this case, and leave the matter to FERC. lEU-Ohio filed a reply to AEP-Ohio's 
memorandum on April 16, 2012, reiterating its request for dismissal of the case and 
implementation of RPM-based capacity pricing. On April 17, 2012, RESA filed a 
memorandum contra lEU-Ohio's motion to dismiss. RESA contends that the Commission 
hcis jtirisdiction pursuant to its general supervisory powers under Sections 4905.04,4905.05, 
and 4905.06, Revised Code, as well as pursiiant to Section 4928.143, Revised Code, to 
establish a state compensation mechanism arid that lEU-Ohio's motion is procedurally 
improper and should be denied. 

At the outset of the hearing on April 17, 2012, the attorney examiner deferred ruling 
on lEU-Ohio's motion to dismiss (Tr. I at 21-22). Upon conclusion of AEP-Ohio's direct 
case, lEU-Ohio made an oral motion to dismiss the proceeding, asserting that the Company 
had failed to meet its burden of proof such that the Coirunission could approve the 
proposed capacity charge based on either its authority to set rates for competitive or 
noncompetitive retail electric service, or its authority to set rates pursuant to Section 
4909.16, Revised Code (Tr. V at 1056-1059). Again, the attorney examiner deferred ruling on 
ttie motion (Tr. V at 1061). 

In its brief, lEU-Ohio argues that ttie Commission should dismiss this case and 
require AEP-Ohio to reimburse all consumer representative stakeholders for tiie cost of 
participation in this proceeding and 11-346, as such costs were incurred by all consumer 
representative stakeholders who opposed tfie ESP 2 Stipulation, with reimbursement 
occurring ttirough a cash payment. lEU-Ohio conteiids that AEP-Ohio's proposed capacity 
charge is unlawful and contrary to the public interest based on the common law principles 
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codified in Chapter 1331, Revised Code, which is known as the Valentine Act and governs 
monopolies and anticompetitive conduct lEU-Ohio asserts that the Valentine Act compels 
the Commission to reject AEP-Ohio's anticompetitive scheme to preclude free and 
unrestricted competition among purchasers or consumers in the sale of competitive 
generation service. According to lEU-Ohio, if the AEP East Interconnection Agreement 
(pool agreement) and the RAA are agreements having the effect of precluding free and 
unrestricted competition between the parties to such agreemoits, purchasers, or consumers, 
the agreements are void by operation of Ohio law. AEP-Ohio responds that lEU-Ohio urges 
the Commission to rely on a statute that it has no jurisdiction to enforce, noting that 
authority to enforce the Valentine Act is vested in the courts of common pleas, pursuant to 
Section 1331.11, Revised Code. AEP-Ohio adds tiiat lEU-Ohio's request for reimbursement 
of litigation costs is unjustified under the circumstances of this case, unsupported by any 
statute or rule, and should be denied. 

The Commission agrees with AEP-Ohio that it has no authority with respect to 
Chapter 1331, Revised Code. However, the Commission finds that it has jurisdiction to 
establish a state compensation mechanism, as addressed further below. lEU-Ohio's motion 
to dismiss this proceeding is, therefore, without merit and should be denied. In addition, 
lEU-Ohio's request for reimbursement of its litigation expenses is unfounded and should 
likewise be denied. 

2. Motion for Permission to Appear Pro Hoc Vi(X Instanter 

On May 9, 2012, as supplemented on May 14, 2012, a motion for permission to 
appear pro hoc vice instanter on behalf of AEP-Ohio was filed by Derek ShaHer. No 
memoranda contra were filed. The Cominission finds that the motion for permission to 
appear pro hoc vice instantet is reasonable and should be granted. 

B. Substantive Issues 

The key sut«tantive issues before the Commission may be posed as the following 
questions; (1) does the Commission have jurisdiction to establish a state compensation 
mechanism; (2) should the state compensation mechaiiism for AEP-Ohio be based on th6 
Company's capacity costs or on another pricing mechanism such as RPM-based auction 
prices; and (3) what should the resulting compensation be for AEP-dhlo's FRR capacity 
obliga:tiohs. In addressing this final question, there are a number of related issues to be 
considered, including whether there should be an offsetting energy credit, whether AEP-
Ohio's proposed cost-based capacity pricing mechanism constitutes a request for recovery 
of stranded generation investment, and whether OEG's altenate proposal should be 
adopted by the Commission. 

1. Does the Commission have jurisdiction to establish a state 
compensation mechanism? 
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a. AEP-Ohio 

Article 2 of the RAA provides that the RAA's purpose is "to ensure that adequate 
Capacity Resources, including planned and Existing Generation Capacity Resources, 
planited and existing Demand Resources, Energy Efficiency Resources, and [Interruptible 
Load for Rdiability] will be planned and made available to provide reliable service to loads 
within the PJM Region, to assist other Parties during Emergencies and to coordinate 
planning of such resources consistent with the Reliabihty Principles and Standards." It 
further provides that the RAA should be implemeiited "in a manner consistent with the 
development of a robust competitive marketplace." Under Section 7.4 of the RAA, "{a] 
Party that is eligible for the [FRR] Alternative may satisfy its obligations hereunder to 
provide Unforced Capacity by subriiitting aiiid adhering to an FRR Capacity Plan." 

In accordance with the RAA, AEP-Ohio elected to opt out of participation in PJM's 
RPM capacity market and instead chose to become an FRR Entity that is obligated to 
provide sufficient capacity for all connected load, including shopping load/ in its service 
territory. AEP-Ohio will remain an FRR Entity tiirough May 31,2015 (AEP-Ohio Ex. 101 at 
7-8), and, accordingly, the Company has committed to ensuring that adequate capacity 
resources exist within its footprint during this timeframe Under the RAA, the default 
charge for providing this service is based on PJM's RPM capacity auction prices. According 
to AEP-Ohio, due to the decrease in BJPM auction prices as reflected below and the onset of 
retail shopping in the Company's service territory in 2010, the adverse financial impact on 
the Company from supplying CRES providers with capacity at prices below cost has 
become significant. 

PJM Delivery Year 

2010/2011 

2011/2012 

2012/2013 

2013/2014 

2014/2015 

$/MW-day 
PJM Base Residual Auction 

(BRA) Price 

$174.29 

$110.00 

$16.46 

$27.73 

$175.99 

Capacity Charge* 

$220.96 

$145.79 

$20.01 

$33.71 

$153.89 

i *BRA adiusted for final 2»nal capacity price, scaling factor, forecast pool requirement, and losses 
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As a result, AEP-Ohio made the decision to seek approval, pursuant to the RAA, to collect a 
cost-based capacity rate from CRES providers. In its FERC filing, AEP-Ohio proposed cost-
based formula tariffs that were based on its FERC Form 1 for 2009. In response to ttie FERC 
filing, the Commission opened this docket and, in the December 8, 2010, entry, adopted 
capacity pricing based on the RPM auction price as the state coinpensation mechanism for 
AEP-Ohio's FRR capacity obligations, Subsequentty, FERC rejected AEP-Ohio's proposed 
formula rate in light of the state compensation mechanism, 

AEP-Ohio asserts that, because FERC has jurisdiction over wholesale electric rates 
and state commissions have jurisdiction over retail rate matters, it is evident that the 
reference to a state compensation mechanism in Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA 
contemplates a retail, not a wholesale, capacity pricing mechanism, AEP-Ohio believes that 
the provision of generation capacity to CRES providers is a wholesale transaction that falls 
within the exclusive ratemaldng jurisdiction of FERC. In its brief, AEP-Ohio states that the 
purpose of this proceeding is to establish a wholesale capacity pricing mechanism and that 
retail rates cannot change as a result of this case. AEP-Ohio notes that intervenors 
universally agreed that the compensation paid by CRES providers to the Company for its 
FRR capacity obligations is wholesale in natiire (Tr. IV at 795; Tr. V at 1097/1125; Tr. VI at 
1246,1309). 

b, Intervenors 

As discussed above with respect to its motion to dismiss, lEU-Ohio contends that the 
Commission lacks statutory authority to approve a cost-based rate for capacity available to 
CRES providers serving retail customers in AEP-Ohio's service territory. lEU-Ohio argues 
that, if the Commission concludes that the provision of capacity to CRES providers is 
subject to the Commission's economic regulation jurisdiction, it must determine whether 
the service is competitive or noncompetitive. lEU-Ohio notes that generation service is 
classified as a competitive service under Section 4928.03, Revised Code. lEU-Ohio 
emphasizes that no party has claimed that capacity is not part of generation service. lEU-
Ohio asserts that, if the provision of capacity is in fact considered a competitive gerieration 
service, the Commission's economic regulation jurisdiction is limited to Sections 4928.141, 
4928,142, and 4928.143, Revised Code, which pertain to the establishment of an SSO. lEU-
Ohio notes that these sections contain various jsubstantive and procedural requirements that 
must be satisfied prior to the lawful establishment of an SSO, none of which has been 
satisfied in the present case, which precludes the Cominission from considering or 
approving AEP-Ohio's proposed cost-based capacity pricing mechanisih. lEU-Ohio adds 
tti^t Section 4928,05, Revised Code, prohibits the Commission from regulating competitive 
retail electric service under its traditional cost-based ratemaking authority contained in 
Chapter 4909, Revised Code. lEU-Ohio continues that, if the provision of capacity is 
nevertheless deemed a noncompetitive service, the Corrunission cannot approve AEP-
Ohio's proposed capacity pricing mechanism because the Company has failed to satisfy any 
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of the statutory requirements found in Chapter 4909, Revised Code. lEU-Ohio also argues 
that AEP-Ohio has failed to satisfy the requirements of Section 4909.16, Revised Code, 
which must be met before the Commission can authorize a rate increase to avoid financial 
harm. Finally, lEU-Ohio maintains that the Gommis&ion's general supervisory authority is 
not a basis for approving rates. Even aside from the question of the Commission's 
jurisdiction, lEU-OMo contends that AEP-Ohio has not met the burden of proof that would 
apply pursuant to Section 4909.16,4909.18, or 4928.143, Revised Code. 

RESA and Direct Energy (jointty. Suppliers) argue that the Commission has authority 
under state law to establish the state compensation mechanisin. The Suppliers contend that 
the Commission, pursuant to its general supervisory authority contained within Sections 
4905.04,49(35.05, and 4905.06, Revised Code, may initiate investigations to review rates and 
charges, as it has done in this case to consider AEP-Ohio's capacity pricing mechanism for 
its FRR obligations. The Suppliers point out that, in the December 8, 2010, entry, the 
Commission even referericed those sections and noted that it has the authority to supervise 
and regulate all public utilities within its jurisdiction. Additionally, the Suppliers believe 
that the Commission may establish ttie state compensation mechanism pursuant to Seciiom 
4928.141(A) and 4928.143(B)(2)(d), Revised Code, which enable ttie Commission to set rates 
for certain competitive services as part of an ESP. The Suppliers eilso assert that the 
provision of capacity is a retail electric service, as defined by Section 4928.01(A)(27), Revised 
Code, ̂ ven that it is a service arranged for ultimate consumers in ttiis state. 

In response to the Suppliers, lEU-Ohio argues that the Commission's general 
supervisory authority does not provide it with unlimited powers to approve rates. lEU-
Ohio further disputes ttie Supphers' claim ttiat Section 4928.143(B)(2)(d), Revised Code, 
ofiFers another statutory basis updn which to approve capacity pricing for CRES providers, 
noting, among other reasons, tiiat this is not an SSO proceeding. 

c. Conclusion 

As a creature of statute, the Commission has and may exercise only the authority 
conferred upon it by the General Assembly. Tqngren v. Piib. Util Comm., 85 Ohio St.3d 87, 
88 (1999). Thus, as an initial matter, the Commission must determine whether there is a 
stahitpry basis tmder Ohio law upon which it may rely to establish a state compensation 
mechanism. As we noted in ttie December 8, 2010, entry. Sections 4905.04, 4905.05, and 
4905,06, Revised Code, grarit the Commission authority to supervise and regulate all public 
utilities within its jurisdiction. We further noted that AEP-Ohio is an electric light company 
as defined in Section 4905.Q3(A)(3), Revised Code, and a public utility as defined in Section 
4905.02, Revised Code, and, as such, is subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission. We 
affirm our prior finding ttiat Sections 4905.04,4905.05, and 4905.06, Revised Code, grant tiie 
Conunission the necessary statutory auttiority to establish a state compensation mechanism. 
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lEU-Ohio contends ttiat the Commission must determine whether capacity service is 
a competitive or noncompetitive retail electric service pursuant to Chapter 4928, Revised 
Code. Section 4928.05(A)(1), Jlevised Code, provides that competitive retail electric service 
is, to a large extent, exempt fi-om supervision and regulation by the Commission, including 
pursuant to the Commission's general supervisory auttiority contained in Sections 4905.04, 
4905.05, and 4905,06, Revised Code. Section 4928.05(A)(2), Revised Code, provides that 
noncompetitive retail electric service, on the other hand, generally remains subject to 
supervision and regulation by the Commission. Prior to determining whether a retail 
electric service is competitive or noncompetitive, however, we must first confirm that it is 
indeed a retail electric service. Section 4928.01 (A)(27), Revised Code, defines a retail electric 
service as "any service involved in supplying or arranging for the supply of electricity to 
ultimate consiuners in this state, from ttie point of generation to th& point of consumption." 
In this case, the electric service in question (i.e., capacity service) is provided by AEP-Ohio 
for CRES providers, with CRES providers compensating the Company in return for its FRR 
capacity obligations. Such capacity service is not provided directiy by AEP-Ohio to retail 
customers. (AEP-Ohio Ex. 101 at 11; Tr. I at 63.) Although ttie capacity service benefits 
shopping customers in due course, they are initially one step removed from the transaction, 
which is more appropriately characterized as an intrastate wholesale matter between AEP-
Ohio and each CRES provider operating in the Company's service territory. As AEP-Ohio 
notes, many of the parties, including the Company, regard the capacity compensation 
assessed by the Company to CK^ providers as a wholesale matter (Tr, IV at 795; Tr. V at 
1097,1125; Tr. VI at 1246,1309). We agree that the provision of capacity for CRES providers 
by AEP-Ohio, pursuant to the Company's FRR capacity obligations, is not a retail electric 
service as defined by Ohio law. Accordingly, we find it unnecessary to determine whether 
capacity service is considered a competitive or noncompetitive service under Chapter 4928, 
Revised Code. 

The Commission recognizes that, pursuant to the FPA, electric sales for resale and 
other wholesale transactions are generally sul:̂ ect to the exclusive jurisdiction of FERC, In 
this case, however, our exercise of jurisdiction, for the sole purpose of establishing an 
appropriate state compensation mechanism, is consistent with the governing section of the 
RAA, which, as a part of PJM's tariffs, has been approved by FERC and was accepted by 
AEP-Ohio when flie RAA was signed pn its behalf by AEPSC.6 Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 
of the RAA acknowledges the autiiority of a state regulatory jurisdiction, such as the 
Commission, to establish a state compensation mechanism. It further provides that a state 
compensation mechaidsm, once established, prevails over the other compensation methods 
that are addressed in that section. Additionally, FERC has found that the RAA does hot 

In its order rejecting the FERC filing, FERC noted its approval of Ihe RAA pursuant to a settlement 
agreement American Electric Power Service Corporation, 134 FERC % 61,039 (2011), citing PJM 
Interconnection, LLC, 117 FERC ^ 61331 (2006), order on reh'g, 119 FERC 161,318, reh'g denied, 121 FERC % 
61,173 (2007), t ^d sub nam. Ptib. Serv. Elec. Sr Gas Co. v. FERC, D.C, Circuit Case No. 07-1336 (March 17, 
2009) (unpublished); FERC also noted that flie RAA was voluntarily signed on behalf of AEP-Ohio. 
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permit AEPSC to change the state compensation mechanism. In fact, FERC rejected 
AEPSCs proposed formula rate, given the existence of the state compensation mechanism 
established by the Commission in its December 8,2010, entry.'' 

Z Should the state compensation mechanism for AEP-Ohio be based on 
the Company's capacity costs or on another pricing mechanism such as 
RPM-based auction prices? 

a. AEP-Ohio 

As an initial matter, AEP-Ohio notes that it recentty declared that it will not continue 
its status as an FRR Entity and instead will fully participate in the RPM capacity market 
auctions, beginning on June 1, 2015, which is the earliest possible date on which to 
transition from an FRR Entity to a full participant in the RPM capacity market. AEP-Ohio 
points out that this development narrows the scope of this proceeding to establishing a 
three-year transitional, rather than permanent, form of compensation for its FRR capacity 
obligations. 

AEP-Ohio argues that it is entitted to full compensation for ttie capacity that it 
supplies to CRES providers pursuant to its FRR obligations. Specifically, AEP-Ohio 
contends that Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA grants the Company the right to 
establish a rate for capacity that is based on cost, AEP-Ohio notes that, by its plain 
language, the RAA allows an FRR Entity like AEP-Ohio to change the basis for capacity 
pricing to a cost-based method at any time. AEP-Ohio also notes that no party to ttiis 
proceeding challenges the Commission's discretion under the RAA to establish cost-based 
capacity pricing as the state corripeaisation mechanistrv According to AEiP-Ohio, the term 
"cost" as used in Section D.8 of Schedule 3,1 of the RAA refers to embedded cost. AEPr 
Ohio adds that its proposed cost-based capacity rate of $355.72/MW-day advances state 
policy oti^ectives enumerated in Section 4928.02, Revised Code, as well as the Commissioit's 
objectives in this proceeding of promoting alternative competitive sujpply and retail 
con^p-fetitioii, while also ensuring the Company's ability to attract capital investment to meet 
its FRR capacity obligations, which were set forth by the Commission in response to the 
FERC filing (OEG Ex. 101 at 4), With respect to prpthoting alternative competitive supply 
and retail com.petition, AEP-Ohio asserts tfiat thie Commission's focus should be on fairness 
and genuine competition, rafiher than on ttie rhantifacture of artificial competition through 
subsidization- AEP-Ohio bdieves tiiat, because shopping will still occur and CRES 
providers will still realize a ^ignificajit margin at the Company's proposed rate (Tr. XI at 
2^0-23^3), ttije rate is consistent witti tti6 Coxhrnission's ^ s t objective. AEP-Ohio also 
believes that its proposed rate satisfies the Commission's second objective of ensuring the 
Company's ability to attract capital investment to meet its FRR capacity obligations. AEP-
Ohio contends that its proposed rate would enable the Conipany to continue to attract 

"̂  American Electric Power Service Corporation. 134 FERC % 61,039 ^ 1 1 ) . 
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capital and satisfy its FRR capacity obligations without harm to the Company, while 
providing customers with reliable and reasonably priced retail electric service as required 
by Section 4928.02, Revised Code, AEP-Ohio argues that cost-based capacity pricing would 
encourage investment in generation in Ohio and thereby increase retail reliaMlity and 
affordability, as well as adequately compensate the Company for its capacity obligations as 
an FRR Entity, 

AEP-Ohio contends that, during the period in which it remains an FRR Entity, RPM-
based capacity pricing is not appropriate. As an FRR Entity, AEP-Ohio notes that it does 
not procure capacity for its load obligations in PJM's RPM auctions or even participate in 
such auctions, except to the extent that the Company has capacity that it does not need for 
its native load. AEP-dhio points out that, under such circumstances, its auction 
participation is limited to 1300 MW. (AEP-Ohio Ex, 105 at 8; Tr. IH at 661-662.) AEP Ohio 
argues that, as an FRR Entity, it would not recover its capacity costs, if capacity pricing is 
based on RPM prices, and the difference is not made up by its ^ O customers (Tr. I at 64). 
AEP-Ohio maintains that, because its obligations as an FRR Entity are longer and more 
binding reliability obligations than a CRES provider's obligations as an alterriative LSE, an 
RPM-based price for capacity would not be compensatory or allow the Company to recover 
an amount even remotely approaching its embedded costs for the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 
PJM planning years, and should thus be rejected (Tr. II at 243). According to AEP-Ohio, 
RPM-based capacity pricing would also give CRES providers an unfair advantage over the 
members of the pool agreement, which purchase capacity based on embedded costs (Tr. I at 
59-60), and discriminate against non-shopping customers. 

Additionally, AEP-Ohio claims that RPM-based capacity pricing would cause 
substantial, confiscatory financial harm to the Conipany. According to AEP-Ohio witness 
Allen, the Company would earn a return oh equity of 7.6 percent in 2012 and a return on 
equity of 2.4 percent in 2013, with a $240 million decrease in eamirigs between 2012 and 
2013, if RPM-based capacity pricing is adopted (AEP-Ohio Ex. 104 at 3-5, Ex. WAA-1; Tr. Ill 
at701). 

Finally, AEP-Ohio notes that RPM-based capacity pricing is inappropriate because it 
would constitute an illegal subsidy to CRES providers in violation of Section 4928.()2(H), 
Revised Code. 

b. Staff 

In its brief. Staff contends that AEP-Ohio should receive compoisation from CRES 
providers for the Company's FRR obligations in the form of the prevailing RPM rate in tiie 
unconstrained region of PJM. Staff opposes the Company's request to establish a capacity 
rate that is significantty above the market rate. Staff notes that other investor-owned 
utilities in Ohio charge CRES providers RPM-based capacity pricing and that such pricing 
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should, therefore, also be appropriate for AEP-Ohio. Staff further notes that the evidentiary 
record does not support AEP-Ohio's proposed capacity pricing of $355.72/MW-day. 

c. Intervenors 

All of the intervenors in this case agree that the Commission should adopt RPM-
based capacity pricing as the state compensation mechanism. Many of the intervenors note 
that AEP-Ohio has used RPM-based capacity pricing since 2007, without incurring financial 
hardship or compromising service reliability for its customers. They further note that AEP-
Ohio will continue to use RPM-based capacity pricirig, at the Company's own election, 
beginning on June 1, 2015. They believe, ttierefore, that the Commission should adopt 
RPM-based capacity pricing as the state compeiisation mechanism for the intervening three-
year period for numerous reasons, including for the sake of competition and continuity. 

FES argues that RPM-based capacity pricing is the proper state comperisation 
mechanism for AEP-Ohio. FK contends that a market-based sta.te compensation 
mechanism, specifically one that adopts ttie RPM price as the best indicator of the market 
price for capacity, is required because Ohio law and policy have established and promoted 
a competitive market ior electric generation service; RPM-based pricing is supported by 
soimd economic principles and avoids distorted incentives for CRES provideirs; and AEP-
Ohio's return on eqviity is more than sufficient under RPM-based pricing, given that the 
Conipany's analysis is based on unrealistic shopping assumptions. FES adds that, even if 
cost-based pricing were appropriate^ AEP-Ohio has dramatically overstated its costs. VES 
argues that AEP-Ohio's proposed capacity pricing mechanisin is npt based on the costs 
associated with the capacity provided by AEP-OKio to Ohio customers; includes all costs, 
rather than just those avoidable costs that are relevant in economic decision imaidng; 
includes stranded costs ttiat may not be recpvered under Ohio law; and fails to include an 
appropriate offset for energy sales. FES notes that, if the Commission were to allow AEP-
Ohio to charge CRES providers any rate other ttian the RPM-based rate, the Company 
wpuld be the only capacity supplier in PJM that could charge shopping custonieis its full 
embedded costs for geheration, which, according to FES, is a concept that is not fotmd 
wittiin the RAA, whereas there are numerous provisions referring to "avoidable costs." 

FES believes that AEPrOhio's proposed capacity pricing wotttd preclude customers 
from receiving the benefits of competition. Specifically, FES argiieis that Competition is state 
law and policy, and benefits customers; AEP-Ohio's price of $555.72/MW-day would harm 
competition and customers; and its proposed price would provide improper, anti
competitive benefits to the Company. 

lEU-Ohio contends ttiat AEP-Ohio has failed to demonstrate ttiat its proposed 
capacity pricing mechanism is just and reasonable, as required by Section 4905.22, Revised 
Code. lEU-Ohio asserts ttiat RPM-based capacity pricing is the appropriate market pricing 
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for capacity. lEU-Ohio believes that RPM-based capacity pricing is consistent with state 
policy, whereas AEP-Ohio's proposed capacity pricing mechanism would imlawfully 
subsidise the Company's position with regard to the competitive generation business, 
contrary to state policy. DEU-Ohio notes that neither AEP-Ohio's status as an FRR Entity 
nor the pool agreement is a basis for the Company's cost-based capacity pricing mechanism. 
lEU-Ohio points out that AEP-Ohio used RPM-based capacity pricing from 2007 through 
2011, during which time the Company was an FRR Entity and the pool agreement was in 
effect. lEU-Ohio further argues that AEP-Ohio's proposed cost-based capacity pridng 
mechanism would produce results that are not coiriparable to the capacity price paid by 
SSO customers, contrary to state law. lEU-Ohio further notes that AEP-Ohio has not 
identified the capacity component of its SSO rates ^ d that it is thus impossible to 
determine whether the proposed capacity pricing for CRiES providers would be comparable 
to ttie Capacity component of its SSO rates. (lEU-Ohio Exl 102A at 29-32, Ex. KMM-10.) 
Regardless of the method by which the capacity pricing mechanism is established, lEU-
Ohio requests that AEP-Ohio be directed to provide details to customers and CRES 
providers that show how the peak load contribution (PLC) that the Company assigns to a 
customer corresponds with the customer's PLC recognized by PJM. lEU-Ohio contends 
ttiat this information is necessary to ensure that capacity compensation is being properly 
applied to shopping and non-shopping customers. (lEU-Ohio Ex. 102A at 33-34.) 

The Suppliers argue that a capacity rate based on AEP-Ohio's embedded costs is not 
appropriate under the plain language of the RAA. Citing Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the 
RAA, the Suppliers contend that AEP-Ohio may seek a cost-based rate by making a filing at 
FERC under Section 205 oi the FPA, but only if there is no state compensation mechanism in 
place. The Supphers add that the purpose of this proceeding is to establish the appropriate 
state compensation mechanism and that a sftate compensation mechanism based on AEP-
Ohio's embedded costs would be contrary to the intent of ttie RAA, which refers only to ttie 
avoided cost rate. The Suppliers also note that allowing AEP-Ohio to recover its embedded 
costs would grant the Company a higher return on equity (12.2 percent in 2013) than has 
been allowed for any of its affiliates in other states and that is considerably higher than 
what the Corilmission granted in the Company's last rate case (RESA Ex. 103). Finally, the 
Suppliers maintain that AEP-Ohio's proposed cost-based capacity pricing mechanism 
woiild preclude CRl^ providers from maJdng attractive offers, could result in shopping 
customers subsidizing non-shopping customers, and would destroy Ohio's growing 
competitive retail electridty market. 

The Suppliers also believe that the two-tier capacity pricing mechanism ttiat has been 
in effect is inequitable and ineffident and that a single RPM-based rate should be in place 
for all shopping customers. The Suppliers argue that the RPM price is the most transparent, 
market-based price for capacity, and is necessary as part of AEP-Ohio's three-year transition 
to market. 
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OEG argues that the Commission should establish either the annual or the average 
RPM price for the next three PJM planning years a& the price that AEP-Ohio can charge 
CRK providers under the state comperisation mechanism for its FRR capadty pbligatiohs, 
OEG notes ttiat use of the three-year average RPM price of $69.20/MW-day wotild mitigate 
some of the financial impact on AEP-Ohio from fluctuating future RPM prices and ease the 
Company's ttansition out of FRR status. OEG adds that the two-tier capadty pricing 
mechanism should not be continued and that a single price should be charged for all CRES 
providers. OEG notes that its position in this case has been guided by the Commission's 
twin goals, as expressed to FERC, of promoting competition, while also ensuring that AEP-
Ohio has the necessary capital to maintain reliability. OEG believes that AEP-Ohio's 
proposed capacity pricing mechanism represents a drastic departure from past precedent 
that would deter shoppihg and undermine ttie benefits of retail competition, which is 
contrary to the Commission's goal of promoting competition. With respect to OEG's 
position that a three-year RPM price average could be used, AEP-Ohio notes that the 
concept was raised for the first time in OEG's initial brief, is without evidentiary support, 
and should be rejected. 

OMA and OHA assert that, because the Commission has already established RPM-
based capacity pricing as the state compensation mechanism, AEP-Ohio has the burden, as 
the aitity challenging the state compensation mechanism, of proving that it is unjust and 
unreasonable. OMA and OHA further assert that AEP-Ohio has failed to sustain its burden, 
OMA and OHA believe that RPM-based capacity pricing is a just, reasonable, and lawful 
basis for the sta.te compensation mdchanistn. According to OMA and OHA, AEP-Ohio has 
not demonstrated that RPM-based capacity priciiig would cause substantial financial harm 
to the Company, OMA and OFIA note that AEP-Ohio's projections are based on unrealistic 
and unsubstantiated shopping assumptions, with 65 percent of residential Gustoiriers, 80 
percent of commercial custohiers, and 90 percent of industrial customers switching by the 
end of 20l2 (AEPrOhio Ex̂  104 at 4-5). OMA and OHA believe that RPM-based capadty 
pricing would not impact AEP-Ohio's ability to attract and invest capital, notiiig that the 
Company contiiiues to invest capital regardless Pf its ca^pacity cosb for shopping customers 
and has no need p;r plan to attract or invest capital in additional capacity (lEUOhio Ex. 104; 
Tr. I at 36,128-131; Tr. V at 868), On the other hand, OMA and OI^A argue that AEP-Ohio's 
proposed capacity pricing mechanism would substantially harin customers and CRES 
providers and violate state policy, as it would significantly restrict the ability of customers 
to shbp and enjoy savings; would unfairly deny customers access to market rates for 
capacity when market rates are low, and subject customers tp market rates when they are 
high; and wp^ld harm ecoiioniic development and recovery efforts. OMA and OHA urge 
the Commission to ensure that aU customers in Ohio are able to take advantage of 
hiistortcally low capacity prices and have access to the lowest possible competitive electridty 
rates, as a means to stimulate and sustain economic growth. 
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OCC contends that AEP-Ohio's proposed capadty pricing mechanism should be 
rejected because it is contrary to the plain language of the RAA, which provides that, if a 
st^te compKisation mechanism exists, its pricing prevails. According to OCC, ttie 
Cominission established RPM-based capacity pridng as the state compensation mechanism 
in its December 8,2010, entiy. OCC notes that FERC has aheady rejected AEPSCs attempt 
to establish a formula rate for capacity in Ohio in light of the Commission's adoption of 
RI'M-based capacity pricing as the state compensation mechanism. OCC further notes that 
ABP-Ohio's proposed capadty pricing mechanism is inconsistent with economic efficiency 
and contrary to state policy. OCC's position is that ttie Commission should find that RPM-
based capacity pricing is appropriate, given the precedent already established by the 
Commission and FERC, and in Ught of the fact that AEP-Ohio has historically used RPM-
based pricing for capacity sales to C^ES providers. 

NFIB urges the Commission to base AEP-Ohio's capacity compensation on RPM 
prices. NFIB adds that AEP-Ohio's proposed capacity pricing mechanism does not promote 
competition and would prevent small business owners from taking advantage of 
historicaHy low market prices over the next several years. NFIB believes that AEP-Ohio 
Would earn a healthy retum on equity under RPM-based capacity pricing and that the 
Company has failed to establish how it would be better equipped to transition to the RPM 
market, if its cost-based pridng mechanism is approved. 

Dominion Retail recommends that the Commission continue to employ RPM-based 
capacity pricing as the state compensation mechanism, as rnarket-based pricing is 
fundamental to the development of a robust competitive market in AEP-Ohio's service 
territory. According to Dominion Retail, RPM-based capadty pricing would not require 
AEP-Ohio, shareholders, or SSO customers to subsidize CRES providers, as the Company 
contends. Dominion Retail notes that AEP-Ohio proposed cost-based capadty pricing only 
when it became apparent that market-based energy and capacity charges would permit 
CRES providers to compete effectively for customers in the Company's service territory for 
the first time. Dominion Retail adds that AEP-Ohio's imderlying motivation is to constrain 
shopping and ttiat allowing the Company to Charge a cost-based capacity rate would be 
contrary to the state policy of promoting competition. Dominion Retail argues that Ohio 
law does not require that capacity pricing be based on embedded costs. Dpminion Retail 
poitits out that AEP-Ohio's status as an FRR Entity does not mean that the state 
compensation mechamsm must be based on embedded costs. Dominion Retail notes that 
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. will also be an FRR Entity until mid-2015, and that it nevertheless 
uses RPM-based capacity pridng. Dominion Retail further notes that Amended Substitute 
Senate Bill No. 3 (SB 3) eliminated cost-of-service-based ratemaking for generation service. 
Dominion Retail averts that AEP-Ohio is unrealistic in assuming ttiat CSES providers 
would be able to compete successfully if AEP-Ohio's proposed capacity pricing is adopted. 
Dominion Retail points out that even AEP-Ohio witness Allen agrees that the Company's 
proposed capacity pricing would stifle competition in the residential market (Fr. HI at 669-
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670). Finally, Dominion Retail points out that AEP-Ohio's proposed cost-based capadty 
pricing mechanism is nowhere near the Company's capadty proposal pending in 11-346, 
which would provide for a capacity rate of $146/MW-day for some shopping customers 
and $255/MW-day for the rest. Dominion Retail contends that this fact demonstrates AEP-
Ohio's willingness to provide capacity at a rate less than what if has proposed in this case 
and also undercuts the Company's confiscation argument. 

The Schools also request that the Commission retain RPM-based capadty pricing. 
The Schools argue that, if AEP-Ohio's proposed capacity pricing mechanism is adopted, the 
rate would likely be passed through to the Ohio schools that are served by C R ^ providers, 
and that these schools would suffer rate shock in violation of Section 4928,02(A), Revised 
Code (Schools Ex. 101 at 9). Additionally, the Schools believe that Ohio schools that do not 
cturrentty receive generation service from a CRES provider would be deprived of the 
opportunity to shop, in violation of Section 4928.02(Q, Revised Code (Schools Ex. 101 at 10-
11). Finally, the Schools contend that approval of AEP-Ohio's proposed capacity pricing 
mechanism would likely result in cute to teaching and staff positions, materials and 
equipment, and programs, in violation of Section 4928.02(N), Revised Code (Schools Ex. lOl 
atlO). 

Duke also contends that the Commission should adopt RPM-based capacity pridng 
as the state compensation mechanism, whicli is consistent v̂ rith state policy supporting 
competition, Duke asserts that, pursuant to the RAA, an FRR Entity may only apply to 
FERC for cost-based compensation for its FRR capacity obligations, if thei-e is no state 
compensation mechanism in place. According to Duke, nisitiier the RAA nor Ohio law 
grants AEP-Ohio ttie right to ra:over its embedded coste, Duke notes that, under Ohio law, 
capacity is a competitive generation service that is not subject to cost-based ratentisiking. 

Exelon and Constellation assert tiiat, if AEP-Ohio's proposed capacity pridng 
mechanism is approved, retail coinpetition in the Company's service territory will be stifled 
and customers will bear the cpsL Exelon and Constellation cite numerous reasons 
supporting their position that AEP-Ohio's proposal should be rqected in favor of RPM-
based capacity pricing: Ohio law does not require that ttie state compensation meChanisin 
be based on Cost; AEP-Ohio's status as an FRR Entity does not entitte it to cost-based 
capadty pridng; AEP-Ohio, even as an FRR Entity, could have dected to participate in the 
RPM auction for 2014, rather than self-supply more expensive capadty, putting its own 
interests above those of customers; RPM-;based capacity pricing is consistent with state 
policy promoting the develdpment of competitive markets, whereas the Gompan/s 
proposal is not; the Company should not be allowed to unilaterally apply better-of-cost-or-
market pricing; CRI^ providers are captive to AEP-Ohio, given the requirement that 
capacity be committed more flian ttiree years in advance of delivery; Ohio law requires 
comparable and nondiscriminatory access to CRK and RPM-based capadty pricing is used 
througjiout Ohio except in AEP-Ohio's service territory; and adopting RPM-based capadty 
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pricing would avoid the need to determine an arbitrary estimate of the Company's cost of 
service for capadty and, in any event, SB 3 eliminated full cost-of-service analysis. Exelon 
and Constellation note that 11-346 is the proper forum in which to determine whettier AEP-
Ohio requires protection to maintain its financial integrity, Exelon and Constellation 
further note that they would support reasonable measures that comport vrtth a timely 
transition to a fully competitive market and resolution of related issues in 11-346, if such 
measures are shown to be necessary. 

IGS contends that RPM-based capacity pricing is the clear choice over AEP-Ohio's 
proposed capacity pricing mechanism. IGS points out that RPM-based capadty pridng 
already exists, was neutrally created, applies all ovei: the region, is market-based, is 
nondiscriminatory, cind provides the correct incentives to assure investment in generation 
resources- On the other hand, AEP-Ohio's proposal, according to IGS, was devised by the 
Company, for this case and this case oiily, returns Ohio to a cost-based generation 
regulatory fepme, shows no relationship to short- or long-term generation adequacy, and 
could stifle competition. IGS notes that RPM-based capacity pricing fuUy comports with 
Ohio law in that it is market-based pricing and would support the continued development 
of Ohio's competitive market; would avoid subsidies and discriminatory pricing; would 
assure adequate resources are available to provide stable electric service; and would avoid 
any legal problems associated with extending the transition to competition. IGS asserts that 
AEP-Ohio's proposed capadty pricing would be contrary to Ohio law in that it would harm 
the development of coinpetition; result in anticompetitive subsidies; and violate Ohio's 
transition laws. IGS also notes that AEP-Ohio's justifications for recovering embedded costs 
are refuted by the evidence and disregard state policy. IGS contends that RPM-based 
capacity pricing does not raise reliability concerns or suteidize CRES providers. IGS argues 
that AEP-Ohio has a fundamental disagreement with state policy. IGS notes that AEP-
Ohio's judgment as to flie wisdom of state policy is irrelevant, given tiiat it has been 
codified by the General Assembly and must be effectuated by the Commission. 

Finally, Kroger asserts that the most economically efficient price and the price that 
AEP-Ohio should be required to charge CRES providers for capadty is the RPM price. 

d. Conclusion 

Initially, the Commission notes that a state compensation mechanism, as referenced 
in the RAA, has been in place for AEP-Ohio for some time now, at least since issuance of the 
December 8, 2010, entry, which expressly addpted RPM-based capacity pricing as the state 
coinpensation mechanisin for the Company during the pendency of ttiis case. The state 
coinpensation mechanism was subsequentty modified by ttie Commission's March 7,2012, 
and May 30,2012, entries granting AEP-Ohio's requests for interim relief. No party appears 
to dispute, at least in this proceeding, that ttie Commission has adopted a state 
compensation mechanism for AEP-Ohio, 
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Given that there is, and has continually been, a state compensation mechanisrri in 
place for AEP-Ohio from the beginning of this proceeding, the issue for our consideration is 
whether the state cpmpensation medmnisin, on a going-forward basis, must or should be 
modifie?l such that it is based on cost. AEiP-Ohio contends that the state compensation 
mechanism must be amended so that the Company is able to recover its embedded costs of 
capacity. All of the intervenors and Staff oppose AEP-Ohio's request and advocate instead 
that the Commission retain the RPM-based state compensation mechaiiism, as it was 
established in the December 8,2010, enfary. 

Pursuant to Section 4905.22, Revised Code, all charges for service shall be just and 
reasonable and not more than allowed by law or by order of the Cornmission, In this case, 
AEP-Ohio asserts that its proposed compensation for its FRR capacity obligations is just and 
reasonable and should be adopted by the Commission, Specifically, AEP-Ohio asserts that 
its proposed cost-based capadty pridng is consistent with state policy, will promote 
alternative competitive supply and retaS competition, and will ensure the Company's 
ability to attract capital investment to meet its FRR capacity obligations. All of ttie 
intervenors and Staflf, on the other hand, recommend that market-based RPM capacity 
pricing should be approved as the state compensation mechanism for AEP-Ohio. As 
discussed above, there is a general consensus among these parties ttiat RPM-liased capacity 
pricing is just and reasonable, easily implemented and understood, arid consistent with 
state policy. Staff and intervenors further agree that RPM-based Capadty pricing will fulfill 
the Commission's stated goals of botti promoting competition and ensuring that AEP-Ohio 
has the required Capital to maintain service reliability. 

As discussed above, the Commissipn finds that it has jurisdiction to establish a state 
compensation mechanism in this case pursuant to its general supervisory auttiority found in 
Sections 4905^04, 4905.05, and 4905.06, Revised Code. We fiirttier find, pufSiuant to our 
regulatory authority under Chapter 4905, Revised Code, as WeU as Chapter 4909, Revised 
Code, that it is necessary and appropriate to establish a cost-based state cornpensation 
mechanism for AEP-Ohio. Those chaipters require that the Cominission use traditipnal rate 
base/rate of return regulation to approve rates that are based on cost, ydth tike ultimate 
objective of approving a charge that is just arid reasonable consistent with Section 4905.22, 
Revised Code. Although Chapter A928, Revised Code, provides for market-based pridng 
for retail electric generation service, those provisions do not apply because, as we noted 
earlier, capacity is a wholesale rather than a retail service, the Commission's obligation 
under traditional rate regulation is to ensure that the jurisdictional utilities receive 
reasonable compensation for the services that they render. We conclude that the state 
eottipensation mechanism for AEP-Ohio should be based on the Company's costs. 
Although Staff and intervenors contend that RPM-based capacity pricing is just and 
reasonable, we note that the record indicates that the RPM-baised price for capadty has 
decreased greatty since the December 8,2010, entty was issued, and tiiat the adjusted RPM 
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rate currentiy in effect is substantially below all estimates provided by the parties regarding 
AEP-Ohio's cost of capacity (AEP-Ohio Ex. 102 at 21, 22; FES Ex. 103 at 55; Staff Ex, 105 at 
Ex. ESM-4). The record further reflects ttiat, if RPM-based capadty pridng is adopted, AEP-
Ohio may earn an unusually low retum on equity of 7.6 percent in 2012 and 2.4 percent in 
2013, witti a loss of $240 milUon between 2012 and 2013 (AEP-Ohio Ex. 104 at 3-5, Ex. WAA-
1; Tr. HI at 701), In short, the record reveals that RPM-based capacity pricing would be 
insuffident to yield reasonable compensation for AEP-Ohio's provision of capacity to CRES 
providers in fulfillment of its FRR capadty obKgations, 

However, the Commission also recognizes that RPM-based capacity pricing will 
further the development of competition in the market (Exelon Ex. 101 at 7; OEG Ex. 102 at 
11), which is one of our primary objectives in this proceeding. We believe that RPM-based 
capadty pricing will stimulate true competition among suppliers in AEP-Ohio's service 
territory. We also believe that RPM-based capacity pricing will facilitate AEP-Ohio's 
transition to full partidpation in the competitive market, as well as incent shopping, RPM-
based capacity pricing has been used successfully throughout Ohio and the rest of the PJM 
region and puts electric utilities and CRES providers on a level pla5dng field (FK Ex. 101 at 
50-51; FES Ex. 102 at 3). RPM-based capadty pricing is thus a reasonable means of 
promoting shopping in AEP-Ohio's service territory and advancing the state policy 
objectives of Section 4928,02, Revised Code, which ttie Commission is required to effectuate 
pursuant to Section 4928.06(A), Revised Code. 

Therefore, with the intention of adopting a state compensation mechanism that 
achieves a reasonable outcome for all stakeholders, the Commission directs that the stete 
compensation mechanism shall be based on the costs incurred by the FRR Entity for its FRR 
capacity obligations, as discussed furttier in the following secttoiu However, because the 
record in this proceeding demonstrates that RPM-based capadty pridng will promote retail 
electric competition, we find it necessary to take appropriate meastares to facilitate this 
important objective. For that reason, the Commission directs AEP-Ohio to charge CRES 
providers tiie adjusted final zonal PJM RPM rate in effect for the rest of the RTO region for 
the current PJM delivery year (as of today, approximately $20/MW-day), and with the rate 
changing annually on June 1,2013, and Jime 1,2014, to match the then current adjusted final 
zonal PJM RPM rate in the rest of the RTO region. Further, the Commission will autiiorize 
AEP-Ohio to modify its accounting procedures, pursuant to Section 4905.13, Revised Code, 
to defer incurred capacity costs not recovered from CRES provider billings during the ESP 
period to the extent that the total incurred capadty costs do not exceed ihe capacity pricing 
tiiat we approve below. Moreover, the Commission notes that we wiU establish an 
appropriate recovery mechanism for such deferred costs and addre^ any additional 
financial considerations in the 11-346 proceeding. We also find that AEP-Ohio should be 
authorized to collect carrying charges on the deferral based on the Company's weighted 
average cost of capital, until such time as a recovery mechanism is approved in 11-346, in 
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order to ensure ttiat ttie Company is fully compensated. Thereafter, AEP-Ohio should be 
authorized to collect carrying charges at its long-term cost of debt. 

Additionally, the Cornmission directs that the state compensation mechanism that 
we approve today shall npt take effect until our opinion and order is issued in 11-346, or 
until August 8, 2012, whichever is sooner. Until that time, the interim Capacity pridng 
mechanism that we approved on March 7,2012, and extended on May 30,2012, shall remain 
in place. In further extending the interim capacity pridng mechanism, we recognize that 
11-346 and the present proceeding are intricately related. In fact, AEP-Ohio has put forth an 
entirely different capacity pricing mechanism in 11-346 as a component of its proposed ESP. 
Although this case has proceeded separately so that an evidentiary record on the 
appropriate capacity cost pricing/recovery mechanism could be developed, there is an 
overlap of issues between the two proceedings". For ttiat reason, we find that the state 
compensation mechanism approved today should become effective with the issuance of our 
order in 11-346, which wiU address AEP-Ohio's comprehensive rate package, including its 
capacity pricing proposal, or August 8,2012, whichever occurs first. 

We note that the state compensation mechanism, once effective, shall remain in effect 
until AEP-Ohio's transition to full partidpation in the RPM market is complete and the 
Company is no longer subject to its FRR capacity obligations, which is expected to occur on 
or before June 1,2015, or until otherwise directed by the Commission. 

The Commission believes that the approach that we adopt today appropriately 
balances our objectives of enabling AEP-Ohio to recover its costs for capadty incurred in 
fulfilling its FRR capadty obligations, while promoting the furttier development of retail 
competition in the Company's service territory. 

3. What should ttie resulting compensation be for AEP-Ohio's FRR 
capadty obligations? 

a. AEP-5hi6 

ABP-Ohio's position is that the appropriate cost-based capadty price to be charged to 
CRES providers is $355.72/MW-day, on a merged company basis, before consideration of 
any offs;etting energy credit. AEP-Ohio notes that the formula rate approach recommerided 
by Company witness Pearce is ba&ed upon the average cost of serving the Company's LSE 
obligation load (both ttie load served dirCctty by AEP-Ohio and the load served by CKBS 
providers) on a doHar-per-MW-day basis. AEP-Ohio furttier notes ttiat, because t^e 
Company supplies its own generation resources to satisfy these load obligations, ttie cost to 
provide this capacity is ttie actual embaided capacity cost of its generation. AEP-Ghio's 
formula rate template was modeled after, and modified irom, ttie capadty portion of a 
FERC-approved template used to derive the charges applied to wholesale sales made by 
Southwestern Electric Power Company, an affiliate of the Company, to the cities of Minderi, 
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Louisiana and Prescott, Arkansas. AEP-Ohio notes that Dr. Pearce's formula rate approach 
is transparent and, if adopted, would be updated annually by May 31 to reflect the most 
current input data, most of which is publicly available and taken direcHy irom ttie 
Company's FERC Form 1 and audited financial statements (AEP-Ohio Ex. 102 at 8). AEP-
Ohio adds that its proposed formula rate template would promote rate stability and result 
in a reasonable return on equity of 12.2 percent in 2013, based on a capacity price of 
$355.72/MW-day (Tr. II at 12-25; AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 at 21-22). 

AEP-Ohio contends that its proposed cost-based capacity pricing roughly 
approximates and is, therefore, comparable to the amount that the Company receives from 
its SSO customers for capacity through base generation rates (AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 at 19-20; Tr. 
Hat 304,350). 

b. Staff 

If the Cornmission determines that RPM-based capadty pricing is not appropriate for 
AEP-Ohio, Staff proposes an alternate capacity rate of $146.41/MW-day, which accounts for 
energy margins as well as certain cost adjustments to the Company's proposed capacity 
pricing mechanism. Staff notes that its alternate rate may offer more finandal stability to 
AEP-Ohio than RPM-based capacity pricing over the next three years, and is just and 
reasonable unlike the Company's excessive rate proposal. Staff finds that its alternate rate 
would appropriately balance the interests of AEP-Ohio in recovering its embedded costs to 
meet its FRR capacity obligations and attracting capital investrnent, while also promoting 
alternative competitive supply and retail competition. 

According to Staff, the reduction of AEP-Ohio's proposed rate of $355.72/MW-day to 
Staff's alternative recommendation of $146.41/MW-day is a result of removing and 
adjusting numerous items, including rehim on equity; rate of retum; construction work in 
progress (CWIP); plant held for future use (PHPFU); cash working capital (CWQ; certain 
prepayments, including a prepaid pension asset and the related accumulated deferred 
income taxes; accumulated deferred income taxes; payroll and benefits for diminated 
positions; 2010 severance program cost; income tax e)q>ense; domestic production activities; 
payroll tax expense; capacity equalization revenue; ancillary services revenue; and energy 
sales margui and ancillary services receipts. In terms pf the return on equity. Staff witness 
Smith used ten percent for CSP and 10.3 percent for OP, because these percentage were 
adopted by the Coirunission in AEP-Ohio's recent distribution rate case (Staff Ex. 103 at 12-
13).* Staff notes that CWIP was properly excluded fi-om rate base because AEP-Ohio has 
not demonstrated that the requirements of Section 4909.15 or 4928.143, Revised Code, have 
been met (Staff Ex. 103 at 14-15). Staff also exduded PHFFU firom rate base, as the plant in 

In the Matter of ihe Application of OAunibus Southern Power Company and OMo Power Company, Individually 
and, if Their Proposed Merger is Approved, as a Merged Company (collectively, AEP OMo) for an Increase in 
Electric Distribution Rates, Case No. 11-351-EL-AIR, et cd. 
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question is not used and useful and AEP-Ohio has given no indication as to when it will 
become so (Staff Ex. 103 at 16). CWC was exduded by Staff because AEP-Ohio did not 
prepare a leeid-lag study or otherwise demonstrate a need for CWC (Staff Ex. 103 at 18-21). 
Staff excluded AEP-Ohio's prepaid pension asset for numerous reasons, mainly because the 
Company did not demonstrate that it has a net prepaid pension asset and its FERC Form 1 
for 2010 suggests that there is actually a net liability; pension funding levels are the result of 
discretionary management decisions regarding the funding of defined benefit pensions; and 
pension expense is typically induded in the determination pf CWC in a lead-lag study, 
which was not provided (Staff Ex. 103 at 21-31). Staff further excluded nonrecurring costs 
related to the significant number of positions that were permanentty eliminated as a result 
of AEP-Ohio's severance program in 2010 (Staff Ex. 1-3 at 43-52). 

AEP-Ohio responds that Mr. Smith's downward adjustments and elimination of 
certain costs from Dr. Pearce's calculations are fundamentally flawed in that Dr. Pearce's 
formula rate approach is based on a formula rate template that was approved by FERC. 
AEP-Ohio also counters that adjustments made by Mr. Smith to the return on equity, 
operations and maintenance expenses attributable to severance programs, prepaid pension 
assets, CWC, CWIP, and PHFFU understate the Company's costs and contradict prior 
orders and practices of both the Commission and FERC. With respect to the return on 
equity, AEP-Ohio notes that Mr. Smith's adjustment was inappropriately taken from the 
stipulation in the Company's recent distribution rate case and that Mr. Smith agreed that 
the competitive generation business is more risky than the distribution business (Staff Ex, 
103 at 12-13; Tr, IX at 1991, 1993; AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 at 17). AEP-Ohio contends ttiat tiie 
Commission should adopt a return on equity of 11.15 percent as recommended by 
Dr. Pearce or, at a mininlum, a return on equity of 10.5 percent, wMch AEP-Ohio claims is 
consistent with a retiirn on equity that the Commission has recentty recognized for certain 
generating assets of ttie Company (AEPOhip Ex. 142 at 17-18). AEP<)hip further contends 
that Mr, Smith's eluninatipn of certain severance costs and prepaid pension expenses is 
inconsistent with the Commission's treatment of such costs in the Company's recent 
distribution rate case, and that the $39.(K)4 million in severance costs should be amortized 
over three years (AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 at 17). AEP-Ohio argues that Mr. Smith's elimination of 
CWIP and CWC is inconsistent witti FERC practice. 

Additionally, AEP-OMo asserts that Staff witnesses Smith and Harter failed to 
account for riearly $66,5 milUon in certain energy costs incurred by the Company, induding 
Prpduction-Related Adininistrative <̂  General Eifpenses, Return on Production-Related 
Investments, Production-Related Depreciation Expenses, and JE^oduction-Related Income 
Taxes. According to AEP-Ohio, due to these trapped costs, Mr. Smith's capadty charge is 
undastated by $20.11/MW-day on a merged company basis (AEP-Ohio Ex, 143 at 3, 5-6). 
AEP-dhio witness Allen incorporated this amount in his calculation of what Staff's capadty 
rate would be, as modified by his recommended energy credit and cost-of-service 
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adjustments, and reached a resulting capadty rate of $291.58/MW-day (AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 
at 18; Tr. XI at 2311). 

c. Intervenors 

ff the Commission believes that it is appropriate to consider AEP-Ohio's embedded 
costs, FES argues that the Company's true cost of capadty is $78.53/MW-day, after 
adjustments are made to reflect ttie removal of stranded coste and post-2001 generation 
investment, as well as an appropriate offeet for energy sales. At most, FES contends ttiat it 
should be $90.83/MW-day, if a further adjustment is made to credit back to AEP-Ohio the 
capacity equalization payments for the Company's Waterfprd and Darby plants, which 
were acquired in 2005 and 2007, FES also recommends that the Commission require AEP-
Ohio to unbundle ite base generation rate into energy and capacity componenfe, which 
would ensure that the Company is charging the same price for shopping and non-shopping 
customers and allow customers to compare offers from CR]^ providers with the 
Company's tariff rates (FES Ex. 103 at 22). 

The Suppliers note that, if the Commission finds that RPM-based capadty pricing is 
confiscatory or otherwise fails to compensate AEP-Ohio adequately, a nonbypassable 
stabilization charge, such as ttie rate stability rider rate proposed by the Company in 11-346, 
would be appropriate and should be considered in ttiat case. OMA and OHA respond by 
arguing that any suggestion that rates should be raised without any justification, other than 
reaching a level that is high enough to ensure that CRES providers are able to compete with 
AEP-Ohio, tramples on customer intereste and should be rejected by the Commission. 

As discussed in greater detail below, OEG recommends that AEP-Ohio's capacity 
charge should be no higher than $145.79/MVV-day, which was the RPM-based price for the 
2011/2012 PJM delivery year, and only if tiie Commission detCTinines that the prevailing 
RPM price is not sufficient compensation (OEG Ex. 102 at 9-10), OEG argues that a capadty 
charge of $145.79/MW-day provided a more than sufJEicient return on equity for AEP-Ohio, 
as well as fostered retail competition in its service territory (OEG Ex. 102 at 10-11). As part 
of ttiis recommendation, OEG urges the Commission adopt an earnings stabilization 
mechanism (ESM) in the form of an ahnual review to gauge whether AEP-Ohio's earnings 
are too high or too low (OEG Ex. 102 at 15^21). 

(i) Should ttiere be an offsetting energv credit? 

a) AEP-Ohio 

AEP-Ohio does not recommend that the Commission adopt an energy credit offset to 
the capadty price, given that t̂ JM maintains separate markete for capacity and energy 
(AEP-Ohio Ex. 102 at 13). AEP-Ohio witness Pearce, however, offers a recommendation for 
how an energy credit should be devised, if the Commission determines that an energy 
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credit is appropriate. E>r. Pearce's template for the calculation of energy coste is derived 
from the same formula rate template discussed above and approved by FERC (AEP-Ohio 
Ex. 102 at 14), The energy cr^it would be calculated as the difference between ihe 
revenues that the historic load shap^ fpr CSP and OP, including all shopping and non-
shopping load, would be valued at using locational marginal prices (LMP) that settte in the 
PJM day-ahead market, less the cost basis of this energy (AEP-Ohio Ex. 102 at Ex. KDP-l 
through kbP-5). According to Dr. Pearce, the calculation relies upon a fair and reasonable 
proxy for the energy revenues that could have been obtained by CSI* and OP by selling 
equivalent generation into the market (AEP-Ohio Ex. 102 at 15). AEP-Ohio contends ttiat, if 
an energy credit is used to partially offset ihe demand charge, it should reflect adiial energy 
inargiihs for 20i0 in order to best match the corresponding cost basis for calculatinjg the 
demand charge. Dr. Pearce recommends ihat energy margins from CSS ttiat are properly 
attributed to capacity sales to CRES providers shotdd be shared on a 50/50 basis between 
AEP-Ohio and CRES providers (AEP-Ohio Ex, 102 at 18). Additionally, Dr. Pearce 
recommends that any energy credit be capped at 40 percent of the capacity diarge that 
would be applicable witti no energy credit, as a means to ensure that the credit does not 
grow so large as to reduce greatly capadty paymente from CRES providers in times of hig;h 
prices (AEP-Ohio Ex. 102 at 18). 

b) Staff 

As discussed above, Staff recommends that AEP-Ohio's compensation for its FRR 
capacity obligations be based on RPM pricing. Alternatively, Staff proposes a capadty rate 
of $146.41/MW-day, which includes an offsetting energy credit and ancillary services 
credit. In calculatihg its proposed energy credit. Staff developed a forecast of total energy 
margins for AEP-Ohip's generating assets, using a dispatch riiarket model known as 
AURORAxrhp, which is licensed by Staffs consultant in this case, finergy Ventures 
Analysis, Inc. (EVA), as well as by AEP-Ohio and others (Staff Ex. 101 at 6; Tr. X at 2146, 
2149; Tr. XII at 2637), 

AEP-Ohio contends that Staff's black-box methodology for calculation of the energy 
credit is flawed in several ways and produces unrealistic and grossly overstated resulte. 
Specifically, AEP-Ohio argues that the AURORAxmp model used by Staff witnesses Harter 
and Medihe is not well-suited for ttie task of computing an energy credit ^ d that EVA 
implemented the model in a flawed manner through use of inaccurate and inapprppriate 
input data and assumptions, which overstates gross ener^ njargiris for the period of June 
2012 ttirough May 2015 by nearly 200 percent (AEP-Ohip Ex. 144 at 8^5; AE?-Ohio Ex. 142 
at 2-14). AEP-Ohio notes that, among other flaws. Staff's proposed energy credit 
imderstates fuel coste for coal unite, understatei? the heat rates for gas unite, overstates 
market prices (e.^., use of zonal rather than nodal prices, use of forecasted LMP rather than 
forward energy prices), fails to account for ttie gross margins allocable to the Compan/s 
full requiremente contract with Wheeling Power Company, and fails to account for the fact 
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that the pool agreement limits the gross margins retained by the Company. AEP-Ohio 
argues that Company witness Allen proposed a number of conservative adjustmente that 
should, at a minimum, be made to Staff's approach, resulting in an energy credit of 
$47.46/MW-day (AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 at 4-14). AEP-Ohio adds ttiat the documentation of 
EVA's approach is incomplete, inadequate, and cannot be suffidentty tested or validated; 
the data used in the model and the model iteelf cannot be reasonably verified; EVA's quality 
control measures are defident; and the execution of EVA's analysis contains significant 
errors and has not been performed with requisite care (AEP-Ohio Ex. 144 at 13-18). 

Additionally, AEP-OMo pointe out that Staff's proposed energy credit wrongly 
incorporates OSS margins not rdated to capacity sales to CEES providers and also fails to 
properly reflect the impact of the pool agreement. Specifically, AEP-Ohio contends that, if 
an energy credit is adopted, it should reflect only the O ^ margins attributable to energy 
that is freed up due to capacity sales to CRES providers. AEP-Ohio further notes that Staff 
inappropriately assuines ttiat 100 percent of the margins asspdated wjfh retail sales to SSO 
customers are available to be oUset against the cost oi capacity sold to CRfeS providers, 
which is inconsistent with the terms of the pool agreement, pui^uant to which the 
Company's member load ratio share is 40 percent. AEP-Ohio believes that there is no 
reason to indude margins associated with retail sales to SSO customers in an energy credit 
calculation intended to price capacity ior shopping load. In accordance with Mr. Allen's 
recommendations, AEP-Ohio concludes that, if Staff's proposed energy credit is adopted by 
the Commission, it should be adjusted to $47.46/MW-day. Alternatively, AEP-Ohio notes 
ttiat Mr. Allen's proposed adjustmente (AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 at 14) to Staffs energy credit 
could he rnade individually or in combination to ttie extent ttiat the Commission agrees 
with the basis for each adjustment. AEP-Ohio adds that Company vritness Nelson also 
offered additional options for an energy credit calculation, with the various methods 
converging around $66/MW-day for the energy credit (AEP-Ohio Ex. 143 at 8,12-13,17). 
As a final option, AEP-Ohio stales that the Commission could direct Staff to calculate an 
energy credit that is consistent with the forward prices recommended by Staff for use in tiie 
market rate option price comparison test in 11-346, which the Company believes would 
reduce Staff's energy credit by approximately $50/MW-day. 

c) Intervenors 

FES argues that AEP-Ohio's formula rate should include an offset for energy-related 
saleis or else the Company would double recover ite capacity coste. FES notes that an energy 
credit is appropriate because AEP-Ohio recovers a portion of ite fixed coste through energy-
related sales for resale, and is also necessary to avoid an above-market retum on equity for 
the Company. (FES Ex. 103 at 45-46,49-50.) FES adds that all of AEP-Ohio's OSS revenues 
should be included as a credit against capacity coste and that no adjustment should be 
made to account for the pool agreement, given ttiat the pool agreement could have been 
modified to account for retail shopping, as well as that the Company proposes to recover ite 
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embedded capadty coste both from shopping customers and off-system energy sales (FES 
Ex, 103 at 47; Tr. I at 29-30). At minimum, FES believes that AEP-Ohio should account for 
ite portion of OSS revenues, after pool sharuig, in ite capadty price, (FES Ex. 103 at 48-49,) 
ff RPM-based capacity pricing is not required by the Coirunission, FES recommends that 
FES witness Lesser's energy credit, which simply uses AEP-Ohip's FERC account 
information without adjustments to account for the pool agreement, be adopted. FES notes 
that Dr. Lesser determined that AEP-Ohio overstated ite capadty coste by $178.1 million by 
failing to include an offset for energy sales. 

OCC notes ttiat it would be imjust and unreasonable for AEP-Ohio to he permitted to 
recover any of ite embedded generation coste from customers, particularly without any 
offset for energy sales. OCC argues that, if the Comrnission adopte a cost-based capacity 
pricing mechanism, an energy credit that accounte for profite from C65 is warranted to 
ensure that AEP-Ohio does not recover embedded capadty costs from CRES providers, as 
well as recover some of those same coste ffom off-system energy sales, resulting in double 
recovery. 

(ii) Does the Company's proposed cost-based capacity pricing 
medianism constitiite a request for recovery of stranded 
geheration investment? 

a) Intervenors 

VES argues ttiat SB 3 required that all generation plant investment occurring after 
January 1,2001, be recovered solely in the market, FES notes that AEPrOhio admite, in ite 
recentty filed corporate separation plan,9 that it can ho longer recover stranded costs, as the 
transition period for recpvery of siich coste is Ipng pver. VES adds that AEPHQhio witness 
Pearce failed to exclude straiide4 costs from his calculatipn pf capacity coste, FES points put 
that, pursuant to ttie stiptilation approved by the Cornmission in AEP-Ohio's electric 
transition plan (ETP) case, ttie Company waived recovery of ite stranded generation coste 
and, in any event, ttirough depreciation accruals, has already fully recovered siich co^te, 
FES also notes that Dr. PiearCe's calculation inappropriately indudes coste for generation 
plant investtnente made after December 31, 2000, and also, seeks to recpver tiie costs of 
assete that will no longer be owned by the Company as of January 1, 2014, but will rather be 
pwned by AEP Generation Re^otirces. 

lEU-Ohio agrees with FES that AEP-Ohio agreed to forgo any claim for stranded 
generation coste, which bars the Company's untimely claim to generation plant-related 
transition revenues. lEU-Ohio contends that AEP-Ohio sedics to impose what lEU-Ohio 
considers to be a lost revenue charge on CRES suppliers serving shopping customers. 

^ In ihe Matter of ihe Applica.tion of OMo Power Company for Approval cf Full legal Corporate Separation and 
Ammdment to its Corporate Separation Plan, Case No. 12-1126~EL-UNC. 
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Citing Sections 4928.141, 4928.38, and 4928.40, Revised Code, as weU as AEP-Ohio's 
agreement to forgo r«:overy of generation trar«ition revenues in ite ETP case (Tr. I at 49-50; 
FES Ex. 106; FES Ex. 107), OMA and OHA likewise contend tiiat Ohio law prohibite tiie 
Commission from establishing a state compensation mechanism that woidd auttiorize the 
receipt of transition revenues or any equivalent revenues by AEP-Ohio as a means to 
recover ite above-market capacity coste. 

Kroger argues that AEP-Ohio, through its requested compensation for ite FRR 
capacity obligations, seeks recovery of stranded generation transition coste in this case. 
Kroger contends that such coste must be recovered in the market and that AEP-Ohio should 
not be permitted to renege on the stipulation in the ETP case. Dominion Retail likewise 
argues that AEP-Ohio should not be permitted to violate the terms of the E!TP stipulation 
and recover stranded above-market generation investment coste after the statutory period 
for such recovery has expired. Dominion Retail believes that AEP-Ohio is effectively 
seeking a second transition plan in this case. IGS adds ttiat the law is meaningless if utilities 
may continue to require all customers to pay embedded generation coste after the transition 
period has ended and that approval of AEP-Ohio's proposed capadty pridng mechanism 
would be contrary to the statutory requiremente found in Sections 4928.38, 4928.39, and 
4928.40, Revised Code. 

h) AEP-Ohio 

AEP-Ohio responds that neither the provisions of SB 3 nor the ETP stipulation are 
applicable to this case. AEP-Ohio notes that the purpose of this proceeding is to establish'a 
wholesale capacity pricing mechanism based on the Company's embedded capacity costs, 
as opposed to the retail generation transition charges authorized by Section 4928.40, 
Revised Code, which is what the Company agreed to forgo during the market development 
period as part of the ETP stipulation. AEP-Ohio asserfe that the issue of whether the 
Company could recover stranded asset value from retail customers under SB 3 is a separate 
matter from establishing a wholesale price that permits the Company's competitors to use 
that same capadty. AJEP-Ohio adds that a conclusion that SB 3 precludes the Company 
from recovering ite capadty coste ttirough a wholesale rate would conflict with the RAA 
and be preempted imder ttie FPA, 

(iii) Should OEG's alternate proposal be adopted? 

a) OEG 

OEG recommends that AEP-Ohio's capacity pridng mechanism should be based on 
RPM prices. As an alternative recommendation, if the Commission determines that AEP-
Ohio's capacity pridng should be higher than the prevailing RPM price, OEG suggeste that 
the capacity price should be no higher than $145.79/MW-day, which was the RPM-based 
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price for flie 2011/2012 PJM deUvery year. OEG believes ttiat such price has proven 
effective in providing a more than sttffident retuni on equity for AEP-OWo, while still 
fostering retail competition in the Company's service territory. (OEG Ex. 102 at 10-11). 
Additionally, OEG witness Kollen recommends tiiat the Commission adopt an ESM to 
ensure that AEP-Ohio's earnings are neither too high nor too low and instead are 
maintained within a Commission-determined zone of reasonableness. OEG believes that 
such an approach is appropriate, given the significant uncertainty regarding both the 
proper compensation for Al^-Ohio's FRR capacity obligations and ttie impact of various 
charges on die Company's earnings- In particular, Mr. Kollen suggeste that an earnings 
bandwidth be established, with a lower threshold retum on equity of seven percent and an 
upper threshold rettun on equity of 11 percent ff AEP-Ohio's earnings fall below the lower 
threshold of seven percent, then the Company would be allowed to increase ite rates 
through a nonbypassable !KM charge sufficient to increase ite earnings to the seven percent 
leveL ff earnings exceed the upper thr^hold of 11 percent, then AEP- Ohio would retum 
the excess earnings to customers through a nonbypassable ESM credit If AEP-Ohio's 
earnings are within the earnings bandwidth, there would be no rate changes other than 
those tiiat operate to recover defined coste such as through the fuel adjustment clause. 
Finally, Mr. KoUen notes that the Commission would have the <iiscretion to make 
modifications as circumstances warrant. (OEG. Ex. 102 at 15-21.) OEG beUeves that ite 
recommended lower threshold is reasonable as confirmed by the recent actual earned 
returns of the AEP East affiliates, which averaged 6.8 percent in 2010 and 7.8 percent in 2011 
(OEG Ex, 102 at 13). Additionally, AEP-Ohio's adjusted return in 2011 was 11.42 percent, 
just above ite suggested upper threshold (OEG Ex. 102 at Ex. LK-3), Mr. Kollen explained 
that AEP-Ohio's earned retum on equity would be computed in the same maimer as under 
the significantty excessive earnings test (SEET) of Section 4928.143(F), Revised Code, 
although he believes that OSS margins should be included in the computation to be 
consistent with certain other parties' recommended approach of accounting for energy 
margins in the calculation of a cost-based capacity price (OEG Ex. 102 at 10,15,18; Tr, VI at 
1290,) 

b) AEP-Ohio 

AEP-Ohio urges the Commission to rqect OEG's alternate proposal. AEP-Ohio notes 
tiiat the upper threshold of 11 percent is significantty lower than any SEET threshold 
previously applied to ttie Company and that the proposal would essentially render the 
statutory SEl|r obsolete. According to AEP-Ohio, the Commissipn is without jurisdiction to 
impose another, more stringent, excessive earnings test on the Company. AEP-Ohio also 
argjies that OEG's proposal would preclude the Company from exercising ite right unda: 
S ^ o n D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA to establish a cost-based compensation method. 
AEP-Ohio beUeves that Mr. Kollen's excessive earnings test would offer no material 
protection to the Company from undercompensation of ite coste incurred to furnish 
capacity to CRES providers, and that the test would be difficult to administer, cause 
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prolonged litigation on an annual basis, and create substantial uncertainty for the Company 
and customers, 

• d. Conclusion 

As discussed above, the Commission belie%'es that AEP-Ohio's capadty coste, rather 
than RPM-based pricing, should form the basis of the state compensation mechanism 
established in this proceeding. Upon review of the considerable evidence in this 
proceeding, we find that the record supporte compensation of $188.88/MW-day as an 
appropriaite charge to enable AEP-Ohio to recover ite capacity coste for ite FRR obligations 
from CFSS providers. We also find that, as a means to encourage the furttier development 
of retail competition in AEP-Ohio's service territory, the Company should modify ite 
accounting procedures to defer the difference between the adjusted RPM rate currentiy in 
effect and AEP-Ohio's incurred capacity coste, to the extent that such coste do not exceed 
the capadty charge approved today. We believe that this approach successfully bdances 
the Commission's objectives and the intereste of the many parties to this proceeding. 

The record reflects a range in AEP-Ohio's cost of capadty from a low of $78.53/MW-
day, put forth by FES, to the Company's high of $355,72/MW-day, as a merged entity, with 
Staff and OEG offering recommendations more in the middle Pf the range (AEP-Ohio BK. 
102 at 21; FES Ex. 103 at 55; Staff Ex. 105 at Ex. ESM-4; OEG Ex, 102 at 10-11). Ihe 
Commission finds that Staff's determination of AEP-Ohio's capacity coste is reasonable, 
supported by the evidence of record, and should be adopted as modified in this order. 
Initially, we note that no party other than AEP-Ohio appears to seriously challenge Staff's 
recomrhended cost-based capacity pricing mechanism in this case. Additionally, we do not 
believe that AEP-Ohio has demonstrated that its proppsed charge of $355.72/MW-day falls 
within the zone pf reasonableness, nor do we believe that FES' proposed charge of 
$78.53/MW-day would result in reasonable compensation for the Company's FRR capacity 
obligations. 

The Commission believes that ttie approach used by Staff is an appropriate method 
for determining AEP-Ohio's capacity coste. In deriving ite recommeinded charge, iStaff 
followed ite traditional process oi making reasonable adjustmente to AEP-Ohio's proposed 
capacity pricing mechanism, which is based on the capacity portjon of a formula rate 
template approved by FERC for one of the Company's aJEfiliates and was modified by the 
Company for use in ttiis ca^ with data ffom ite FERC Form 1 (Staff Ex. 103 at 10-12; AEP-
Ohio Ex, 102 at 8,9). As AEP-Ohio notes, FERC-approved formula rates are routinely used 
by tiie Company's affiliates in other states (AEP-Ohio Ex, 102 at 8; Tr, II at 253), Given ttiat 
compensation for AEP-Ohio's FRR capadty obligations from CRES providers is wholesale 
m nature, we find that AEP-Ohio's formula rate template is an appropriate starting point for 
determination of ite capadty coste. From that starting point. Staff made a number of 
reasonable adjustmente to AEP-Ohio's proposal in order to be consistent v̂ rith the 
Cotnmission's ratemaking practices. Staff further adjusted AEP-Ohio's proposed Capacity 
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pricing to account for margins ffom off-system energy sales and ancillary receipte (Staff Ex, 
101 at 4). We agree with Staff, FES, and OCC that an offset for energy-related sales is 
necessary to ensure that AEP-Ohio does not over recover ite capacity coste through recovery 
of ite embedded coste as well as OSS margins (FES Ex. 103 at 45-46), 

AEP-Ohio takes issue with ttie adjustmente made by Staff witness Sirtitii as well as 
witti EVA's calculation of the energy credit The Commission believes that the adjustments 
to AEP-Ohio's proposed capadty pridng mechanism that were made by Staff witness Sinitti 
are, for the most part, reasonable and consistent with our ratemaking practices in Ohio, 
With regard to AEP-Ohio's prepaid pension asset, however, we agree with the Company 
ttiat Mr, Smith's exclusion of this item was inconsistent with Staff's recommendatton in the 
Company's recent distribution rate case (AEP-Ohio Ex, 129A; AEP-t)hio Ex. 129B), as well 
as with our treatment of pension expense in ottier proceedings.''̂ ^ We see no reason to vary 
our practice in the present case and, ttierefore, find that AEP-Ohio's prepaid pension asset 
should not have been exduded. The result of our adjustment increases Staff's 
recommendation by $3.20/MW-day (AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 at 16, Ex. WAA-R7). Similarly, with 
respect to AEP-Ohio's severance program coste, we find ttiat Mr. Smith's exdusion of such 
coste was inconsistent with their treatment in the Company's distribution rate case. 
Amortization of the severance program costs over a three-year period increases Staff's 
recommendation by $4.07/MW-day. (AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 at 16-17.) Further, upon 
consideration of the argurnente witti respect to the appropriate return on equity, we find 
that AEP-Ohio's recommendation of 11.15 percent is reasonable and should be adopted. As 
AEP-Ohio notes. Staff's recommended return on equity was solely based on the negotiated 
return on equity in the Company's distribution rate case (Staff Ex. 103 at 12-13), which has 
no precedential effect pursuant to the express terms of the stipulatiPn. adopted by the 
Commission in that case. Our adoption Pf a return on eqiiity of 11.15 percent increases 
Staff's recommendation by $10.09/MW-day (AEP-OhiP Ex. 142 at 17). We also agree with 
AEP-Ohio that certain energy coste were trapped in Staff's calculation of ite recoriipiended 
capadty charge, in that Staff witness Smith regarded such costs as energy related ahd thus 
excluded ttierh from his calculations, while EVA disregarded ttiem in ite deterimnation of 
the energy credit Accordingly, we find that Staff's recommendation should be increased hy 
$20,ll/lVIW-day to account for tiiese trapped coste, (AEP-Ohio Ex. 143 at 5-6.) 

Addition^y, the Commission find.s, on the whole, that Staff's recommended energy 
credit, asi put forth by EVA, is reasonable. AEP-Ohio raises a number of argumente as to 
why Staff's energy credit, as calculated by pVA, should not be adopted by the Commissipn. 
In essence, AEP-Ohio fundamentaUy disagrees vvith the metiiodplogy used by EVA-
Althougji we find ttiat EVA's methodology should be adopted. We agree with AEP-Ohio 

^^ See, e.g.. In the Matter of the Application cfOMo Edison Company, The Oevehmd Electric Illuminating Company, 
and The Toledo Edison Company for Authority to Increase Rates for Distribution Service, Modify Certain 
Accounting Practices, and for Tariff Apprcvcds, Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR, et d.. Opinion and Order (fanuary 
21,2009), at 16. 
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that EVA's calculation should have accounted for the Company's full requirements 
obligation to serve Wheeling Power Company, a point that Staff did not dispute in ite briefs. 
As AEP-Ohio witness Allen testified, the Cpmpany's sales to Wheeling Power Company 
reduce ttie quantity of generation available for OSS and thus should have been reflected in 
EVA's calculation of OSS margins. (AEP-Ohio Ex. 142 at 10-11, Ex. WAA-R5). The result of 
this adjustment reduces Staff's recommended energy credit by $5/MW-day (AEP-Ohio Ex. 
142 at 11, Ex. WAA-R5) to $147.41/MW-day. The overall effect of ttiis adjustment, in 
combination with the adjustmente for AEP-Ohio's prepaid pension asset, severance 
program costs, retum on equity, and trapped costs, resulte in a capacity charge of 
$188.88/MW-day. 

We note that a charge of $188.88/MW-day is fairly in line with OECs alternate 
recommendation that the capacity charge not exceed $145.79/MW-day, which was the 
adjusted RPM rate in effect in the prior PjiM delivery year that recentty concluded (OEG Ex. 
102 at 10-11), The close proximity of our approved charge with OEG's recommendation is 
further confirmation that the approved charge falls within the zone of reasonableness. 
Additionally, as OEG notes, a charge of $145,79/MW-day afforded AEP-Ohio an adequate 
return on equity. In 2011, AEP-Ohio earned a per books, unadjusted return of 10.21 percent 
or an adjusted retum of 11.42 percent after adjustmente for plant impairment expense and 
certain non-recurring revenue (OEG Ex. 102 at 11, Ex. LK-3). At the same time, the capacity 
charge was not so high as to hinder retail competition in AEP-Ohio's service territory. In 
ttie first quarter of 2011, ttie RPM price was $220.96/MW-day and only 7,1 percent of AEP-
Ohio's total load had switched to a CRES provider. However, by the end of the year, with a 
lower RPM price of $145.79/MW-day in effect, shopping had significantly increased in 
AEP-Ohio's service territory, with 19.10 percent of the Company's total load having elected 
to shop (specificity, 5.53 percent of the residential class, 33.88 percent of the commerdal 
class, and 18.26 percent of tiie indusbial class). (OEG Ex. 102 at 11.) We expect that the 
approved compensation of $188.88/MW-day for AEP-Ohio's FRR capadty obligations will 
likewise ensure that the Company earns an appropriate return on equity, as weU as enable 
the further development of competition m the Company's service territory. 

Although AEP-Ohio criticize Staff's proposed capacity pricing mechanism for 
various reasons, the Commission finds that none of these argurnente has merit First, as a 
general matter, AEP-Ohio argues that Staff failed to follow FERC practices and precedent 
We agree with Staff that FERC has different requiremente for items such as CWC and CWIP 
than are found in Ohio. As Staff notes, the outcome of tiiis case should not be dictated by 
FERC practices or precedent but should instead be consistent with Ohio ratemaking 
principles. Although FERC practices and precedent may be informative in some instances, 
the Commission is bound by Ohio law in establishing an appropnate state compensation 
mechanism. In response to AEP-Ohio's spedfic argument regarding the exclusion of CWIP, 
Staff explained that Section 4909,15(A)(1), Revised Codes, requires that constmction projecte 
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must be at least 75 percent complete in order to qualify for a CWIP allowance and that AEP-
Ohio failed to demonstrate comphance witti this requirement 

As previously mentioned above, AEP-Ohio raises numerous concerns regarding 
Staff's proposed energy credit and offered the rebuttal testimony of Company witness 
Meehan in an effort to critique EVA's testimony. Upon review of aU of the testimony, the 
Cornmission finds that it is dear that the dispute between AEP-Ohio and Staff amounfe to a 
fundamental difference in mettiodology in everyttiing from ttie calculation of gross energy 
margins to accounting for operation of the pool agreement AEP-Ohio daims that Staff's 
inpute to the AURORAxmp model result in an overstated energy credit, .while Staff argues 
that the Company's energy credit is far too low. Essentially, AEP-Ohio and Staff have 
simply offered twb quite different approaches in their attempt to forecast market prices for 
energy. The Commission concludes that AEP-Ohio has not shown that the process used by 
Staff was erroneous or unreasonable. We further find ttiat the approach put forth by EVA is 
a proper means of determining the energy Credit and produces an energy credit that will 
ensure that AEP-Ohib does hot over recover ite capacity coste. 

Accordingly, we adopt Staff's proppsed energy credit, as modified above to account 
for AEP-Ohio's full requiremente contract with Wheeling Power Company, and find that a 
capacity charge of $188.88/MW-day is just, reasonable, and should be adopted. The 
Commission agrees with AEP-Ohio that the compensation received from CRES providers 
for the Compan/s FRR capacity obligations shpuld reasonably and fairly compensate ttie 
Company and should not si^iificaritty undermine the Company's ability to earn an 
a.dequate return on ite investment. The Cpmmissiort believes that, by adopting a cpst-based 
state compensation mechanism for AEP-Ohio, with a capacity charge of $1^8.88/MW-day, 
in conjunction with ttie authorized deferral of the Compahy's incurred capacity coste, to the 
extent that the total incurred capadty coste do not exceed $188.88/MW-day not recovered 
ffom CRES provider billings reflecting the adjusted RPM-based price, we have 
accomplished those objectives, while also protecting the intereste of all stakeholders. 

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW: 

(1) AEP-Ohio is a public utility as defined in Section 4905.02, 
Revised Code, and, as such, is subject to the jurisdiction of this 
Commission. 

(2) On November 1, 2010, AEPSC, on behaff of AEP-Ohio, filed an 
application witti FERC in FERC Docket No. ERil.1995, and on 
November 24, 2010, refiled its application, at the direction of 
FERC, in FERC Dodcet No. ERll-2183. The application 
proposed to change the basis for compensation for capacity coste 
to a cost-based mechanism and induded proposed formula rate 
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templates under which AEP-Ohio would calculate ite capacity 
coste under Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA. 

(3) By entry issued on December 8, 2010, the Commission initiated 
an investigation in ihe present case to determine the impact of 
AEP-Ohio's proposed change to ite capacity charge. 

(4) The following parties were granted intervention in this 
proceeding: OEG, lEU-Ohio, OCC, OPAE, OMA, OHA, Direct 
Energy, Constellation, FES, Duke, Exelon, IGS, RESA, Schools, 
OFBF, Kroger, NFIB, Dominion Retail, AICUO, Grove City, and 
CX:MC. 

(5) On September 7, 2011, the ESP 2 Stipulation was filed by AEP-
Ohio, Staff, and other parties to resolve the issues raised in the 
consolidated cases, induding the present case. 

(6) On December 14, 2011, the Conmiission adopted the ESP 2 
Stipulation with modifications. 

(7) By entry on rehearing issued on Febmary 23, 2012, the 
Commission revoked ite prior approval of the ESP 2 Stipulation, 
finding that the signatory parties had not met their burden of 
demonstrating that the stipulation, as a package, benefite 
ratepayers and the pubHc interest 

(8) By entry issued on March 7, 2012, the Commissipn approved, 
with modifications, AEP-Ohio's proposed interim capadty 
pricing mechanism. 

(9) A prehearing conference occurred on April 11,2012. 

(10) A hearing commenced on April 17,2012, and concluded on May 
15, 2012. AEP-Ohio offered the direct testimony of five 
witnesses and the rebuttal testimony of three witnesses. 
Additionally, 17 witnesses testified on behalf of various 
intervenors 5ind tturee wimesses testified on behalf of Staff. 

(11) Initial briefs and reply briefs were filed on May 23, 2012, and 
May 30,2012, respectively. 

(12) By entry issued on May 30, 2012, the Commission approved an 
extension of AEP-Ohio's interim capacity pricing mechanism 
through July 2,2012. 
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(13) The Commission has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to 
Sections 4905.04,4905,05, and 4905.06, Revised Code 

(14) The state compensation mechanism for AEP-Ohio, as set forth 
herein, is just and reasonable and should be adopted. 

ORDER: 

It is, therefore, 

ORDERED, That lEU-OWo's motion to dismiss this case be denied. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That ttie motion for permission to appear pro hue vice instanter Bled by 
Derek Shaffer be granted. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That the state compensation mechanism for AEP-Ohio be adopted as set 
forth herein. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That AEP-Ohio be authorized to defer ite incurred capacity costs not 
recovered from CRES provider billings to the extent the total incurred capacity coste do not 
exceed $I88.88/MW-day. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That the interim capadty pricing mechanism approved on March 7,2012, 
and extended on May 30, 2012, shall remain in place until the earlier of August 8, 2012, or 
such time as the Commission issues ite opinion and order in 11-̂ 346, at which point the state 
compensatipn mechanism approved herein shall be incorporated into the rates to be 
effective pursuant to that order. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That nothing in this opinion and order shall be binding upon this 
Commission in any future proceeding or investigation involving the justness or 
reasonableness of any rate, charge, rule, or regulation. It is, further, 
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ORDERED, That a copy of this opinion and order be served upon all parties of record 
in this case. 

THEPUBLISUn; AMISSION OF OHIO 

I V / Y P ' ^ C ^ ' * ^ ^ 

Steven D. Lesser Andre T. Porter 

Cheryl L. Roberto 

SJP/GNS/sc 

Entered in the Journal 

^!§r?u^.JL,,^^^,^>4'. &:hi'P(cZ 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 



BEFORE 

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Commission Review of ) 
fee Capadty Charges of Ohio Power ) Case No. 10:2929-EL-UNC 
Company and Columbus Southern Power ) 
Company. ) 

CONCURRING OPINION 
OF COMMIS5IO>JERS ANDRE T. PORTER AND LYNN SLABY 

The majority opinion arid order balances the intereste of consumers, suppliers/and 
AEP-Ohio. It provides certednty for consumers and supphers by resolving questions about 
whether there will be a competitive electricity market in the AEP-Ohio territory, 
specifically, and across this state, generally. It does so by establishing a state compaisaticai 
medianism pursuant to which competitive retail electric suppliers have access to RPM-
based market capacity pricing, which will encourage competition among those suppliers, 
resulting in ttie benefit to consumers of the lowest and best possible electric generation rates 
in the AEP-Ohio territory. 

Moreover, it recognizes the important function and commitment of AEP-Ohio as a 
fixed resource requiremerit entity having dedicated capadty to serve consumers in its 
service territory. However, these resources are not witiiout cost Accordingly, the order 
allows AEP-Ohio to receive ite actual coste of providing the capadty through the deferral 
mechanism described therein, which we have d^terinined, after thorough consideration bf 
ttie record in this pi^pceeding, to be $188.88/MW-day. This result is a fair balance of all 
interests because rather than subjecting AEP-Ohip to RPM capadty rates ttiat were derived 
from a rnarket process in which AEP-Ohio did not participate, the order allows AEP-Oluo 
to recover ihe costs p i the agreement to which it was a participant—dedicating ite capadty 
to serve consmners in its service territory. Our opinion of this result, in this case, should not 
be iriisunderstbod as it relates to RPM; hy joining tfie majority opinion, roe do not, in any way, 
agree to atiy description of RPM-based capadty rates as being unjust or unreasonabte. 

Finally, while we prefer to have the state compensation mechanisin effective as of 
today, we join with the majority in setting the effective date of August 8,2012, or tp coincide 
with our as>yet unissued opirdpn and order in Dpcket No. ll-346^EL-^0, wluch^ver is 
earlier. In an attempt to balance the deferral authorization created in this proceeding and 
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the anticipated mechanism to be considered as part of Docket No. 11-346-ELrSSO to 
administer tiie deferral, we agree that it is equitable to tie the dedsion being made in this 
order to that in 11-346-EL-SSO, However, we caution that the balance is only achieved 
within an expeditious resolution of the il-346-EL-SSO docket by August 8,2012. 

Andre ff. Porter 

ATP/LS/sc 

Entered in the Journal 

JUL 0 2 2012 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 



BEFORE 

THE PUBUC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Commission Review of ) 
J e Capadty Charges of Ohio Power ) Case No. 10-2929-EL-UNC 
Company and Columbus Southern Power ) 
Company. ) 

CONCURRING AND D^ENTING OPINION 
OF COMMISSIONER CHERYL L. ROBERTO 

I join my colleagues in updating the state compensation method for the Fixed 
Resource Requirement from that originally Adopted implicitty in ABP-Ohio's first ESP case. 
Case No. 08-917-EL-SSO, et at, and explicitly in this matter to a cost-based rate of 
$188,88/MW-day. 

I depart from the majority, however, in ttie analysis of the nature of the Fixed 
Resource Requirement and, as a result, the basis for the Gammission's authority to update 
the state compensation method for ttie Fixed Resource Requirement 

Additionally, I dissent from those portions of the majority opinion creating a deferral 
of a portion of the authorized cost-based Fixed Resource Requirement rate adopted today. 

What is a Fixed Resource Requirement? 

In order to asstire that the transmission system is reliable, PJM requires any one who 
wishes to transmit electridty over the system to their customers^ to provide reliability 
assurance that they have the whetewittial - or capacity - to use the tiansmi^sion system 
witiiout crashing it or otherwise destalbilizing it for everyone else,2 The protocols for 
making this demonstration are contained in tiie Reliability Assurance Agreement, Each 
fransmission system user must show that they possess Capacity Resources sufficient to 
meet ttieir own needs plus a margin for safety. These Capadty Resources may include a 
combination of generation facilities, demand resources, energy effidency, and Interruptible 

These transmission users are krlown as a "Load Serving Entity" or "LSE." LSE shiall mean any entity .(or 
the duly designated agent of such an onitiiy), induding a load aggregator or povret marketer, (i) servifig 
end-users within Sie PJM Region, and (ii) frtat luis i«en grainted the authority or has an obligation 
pursuant to state or locd law, regulation or franchise to s^ dectric energy to end-users located witiiin the 
PJM Region. ReUability Assurance Agreement Among LoM Serving Entities in the PJM Region, P'JM 
Interconnection, L.LC, kate Schedule FERC No. 44 (effective date May 29, 2012) (hereinafter Reliability 
Assurance Agreement), Section 1.44. 
Section 5, Capacity Resource Comraitment PJM OpMi Access Transmission Tariff (effective date June 8, 
2012), at 2395-2443. 
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Load for Rdiability.3 Capadty Resources may even include a transmission upgrade.^ The 
Fixed Resource Requirement is nothing more than an enforceable agreement that for a finite 
period one transmission user will demonstrate on behalf of other transrriission users within 
a specified territory that sufficient Capacity Resources exist to meet aU of their respective 
reliability needs. During this period, the fransmission user offering to provide the Fixed 
Resource Requirement is the sole authorized means by which a fransmission tiser who opts 
to use ttiis service may demonsfrate the adequacy of thefr Capadty Resources.^ This 
demonstration is embodied in a Fixed Resource Requirement Capacity Plan that describes a 
portfolio of the generation, demand resources, energy efficiency, Interruptible Load for 
Reliability, and transmission upgrades it plans to use to meet the Capacity Resource 
requirements for ttie territory.^ The Ohio Supreme Court has noted that regional 
transmission organizations, such as PJM, provide fransmission services through FERC 
approved rates and tariffs.'' Thus, the Fixed Resource Requirement is a commitment to 
provide a fransmission service pursuant to the tariffs filed by PJM with FERC. 

As established in this matter, AEP-Ohio has coinmitted to provide the Fixed 
Resource Requirement for all transmission users offering electricity for sale to retail 
customers within the footprint of its system,. No other entity may provide this service 
during the term of the current AEP-Ohio Fixed Resource Requirement Capacity Plan. 

Commission Authority to Establish State Compensation Method 
for the Fixed Resource Requirement Service 

Chapter 4928, Revised Code, defines "retail elecfric service" to mean any service 
involved in the supply or arranging for the supply of electricity to ultimate consumers in 
this state, from the point of generation to the point of consumption. For purposes of 
Qiapter 4928, Revised Code, retail electric service indudes, among ottier things, 
fransmission service.^ As discussed, supra, AEP-Ohio is the sole provider of ttie Fixed 
Resource Requirement service for other transmission users operating within its footprint 
until the expiration of its obligation on June 1, 2015. As such, ttiis service is a 
"noncompetitive retail electric service" pursuant to Sections 4928.dl(A)(21) and 4928.03, 
Revised Code. This Commission is empowered to set rates for noncompetitive retail electric 
services. While PJM could certainly propose a tariff for FERC adoption dfrecting PJM to 

^ Reliability Assurance Agreement, Schedule 6, Proceiures for Demand Resources, ILR, and Energy 
EfiScietcy. 

* Reliability Assurance Agxeemsnk, Schedule 8.1, Section D.6. 
^ Reliability Assurance Agreement, Section 1.29 defines the Fixed Resource Requirement Capacity Plan to 

mean a long-term plan for the commitnient of Capacity Resources fo satisfy the capadty obligations of a 
Party that has elected the FRR Alternative, as more fully set forth in Schedule 8,1 to this Agreement 

^ Reliability Assurance Agreement Section 7.4, Fixed Resource Requirement Alternative. 
7 OMo Consumers' Counsel v. PUCO, 111 Ohio St3d. 384,856 N.E.2d 940 (2006). 
8 Section4928.01(A)(27), Revised Code. 
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establish a compensation method for Fbced Resource Requfrement service, it has opted not 
to do so in favor of a state compensation method when a state chooses to establish onfe. 
When this Commission chooses to establish a state compensation mettiod for a 
noncompetitive retail elecfric service, the adopted rate must be just and reasonable based 
upon fraditional cost-of-service principles. 

This Cominission previously established a state compensation method for AEP-
Ohio's Fixed Resoturce Requfrement service withm AEP-Ohio's initial ESP, AEP-Ohio 
received compensation for its Fixed Resource Requirement service through both the 
provider of last resort charges to certain retail shopping customers and a capadty charge 
levied on competitive retail providers that was established by the three-year capacity 
auction conducted by PJM.̂  Since the Cominission adopted this compensation inethod, the 
Ohio Supreme Court reversed the authorized provider of last resort charges,!" and the 
auction value of the capacity charges has fallen precipitously, as has the relative proportion 
of shoppers to non-shpppers. 

I agree with the majority that the Commission is empowered pursuant to its general 
supervisory auttiority found in Sections 4905.04, 4905.05, and 490ii.06, Revised Code to 
establish an appropriate rate for the Fixed Resource Requfrement service. I also agree that 
pursuant to regulatory authority under Chapter 4905, Revised Code, as well as Chapter 
4909, Revised Code a cost-based compensation methpd is necessary and appropriate. 
Additionally, I find that because the Fixed Resource Requfrement is a noncompetitive retail 
elecfric service, tiie Commission must establish the appropriate rate based upon traditional 
cost of service principles. Finally, I find specific authority within Section 4909.13, Revised 
Code, for a process by which the Commission may cause further hearings arid 
investigations and may examine into all matters which may change, m6<j^, or affect any 
finding of fact previously made. Given the change in cfrcumstances since the Commission 
adopted the initial state compensation for AEP-Ohio's Fixed Resource Requfrement service, 
it is appropriate for the Commission to revisit and adjust that rate to reflect current 
cfrcumstahces as we have today. 

"Deferral" 

In prior cases, this Commission has levied a.rate or tariff on a group of custoniers but 
deferred collection oi revenues due from ttiat group until a later date. In this instance, the 
majority prPposes to establish a rate for thfe Fixed Resource Reqinrement service provided 

^ In the Matter of the Application of Columbus Southern Power Company for Appraod of an Electric Security Plan; 
an Amendment to its Corporate Separation Plan; and ffie Sale or Transfer cf Certain Generating Assets, Case No. 
0S-917-EL-SSO, et al.. Opinion and Order ( M ^ h 18,2009), Ejitry on R^earing ffuly 23,2009); In the Matter 
cf the Commission Review cf the Capadty dhargesof OMo Power Company and Cdumbus Southern Power 
Owpony/Case No. 10-!»i9-El^lJNC, Entry 0?eceniber 8,2010). 

!0 In re Application of Cdumbus S. Power Co., 128 Ohio St3d 512 (2011). 
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by AEP-Ohio to other fransmission users but then to discount that rate such ttiat the 
ttansmission users will never pay it. The difference between tiie authorized rate and that 
paid by the other transmissioh users will be hooked ior tature payment not by the 
transmission users but by retail electricity customers. The stated purpose of this device is to 
promote competition. 

As an initial matter, I am not convinced on the record before us that competition has 
suffered suffidentty or will suffer suffidentty during the remaining term of the Fixed 
Resource Requfrement as the result oi the state compensation method to warrant 
intervention in the market. K it did, ihe Commission could consider regulatory options 
such as shopping credits granted to the consumers to promote consumer entry into the 
market With more buyers in the market, in theory, more sellers should enter and prices 
should fall. The method selected by the majority, however, attempts to entice more sellers 
to the market by offering a significant, no-sbings-attached, ttneamed benefit This policy 
choice operates on faitti alone that sellers will compete at levels that drop energy prices 
while fransferring ttie unearned discount to consumers, ff the retail providers do not pass 
along; the entfrety of the discount then consmners will certainly and inevitably pay twice 
for ttie discount today granted to the retail suppliers. To be clear, unless every retail 
provider disgorges 100 percent of the discount to consumers in the forrn of lower prices, 
shopping consumers will pay more for Fixed Resource Requfrements service than the retail 
provider did. This represents the first payment by the consumer for the service. Then ttie 
deferral, with carrying costs, will come due and the consumer will pay for it all over again -
plus interest 

I find that tiiat the mechanism labeled a "deferr^" in the majority opinion is an 
unnecessary, ineffective, and costty intervention into the market that I cannot support 
Thus, 1 dissent frorii those portions of the majority opinion adopting ttiis mechanism. 

Cheryl L. Roberto 

CLR/sc 

Entered in the J o u n ^ 

&:h{'HejJ? 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 





BEFORE 

THE PUBLIC UTILniES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In ttie Matter of the Commission Review ) 
of tiie Capadty Charges of Ohio Power ) 
Company and Columbus Southern Power ) 
Company. ) 

CaseNo. 10-2929-ELiUNC 

ENTRY ON REHEARING 

The Commission finds: 

(1) On March 18, 2009, in Case No. 08-917-EL-SSO, et al, ttie 
Commission issued its opinion and order regarding the 
application for an elecfric security plan (ESP) for Coluffbus 
Souttiern iPower Company (CSP) and Ohio Power 
Compaiiy (OP) (jointty, AEP-Ohio or ttie Compaiiy),! 
pursuant to Section 4928.143, Revised Code (ESP 1 Ordfer).̂  
The ESP 1 Order was appealed to the Ohio Supreme Cdurt 
and subsequentty remanded to the Commission for further 
proceedings. 

(2) On November 1, 2010, American Elecfric I^ower Serdce 
Corporation (AEPSC), on behalf of AEP-Ohio, filed an 
a|)jplication with the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Comttiission (FERC) in FERC Dodcet Np. ERli-1995, iOn 
November 24, 2010, at ttie dfrection of HIKC, A E ^ 
refiied the application in FERC Dpcket Ho, ERll-^lsis 
(FERC filing), t he applicatiPn prbposed to changej the 
basis for compensatton for capadty costs to a a>st-based 
medianism, pursuant to Section 205 of the Federal Pc^er 
Act and Section D,8 of Sdiedtde 8.1 of the ReliabiQity 
Assurance Agreemeit (RAA) for the regional fransmission 
organizatipn, PJM interconnection, LLC (PJM), land 
induded proposed forfriuta rate templates under which 
AHP-Ohio would calculate its capadty costs. 

By entry issued on Mardi 7,2012, tiie Commission approved and confirmed 
OP, effective December 31,2011. In the Matter of the /plication of Ohio Power 
Southern Power Company for Authority io Mergiknd Relate ApproMs, Case Ho. 
In the Matter of the Apptication cfColmAus Southern Power Company for Approval 
Plan; an Amendment to its Corporate Separation Plan; and the Sale or Trahsfor cfCeri a 
CasS No. Q8-917-EL--SSO; In the Matter cf the Appiication cf Ohio Power Ompa 
Electric Security Plan; and an Amendment to its Corporate Sepamtion Plan, Case Uo 

the rnerger of CSP into 
C jmpany and Columbus 
10-2376.EWJNC. 

cfan Electric Security 
in GeiKrating Assets, 

ny for AppfCml of its 
08-918-EL-SSO. 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

By entry issued on December 8, 2010, in ttie ab^ve-
captioned case, the Commission found that an 
investigation was necessary in order to determine the 
impact of the proposed change to AEP-Ohio's capadty 
charge (Initial Entry), Consequently, the Commission 
sought public comments regarding the following issuesi: (1) 
what changes to the current state compensation mechar ism 
(SCM) were appropriate to determine AEP-Ohio's fixed 
resource requirement (FRR) capadty charge to C>hio 
competitive retail electric service (CRES) providers, wliich 
are referred to as alternative loiad serving entities within 
PJM; (2) the degree to which AEP-Ohio's capadty charge 
was currentty being recovered through retail rjates 
approved by ttie Commission or other capadty charges; 
and (3) tiie impact of AEP-Ohio's capadty diarge upon 
CRES providers and retail competition in Ohio. 
Additionally, in light of the diange proposed by AEP-Oihio, 
the Commission explidtty adopted as the SCM for the 
Company, during the pendency of the review, the current 
capadty charge established by the three-year caps dty 
auction conducted by PJM based on its reliability pridng 
model (RPM). 

who Section 4903.10, Revised Code, states that any party 
has entered an appearance in a Commission proceeding 
may apply for a rehearing with respect to any ma' 
determined therein by filing an application within 30 
after the entry of the order upon the Cornmission's jounjial 

On January 7, 2011, AEP-Ohio filed an application for 
rehearing of the Initial Entry. Memoranda cOnfra .^EP-
Ohio's application for rehearing were fUed by Indus xial 
Energy Users-Ohio (lEU-Ohio); FirstEnergy Solutons 
Corp. (FES); Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy (OPJ^f; 
and Constellation Biergy Clommodities Group, Inc. jand 
Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. (jointty. Constellation). 

On January 27, 2011, in Case No. 11-346-EL-SSO, et al, 
AEP-Ohio filed an application for a standard service offer 

ters 
s < ay! 

3 On November 17,2011, OPAE filed a notice of withdrawal from tiiis case. 
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(SSO) in the form of a new ESP, pursuant to Sec ion 
4928.143, Revised Code (ESP 2 Case).^ 

(7) By entry dated February 2, 2011, the (Commission graijited 
rehearing of the Initial Entry for further consideratioiji of 
the matters spedfied in AEP-Ohio's application for 
rehearing. The Commission noted that the SCM adopted 
in the Initial Entry would remain in effect during the 
pendency of its review. \ 

(8) By entry issued on August 11, 2011, the attorney examiner 
set a procedural sdiedule in order to establish an 
evidentiary record on a proper SCM. The evidentiary 
hearing was scheduled to commence on October 4, 2311, 
and interested parties were direded to develop an 
evidentiary record on the appropriate capadty :ost 
pricing/recovery mechanism, induding, if necessary, I the 
appropriate components of any proposed capadty tost 
recovery mechanism. 

(9) On September 7, 2011, a stipulation and recommendapon 
(ESP 2 Stipulation) was filed by AEP-Ohio, Staff, and ofher 
parties to resolve the issues raised in the ESP 2 Case bnd 
several other cases pending before the Commission 
(consolidated caseis),̂  induding the above-captioned dase. 
Pursuant to an entry issued on Septernber 16, 2011, the 
consolidated cases were consolidated for the sole purf (ose 
of considering the feSP 2 Stipulation. The September! 16, 
2011, entry also stayed the procedural schedules in the 

Power Company for 
Code, in the Form ff 

\tter of the AppHcation 
' Certain Accoimting 

In the Mitter cf the Application of Colunibus Southern Power Company and Om 
Auihoriiy io Establish a Standard Service Offer Pursuant to Section 4928.145, Revu 

' an Electric Security Plan, Case Np. 11-346-EL-^O and 11-348-tiL-SSO; In the 1 
of Columbus Southern Power Company and Ohio Power Company for Approval 
Authority, Case No. ll'U9-m^AAMeaidn-350-EL-AAM. 
In iM Matter of the Applicatian of OMo Power Company and Columbus Southerh Power Compariy for 
Authority to l ^ g e and Related Approvids, Case No, 10-^76-EL-UNG; In the Matier of ihe Application of 
Cpluntbits Sout^m Power Conipaiiy to Amend its Emergency CtiriaHmeht Seroice\RMers,Q^ No. 10-
343^H[>AtA; In the Matter i^ the Application cf Ohio Power Compaiiy to VJJWcM its Emergency 
CurtaUment iService Riders, Case No, l(>-344-EL-ATA; In ihe Matter of the Cominission Review of the 
Capadty Qwrges cf OMo Power Company and Columbus Southern Power Company, t^se No. 10-2929-EL-
'U^?C; in ihe Matter of the Application ofColunMts Southern Power Company for Aj^oval of a Mechanism 
to Recaper Deferred Fuel Costs Pursuant to Section 4928.144, Revised Code, Caste No[ 11-4920-EL-RDR; Jn 
ihe Matter of ihe AppHcation cfOMo Power Company for Approval cfa Mechanism fd Recover Dtferred Fuel 
C ^ Pursuant to Section 4928.144, Revised Code, Case No, 11-4921-EL-J^R. 

file:///tter
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pending cases, induding this proceeding, until the 
Commission specifically ordered otherwise. The 
evidentiary hearing on the ESP 2 Stipulation commenced 
on October 4,2011, and conduded on Odober 27,2011. 

(10) On December 14,2011, the Commission issued an opiiuon 
and order in the consolidated cases, modifying jand 
adopting the ESP 2 Stipulation, induding its twoi-tier 
capadty pricing inechanism (Initial ESP 2 Order). On 
January 23, 2012, the Commission issued an entry 
clarifying certain aspects of the Initial ESP 2 Order (Iriitial 
ESP 2 Claiificatipn Enfry). Subsequently, on February 23, 
2012, the Cominission issued an entry on rehearing iî  the 
consolidated cases, granting rehearing in part (Initial EfeP 2 
Entry on Rehearing). Finding that the signatory parties to 
the ESP 2 Stipulation had not met tliefr burder of 
demonsfrating that the stipulation, as a package, benefits 
ratepayers and the public interest, as requfred by the 
Commission's threepart test for the consideration of 
stipulations, the Commission rejected the l^P 2 Stipulation. 
The Commission dfrected AEP-Ohio to file, no later than 
February 28, 2012, new proposed tariffs to continue the 
provisions, terms, and conditions of its previous ESP, 
induding an appropriate application of capadty changes 
under the ajpproved SCM estabhshed in the present cas0. 

(11) By eritry issued on March 7, 2012, in the above-captioned 
case, the Commission implemented an interim capadty 
pridng mediahism proposed by AEP-Ohio in a motion for 
relief filed on February 27, 2012 (Interim Relief Entry). 
Spedficaily, the Commission approved a two-tier capadty 
pricing mechanism modeled after the one recommended in 
the WiP 2 Stipulation. Approval of ttie interim Capidty 
pricing niechanism was subject to the clarifications 
contained in the Initial ESP 2 Clarification Entry issiiejd in 
the consolidated cases, induding the daurificatipn to indude 
inercatttile ciistoniers as gpvieminental aggregation 
ciistOmers eligible to recdve capadty pricing based on 
PJM's RPM. Under the two-tier capadty pridng 
mechanism, the first 21 percent of each customer dass was 
entitted to tier-one, RPM-based capadty pridng. All 
customers of govemmental aggregations approved on or 
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(12) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

tier-before November 8,2011, were also entitted to receive 
one, RPM-based capadty pridng. For all other customers, 
the second-tier charge for caipadty was $255/megavratt-
day (MW-<iay). In accordance with the Interim Relief 
Entry, the ifrl̂ erim rate was to remain in effect until Ma] ̂  31, 
20l2, at which point the diarge for capadty under ttie S CM 
would revert to the current KPM price in effect pursuai it to 
the PJM base residual audion for the 2012/2013 defrVery 
year. 

-5-

the 

ply 
also 

Sutoply 
On March 14, 2012, an application for rehearing of 
interim Relief Entry was filed by the Retail Energy 
Assodation (RESA). Applications for rehearing were 
filed by FES ahd lEU-Ohio on March 21, 2012, and Mkrdi 
27,20i2, respectiyely. Memoranda contra the appUcatl 
for rehearing were filed by AEP-Ohio. 

ons 

(13) By entry issued on April 11,2012, the Commission grafrted 
r^earing of the Interim Relief Eritry for further 
consideration of the matters specified in the applications 
for rehearing filed by RESA, FES, and lEU-Ohio, 

(14) The evidentiary hearing in this case commenced on /pri l 
' 17,2012, and concluded on May 15,2012. 

On April 30,2012, AEP-Ohip filed a niotion for extensidn of 
the interim refief granted by the Cominission in the friti srim 
Relief Entry, By ttibry issued on May 30, 2012, the 
Commission approved an extension of the interim cap£idty 
pridng mechanism through July 2, 2012 (Interim Relief 
Extension Entry). 

On Jime 15, 2012, an appli(ation for rehearing of the 
friterim Relief Extension Entry was filed by FES. 
Applicktions for rehearing were also filed by lEU-Ohio and 
the Ohio Manufacturers' Assodation ( O M A ) on June 19, 
2612, and Jime 20, 2012, respectively. A memorandum 
osnfra the appUcations for rehearing was filed by AEP-
bhio on JuneliS, 2012. 

By opinion and order issued on July 2, 2012, the 
Gommiission approved a capadty pridng mechanism fpr 
AHP-Ohio (Capadty Order). The Commission estabUshed 
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$188.88/MW-day as the appropriate diarge to enable AEP-
Ohio to recover its capadty costs pursuant to its fRR 
obligations from CRES providers. However, the 
Commission also dfrected that AEP-Ohio's capadty charge 
to CRES providers should be the RPM-based rate, 
induding final zonal adjustments, on the basis that;the 
RPM-based rate will promote retail electric competition. 
The Commission auttiorized AEP-Ohio to modify^ its 
accounting procedures to defer the incurred capadty cpsts 
not recovered from CRES providers, with the reco\[ery 
mechanism to be established in the ESP 2 Case. 

-6-

(18) By entry on rehearing issued on July 11, 2012, 'the 
Commission granted rehearing of the Interim Relief 
Extension Entry for further consideration of the matters 
spedfied in the applications for rehearing filed by 1 ^ , 
IEU-Ohio,andOMA. 

(19) On July 20, 2012, AEP-Ohio filed an application for 
rdiearing of the Capadty Order. The Ohio Energy Group 
(OEG) filed an application for rehearing and a corrated 
application for rehearrp^g of the Capacity Order on July 26, 
2012, and July 27, 2012, respectively. On August 1, 2)12, 
applications for rehearing of ttie Capacity Order were fled 
by DEU-Ohio; FES; Ohio Assodation of School Business 
Officials, Ohio School Boards Assodation, Budkeye 
Assodation of School Adminisfrators, and Ohio SchbPls 
Council (collectively. Schools); and the Ohio Consumers' 
Counsel (OCC), OMA and the Ohio Hospital Assoda'ion 
(OHA) filed a joint application for rehearing on Auguit 1, 
2012. Memoranda contra the variotis applications i for 
rehearing were filed by Duke Energy Retail Sales, LLC 
(Duke); lEU-Ohio; FES; Sdiools; OMA; OCC; OEG; AEP-
Ohio; RESA; and Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (IGS). Joint 
memoranda contra were filed by Constellation and Exelon 
Generation Company, LLC (Exelon)^; and by Dfrect Energy 
Services, LLC and Dfrect Energy Business, LLC 
Dfrect Energy), along with RESA. 

^ The joint tnemorandum contra was also signed on behalf of Exelon Energy Company, Inc., which 
has not sought intervattion in this proceeding. As a non-party, its parti< p̂ation in the joint 
memorandum ccHitra was imprqper and, therefore, will not be afforded lany weight by the 
Coimnission. 
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(20) On August 7, 2012, OEG filed a motion for leave to reply 
and reply to the memorandum contra filed by AEP-Ohio 
on August 6, 201?. On that same date, AEP-Ohio filed a 
mptioh to strike OEG's motion and reply on the groujnds 
that Rule 4901-1-33, Ohio Admrnistrative Code (O.AJC.), 
does not provide for the filing of a reply to a memoranqnm 
confra an application for rehearing. 

The Commission finds that OEG's motion is procedurally 
defident in several rejects. Ffrst, as we have recognized 
in prior cases. Rule 4901-1-35,0.A,C., does not contemjllate 
the filing of a reply to a memorandtun confra an 
application for rehearing.^ Additionally, although OEG's 

• filing is styled as a motion and reply, the filing; is 
essentially a reply only, lacking a motion and 
memorandum in support. OEG, tiierefore, also failel to 
comply with the requfrements for a proper motion, as 
specified in Rule 4901-1-12, O.A.C. In any event, the 
Commission has reviewed OEG's filing and finds that ()EG 
merely reiterates arguments that it has afready raised 
elsewhere in this proceeding. Accordingly, OEG's mction 
for leave to file a reply should be denied and its raply 
should not be considered as part of the record in this 
proceeding. Further, AEP-Ohio's motion to strike should 
be denied as moot. 

(21) On August 15, 2012, the Comirussion issued an entrr on 
rehearing, Ranting rehearing of the Capadty Orde^ for 
further consideration of the matters spedfied in the 
applications for rehearing filed by AEP-OhiO, OEG, JEU-
dhio, FES, Schools, OMA, OHA, and OCC. 

(22) The Commission has reviewed and considered all o' the 
arguments raised in the appHcations fpr rdiearing ol tiie 
frdtial Entry, Interim keliei Entry, Interim Relief Exterision 
3& f̂ry, and Capadty C)rder. In this entry cm rdiearing|, the 
Ct>mirii^ion vnll address all of the assignments of errdr by 
subject matter as set forth below. Any arguments on 
rehearing not spedfically discussed herein have been 

' ' See, e.g.. In the Matter of tiie Commission Investigation of the Intrastate Universal 
No. 97-632-TP-CO], Enfay on Rehearing (Jvdy 8,2009). 

i 'ervice Discounts, Case 
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t h o r o u ^ y and adequately considered by the Commission 
and are being denied. j 

Initial Entry ' 
I 
I 

Turisdiction and Preemption 
I ( 
I 

(23) AEP-Ohio asserts that the Initial Entry is unreasonable jand 
imlawful because the Commission, as a creature of stamte, 
lades jurisdiction under both federal and state law to i^sue 
an order that affects wholesale rates regulated by F^RC. 
According to AEP-Ohio, the provision of generation 
capadty to CRES providers is a wholesale fransaction that 
falls within the exdusive ratemaking jurisdiction of FERC. 
AEP-Ohio adds that no provision of Title 49, Revised Cbde, 
authorizes the Commission to establish wholesale prices 
for the Company's provision of capadty to C{RES 
providers. Additionally, AEP-Ohio believes that Section 
D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of tiie RAA does not allow ttie 
Commission to adopt RPM-based capadty pridng aa the 
SCM. AEP-Ohio argues that RPM-based capadty pricing, 
as the default option, is an available pricing option only ff 
there is no SCM. 

(24) On a related note, AEP-Ohio also contends that the 
portions of the Initial Entry relating to the establishment of 
an SCM are in dfred conflict with, and preemptedj by, 
federal law. AEP-Ohio notes that Section D.8 of Schedule 
8.1 of the RAA is a provision of a FERC-approved tariff 
that is subject to FERC's exdusive jurisdiction. ApP-Ohio 
further notes that the provision of capadty service to GRES 

providers is a wholesale transaction that falls exdusively 
vdthin FERC's jurisdiction. Accordingly, AEP-Ohio aT^es 
that the Commission's initiation of tMs proceeding wis an 
attempt to delay or derail FERC's review of the Coinp^ny's 
FERC filing and to usurp FERC's role in resolving! this 
matter, and that tiie Commission has acted without regard 
fpr the supremacy of federal law. | 

I 

(25) In its memorandum confra, lEU-Ohio contends ttiat the 
Commission has not exerdsed jurisdiction over any subject 
that is within FERC's exdusive jurisdiction. According to 
lEU-Ohio, because AEP-Ohio's I^LR charge was proposed 
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and approved as a distribution diarge and distribuion 
service is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
Commission, the Commission's determination as to w ĥat 
compensation is provided by the lOLR charge raises no 
issue that is subject to FERC's jurisdiction. lEU-Ohio also 
notes that the Commission has previously rejected-the 
argument that a spedfic grant of authority from j the 
General Assembly is requfred before it can mak|e a 
determination ttmt has significance for purposes! of 
implementing a requfrement approved by FERC \ 

(26) FES argues that, pursuant to Section D.8 of Schedule 8;1 of 
the RAA, AEP-Ohio, as an FRR Entity, has no option to 
seek wholesale recovery of capadty costs associated with 
retail switching, if an SCM is in place. Additionally, FES 
asserts ttiat the Commission has jtirisdiction to review 
AEP-Ohio's rates. FES emphasizes that AEP-Ohio adtnits 
that the Commission has broad authority to investigate 
matters involving Ohio utiUties and that the Commission 
may explore such matters even as an adjund to its pwn 
partidpation in FERC proceedings. 

(27) As stated in tiie Initial Enby, Sections 4905.04,4905.05,1 and 
4905,06, Revised Code, grant the Commission autiiority to 
supervise and regulate all pubUc utifrties wittiir its 
jurisdiction. The Commission's explicit adoption of an 
SCM for AEP-Ohio was well within tiie bounds of this 
biroad statutory authority. Additionally, we stated fri the 
Initial Entiy ttiat, in Ught of AEPSCs FERC filing, a re dew 
was necessary to evaluate the irnpact of the proposed 
change to AEP-Ohio's existing capadty charge. Sertidn 
4905.26, Revised Code, provides ihe Corrunission witii 
considerable authority to initiate proceedings to invest gate 
the reaspnableness of any rate or chargfe rendered or 
proposed tp be reridered by a pubUc utility, which the 0hiP 
Supreme Court has affirmed on several occasions.* '. We 
therefore, grant rehearing fpr the limited purpo^ of 
darifying that the investigatidn initiated by the 
Commission in this proceeding was consistent with Se ition 

'® See, e.g., Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 110 Ohio St.3d 3'M, 400 (2006); AUnet 
Ommmications Services, Inc. v. Pub. UtU. Comm., 32 Ohio St3d 115,117 (198f); OMo Utilities Co. v. 
Pub. Ufil. Comm., 58 Ohio St,2d 153,156-158 (1979). 
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4905JZ6, Revised Code, as well as with our authority urtder 
Sections 4905,04,4905.05, and 4905.06, Revised Code. '• 

The Commission disagrees with AEP-Ohio that we have 
acted in an area that is reserved exclusively to FERC or hat 
our actions are preempted by federal law. Although 
whplesaie transactions are generally subject to ttie 
exdusive jurisdiction of FERC, the Commission exerdsed 
jurisdiction in this case for the sole purpose of estabUsljdng 
an ^Impropriate SCM upon review of AEP-Ohio's proposed 
capadty charge, fri doing so, the Commission afted 
consistent with the governing section of the RA/V/ whidii, as 
a part of PJM's, tariffs, has been approved by FERC. Section 
D,8 of Schedule 8.1 of ttie RAA acknowledges the authority 
of the Commission to estabUsh an SCM that, once 
established, prevails over the other conipeaisation methods 
addressed in that section. In fad, following issuance of the 
Initial Entiy, FgRC rejerfed AEPSC's proposed forrjiula 
rate in light of the fact that the Commission had estabUshed 
the SCM.̂  Therefore, we do not agree that we ijiave 
intruded upon I^RC's domain. i 

Provider of Last Resort (POLRl Charge ! 

(28) AEP-Ohio contends that the Initial Entry is unlawful and 
unreascmable in finding that the POLR charge approved in 
tti^ ESP 1 Order reflected the Compiany's cost of supplk^g 
capadty for retail loads served by CRSS providers andlthat 
the POLR charge was based upon the continued use of 
RPM pricing to set ttie capadty diarge ior CRES providers. 
AEPrQhio notes that ttie POLR ciiargerdat«i to an entirely 
different service and was based on ari entfrely diffeireht set 
of costs than the capadty rates provided for under Section 
D.8 of Sdriedule 8.1 of the RAA. Specifically, AEP-Ohio 
points out that the POLR diiarge was based on the right of 
retail custpmers to switdi to a CRES provider and 
suhsequaitty retum to the Company for generation sejrvice 
under SSO rates, whereas the capacity charge compen^tes 
the Company for its wholesale FRR capadty obligatiohs to 
CRES providers that serve shopping customers. AEP-Ohio 
argues tiiat its retail POLR charge was not the SGM 

American Eledric Power Service Corporation, 134 FERC 161,039 (2011). 
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envisioned under the RAA and did not compensate the 
Company for the wholesale capadty that it makes available 
as an FRR Entity under the RAA. 

(29) In its memorandum contra, lEU-Ohio argues that AEP-
Ohio's POLR charge, as it was proposed by the Comf«ny 
and largely approved by the Commission in the ESP 1 
Order, induded compensation for capadty costs. ^ES 
agrees with lEU-Ohio that the POLR charge recovisred 
capadty costs assodated with retail switching. Both IJEU-
Ohio and FES note that AEP-Ohio's testimony in support 
of the POLR charge indicated that the charge w^uld 
compensate the Company for the chaUenges of providing 
capadty and energy on short notice. FES adds that AEP-
Ohio's POLR charge and its wholesale capadty charge 
were both intended to recover capadty costs assodated 
with accoinmodating retail choice and ultimately pay for 
the same generating capadty. FES and Constellation aisert 
that AEP-Ohio's POLR charge was the SCM, contrary to 
the Company's daim. 

(30) In the Initial Entry, the Commission noted that it-had 
approved retail rates for AEP-Ohio, including recovery of 
capadty costs through the POLR charge to certain retail 
shopping customers, based upon the continuation of the 
current capadty charges established by PJM's capadty 
auction. We find no error in having made this finding. The 
Commission approved AEP-Ohio's retail rates, induding 
the POLR charge, in the ESP 1 Order. For the most part, 
the POLR charge was approved by the Commission ,as it 
was proposed by AEP-Ohio.io AH*-Ohio's testimoiiy in 
support of the FOLR charge indicates that various inputs 
were used by the Company to calculate the proposed 
charge.ii One of these inputs was the market price, a large 
component of which was intended to reflect AEP-C^o's 
capadty obUgations as a member of PJM. Although the 
purpose of the POLR charge was to compensate AEP-Ohio 
for the risk assodated with its POUR obUgation, we 
nonethdess find that ti^ie POLR charge was approved, in 

10 ESP 1 Order at 38-40. 
11 Cos. Ex. 2-A at 12-14,31-32; Tr. XI at 76-77; Tr. XTV at 245. 
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part, to recover capadty costs assodated with custoiner 
shopping. Accordingly, we find that AEP-Ohio's request 
for rehearing should be denied. 

Due Process 

(31) AEP-Ohio argues that the Initial Entry was issued in a 
manner that denied the Company due process and violated 
various statutes, induding Sections 4903.09, 4905.26, and 
4909.16, Revised Code. AEP-Ohio notes that, absent an 
emergency situation under Section 4909.16, Revised Code, 
the Commission must provide notice and a hearing before 
setting a rate. AEP-Ohio argues that there is no emergency 
in the present case and that the Commission was, there We, 
required to provide notice and a hearing pursuant to! the 
procedural requfrements of Sedion 4905.26, Revised Cpde, 
prior to imposing a capadty pricing mechanism thit is 
dffferent from the mechanism proposed by the Company in 
its FERC filing. Additionalljr, AEP-Ohio argues ttiat the 
Inittal Entry was issued in the absence of any record ;and 
that it provides little explanation as to how the 
Commission arrived at its dedsion to establish a capadty 
rate, confrary to Section 4903.09, Revised Code. i 

(32) lEU-Ohio responds that the Initial Entry did not establish 
or alter any of AEP-Ohio's rates or charges and that the 
entry merely confirmed what the Commission had 
previously determined. 

(33) The Cominission finds no merit in AEP-Ohio's due process 
daims. The Initial Entry uphdd a charge that had been 
previously estabUshed in the ESP 1 Order. The Initial E ntry 
did not institute or even modify AEP-Ohio's capadty 
charge, which was based on RPM pricing both before and 
after issuance of the entry. The purpose of the friitial Enfry 
was to expressly establish the SCM and maintain RPM 
pricing as the basis for the SCM during the pendency erf the 
review of AEP-Ohio's proposed change to its capadty 
charge. Additionally, we find that the rationale behind the 
Initial Entry was suffidentiy explained, consistent with the 
requfrements of Section 4903,09, Revised Code. The 
Commission clearly incUcated that it was necessary to 
expUdtiy establish the SCM based on RPM capadty pHdng 
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in Ught oi AEPSC's FERC filing proposing a cost-b^d 
capadty charge. Thus, AEP-Ohio's request for reheaiing 
should be denied. 

Interim ReUef Entry 

Turisdiction 

(34) lEU-Ohio argues that the Interim ReUef Entry is unlawful 
because the Commission is without subjed matter 
jurisdiction to estabUsh a cost-based capadty charge in this 
proceeding. lEU-Ohio notes that the Commissipn's 
ratemaking authority under state law is governed; by 
statute. According to lEU-Ohio, this case is not propferly 
before the Commission, regardless of whettier capajdty 
service is considered a competitive or noncompetitive ritail 
electric service. j 

(35) As discussed above with resped to the Initial Entry and 
addressed further below in regard to ttie Capadty Order, 
the Commission fin,ds that it has jurisdiction under sitate 
law to establish an SCM, pursuant to the genjeral 
supervisory authority granted by Sections 4905.04,490^.05, 
and 4905.06, Revised Code, and that our review was 
consistent with our broad investigative authority ui^der 
Section 4905,26, Revised Code. The Ohio Supreme Court 
has recognized the Commission's authority to investigate 
an existing rate and, following a hearing, to order a new 
rate.l2 AdditionaUy, we beUeve that a cost-based SCM may 
be estabUshed for AEP-Ohio's FRR capadty obUgations, 
pursuant to our regulatory auttiority under Chapter 4905, 
Revised Code, as weU as Chapter 4909, Revised Code, 
which enable the Commission to use its fraditional 
regulatory authority to approve rates that are basec^ on 
cost. We find, therefore, that lEUOhio's request 
rehearing should be denied. 

for 

12 Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. UtU. Comm., 110 Cftiio St3d 394,400 (2006); OHio Utmties Co, v. Pub. 
Util. Comm., 58 Ohio St,2d 153,156-158 (1979). 
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Process 

; (36) FES and lEU-Ohio contend tiiat the Interim ReUei Entry is 
tmreasonable, unlawful, and proceduraUy defective 
because it effectively allowed AEP-Ohio to avoid ,the 
statutory procedures to seek the reUef granted by I the 
entry.13 FES and lEU-Ohio argue that there is no remjedy 
or procedure to seek reUef from a Commission order ofher 
than to file an appUcation for rehearing pursuant to Section 
4903.10, Revised Code, and that the Commission, in 
granting AEP-Ohio's motion for relief, allowed the 
Company to bypass the rehearing process. lEU-Ohio ajdds 
that the Cominission abrogated its prior order dfrecting the 
Company to implement RPM-based capadty pricing upon 
rejection of the ESP 2 Stipulation, without determining ttiat 
the prior order was unjust or imwarranted. 

(37) lEU-Ohio also asserts that the Interim ReUef Entry is 
unlawful and unreasonable because the Commission f^ed 
to comply with the emergency rate relief provisions found 
in Section 4909.16, Revised Code. lEU-Ohio adds that AEP-
Ohio has not invoked the Commission's emergency 
authority pursuant to that statute and, in any event, the 
Company failed to present a case supporting emergency 
rate reUef. 

(38) AEP-Ohio responds that its motion for relief did not se^k to 
revise the Initial ESP 2 Entry on Rehearing, which rejected 
the ESP 2 Stipulation. Rather, AEP-Ohio submits thai the 
motion was filed, pursuant to Rule 4901-1-12, O.A.C., for 
the purpose of seeking interim reUef during ihe pendency 
of the l^P 2 Case and the present proceedings. AEP-Ohio 
adds that the motion for reUef was properly granted based 
on the evidence and that arguments to ttie confrary ^ v e 
afready been considered and rejected by the Commissibn. 

(39) The Commission finds that no new arguments have l)een 
raised regarding the process by which AEP-Ohio sought, 
and the Commission granted, interim reUef. Althougli we 
recognized in the Interim ReUef Entry that AEP-Ohio may 

13 lEU-Ohio joins in the application for rehearing filed by FES, in addition to raising its own 
assigrunents of error. 
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have other means to chaUenge or seek reUef fromi an 
interim SCM based on RPM capadty pricing, we Mso 
found that the Commission is vested with the authority to 
modify the SCM that we estabUshed in the Initial Entry. 
We continue to beUeve that, just as we have the necessary 
authority to establish the SCM, as discussed elsewhere in 
this entry, so too may we modify the SCM. Accordinjgly, 
FES' and lEU-Ohio's assigrunents of error should be 
denied. 

' Evidentiary Record and Basis for Commission's Dedsioii 

(40) FES asserts that the Interim ReUef Entry is unlawful and 
unreasonable in that it authorized AEP-Ohio to recover a 
capadty rate allegedly based on its full embedded costs, 
which costs are not authorized by the RAA, are not 
recoverable under Ohio law, and do not reflect an offset for 
energy revenues. FES contends that, because the E^P 2 
Stipulation was rejected, the Commission lacks a record 
basis to approve the negotiated rate of $255/MW-day â  an 
element of the interim SCM. 

(41) FES further argues that the Interim Relief Entry is i not 
based on probative evidence that AEP-Ohio would sdffer 
immediate or irreparable finandal harm under RPM-bised 
capadty pridng. FES adds that the Commission erreji in 
relying on AEPOhio's loss of revenues from its unlaWful 
POLR charge as further justification for the tier-two ra^ Pf 
$255/MW-day. i 

i 

(42) AEP-Ohio rq)lies that FES' arguments regarding tiie tjwo-
tiered capadty pridng structure have afready l|een 
considered and rejeded by the Commission on more than 
one occasion. 

(43) EEU-Ohio asserts that the Interim ReUef Entry is unlawful 
and unreasonable because there is no record to support the 
Commission's finding that the SCM could risk an urtjust 
and unreasonable result Like FES, lEU-Ohio argues that it 
was unreasonable for ttie Commission to rely on the fact 
that AEP-Ohio is no longer recovering its POLR costs as 
support for the interim SCM, when the Commission 
previously determined that the POLR charge was not 
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(44) 

(45) 

(46) 
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justified. Further, lEU-Ohio contends that the Commis jion 
unreasonably reUed on evidence supporting the ESP 2 
Stipulation, given that the Cominission rejeded the 
stipulation and eleded instead to restart this proceeding. 
Finally, regarding the Commission's reasoning that AEP-
Ohio must share off-system sales (OSS) revenues with its 
affiUates pursuant to the AEP East Interconnection 
Agreement (pool agreement), lEU-Ohio notes that there is 
no evidence addressing any shortfall that may occur. 

AEP-Ohio contends that its motion for reUef was propierly 
made and properly granted by the Commission based on 
probative evidence in the record. According to AEP-0hio, 
the Commission recognized that the Company's abiUty to 
mitigate capadty costs with off-system energy sales is 
Umited. AEP-Ohio adds that the Commission's everitual 
determination that the Company may not assess a POLR 
charge does not confracUd the fad that tiie Commission 
initially reUed upon the Company's POLR charge in set ting 
RPM-based capadty pricing as the SCM in the Initial Er itry. 

by 
ttie 

lEU-Ohio also argues that the Interim Relief Enfrjr is 
unlawful and unreasonable because the rate increase is not 
based on any economic justification as requfred 
Commission precedent. According to lEU-Ohio, 
Conrunission stated, in the ESP 1 Order, ttiat AEP-Ohio 
must demonsfrate the economic basis for a rate increase in 
the context of a fuU rate review. lEU-Ohio argues hat, 
confrary to this precedent, AEP-Ohio made no shov\ing, 
and the Commission made no finding, that the Company 
was suffering an economic shortfall. 

The Commission again rejeds daims that the relief gra ited 
in the Interim ReUef Entry was not based on rex)rd 
evidence. The present case was consolidated with the 
K P 2 Case and the other consoUdated cases for' the 
purpose of considering the ESP 2 Stipulation. As we noted 
in the Interim ReUef Entry, the testimony and exhSbits 
adiiutted into the record for that purpose remain a part of 
the record in this proceeding. Although the Commission 
subsequently rejeded the ESP 2 Stipulation, that action did 
not purge the evidence from the record in tiiis case. It i was 
thus appropriate for the Commission to rely upon that 
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evidence as a basis for granting AEP-Ohio's motioni for 
interim reUef. I 

In the Interim ReUef Entry, the Commission dted t iree 
reasons justifying the interim reUef granted, spedficall) the 
elimination of AEP-Ohio's POLR charge, the operati^ of 
the pool agreement, and evidence indicating that RtM-
based capadty pricing is below the Company's capidty 
costs. With respect to the POLR charge, we merely nbted 
that AEP-Ohio was no longer receiving a revenue stijeam 
that was intended, in part, to enable the Company to 
recover capadty costs. Although the Commi^ion 
determined that AEP-Ohio's POLR charge was ; not 
supported by the record on remand, nothing in that order 
negated the fad that there are capadty costs assodated 
with an electric distribution utiUty's POLR obUgation;and 
that such costs may be properly recoverable upon a proper 
record.i* Having noted that AEP-Ohio was no longer 
receiving recovery of capadty costs through the POLR 
charge, the Commission next pointed to evidence in( the 
record of the consolidated cases incUcating that the 
Company's capadty costs faU somewhere within the nrnge 
oi $57.35/MW-day to $355.72/MW-day, as a merged 
entity. FinaUy, we noted that, although AEP-Ohio majf seU 
its excess supply into the wholesale market when retail 
customers switch to CRES providers, the pool agreement 
limits the Company's abiUty to fuUy benefit from these 
sales, as the margins must be shared with its affiliates.i^ 
Alttiough lEU-Ohio argues that AEP-Ohio failed to 
demonsfrate any shortfall resulting from the operatic n of 
the pool agreement or any other economic justification for 
the interim rate reUef, lEUOhio offers insuffident support 
for its theory that the Company must make such a 
showing. We have previously rejected lEU-Ofdo's 
argument ttiat the Commission broadly stated in the ESP 1 

1* In the Matter cf the Application of Columbus Southern Power Company for Appram I of an Electric Security 
Plan; an Amendment to its Corporate Separation Plan; and ihe Sale or Transfer ofCe\ tain Generating Assets, 
Case No. 08-917-EL-SSO, et al, Order on Remand (October 3,2011). 

15 AEP-Ohio Ex 7 at 17. 
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(47) 

(48) 

Order that AEP-Ohio must demonsfrate the economic basis 
for a rate increase in tiie context of a full rate review.l^ 

In Ught of the evidence discussed above, the Commisiion 
reasonably conduded that an SCM based on the current 
RPM pricing could risk an unjust and unreasonable rebult 
for AEP-Ohio, We determined that the two-tier capadty 
pridng mechanism, as proposed by AEP-Ohio md 
modified by the Comnaission, should be approved or an 
interim basis, with the first tier based on RPM pricing, and 
the second tier fixed at $255/MW-day, representing a 
reasonable charge in the mid portion of the range reflated 
in the record. Upon review of the arguments raise(^ on 
rehearing, we continue to beUeve that our rationale! for 
granting AEP-Ohio's interim reUef was thoroughly 
explcdned, warranted under the unique cfrcumstances, ^ d 
supported by the evidence of record in the consoUdated 
cases. Accordingly, FES' and lEU-Ohio's requests for 
reheciring should be denied. 

Discriminatory Pricing 

FES argues that the Interim Relief Entry established 
interim SCM that imposed on certain customers a 
price that was two times more than other customers 
contrary to the Commission's duty to 
nondiscriminatory pricing and an effective competMv 
market, and in violation of Sedions 4905.33, 490^ 
4928.02, and 4928,17, Revised Code, 

an 
capadty 

paid, 
ensure 

e 
35, 

Similarly, lEU-Ohio contends that the Interim ReUef Entry 
is unlawful because the resulting rates were unduly 
discriminatory and not comparable. lEU-Ohio notes ttiat 
the interim SCM authorized two different capadty rates 
without any demonstration that the difference |was 
justified. lEU-Ohio adds that there has been no sho\ying 
that the capadty rates for CRES providers were comparable 
to the capadty costs paid by SSO customers. 

16 In the Matter of the Application of Columbus Southern Power Company for Approvatiofan Electric Security 
Plan; an Amendment to its Corporate Separation Plan; and ihe Sale or Transfer of Certain Generating Assets, 
Case No. 08-917-EL-SSO, ct al, Entry on Rehearing (December 14,2011), at 5-6, ^ 
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(49) Li response to many of lEU-Ohio's various arguments, 
induding its discrimination daim, AEP-Ohio contends that 
lEU-Ohio improperly attempts to relitigate issues that have 
already been considered and rejeded by the Commission. 

(50) The Commission does not agree that the interim capjcity 
pricing authorized by ttie Interim ReUef Entry was unduly 
discriminatory or otherwise unlawful. We recognize Ithat 
customers who aded earlier than ottiers to switch jo a 
CRES provider benefitted from thefr prompt action. 
However, as we have determined on prior occasions, this 
does not amount to undue preference nor create a casie of 
discrimination, given that all customers had an equal 
opportunity to take advantage of the aUotted RPM-based 
capadty pridng.i'' Rehearing on this issue should thds be 
denied. 

Transition Costs 

(51) lEU-Ohio maintains that the Interim ReUef Entry is 
unlawful and unreasonable because it permitted AEP-Ohio 
to recover fransition costs in violation of state law. 
Accordkig to lEU-Ohio, AEP-Ohio's opportunity to rec jver 
fransition costs has ended, pursuant to Section 492J.38, 
Revised Code. AEP-Ohio responds that lEU-Ohio merely 
repeats an argument that the Commission has previously 
rejected. 

(52) The Commission disagrees that the Interim ReUef Entry 
authorized the recovery of fransition costs. We do not 
beUeve that tiie capadty costs assodated with AEP-Ohio's 
FRR obUgations constitute fransition costs. Pursuaiit to 
Section 4928.39, Revised Code, transition costs are costs 
that, among meeting other criteria, are dfredly assigrjable 
or aUocable to retail elecfric generation service provided to 
electric consumers in this state. AEP-Ohio's provision of 
capadty to CRES providers, as requfred by the Company's 
FRR capadty obUgations, is not a retaU electric service as 

17 See, e.g.. In the Matier of the Application of The Cmdnnati Gas & Electric 
Electric Transition Plan, Approval of Tariff Changes and New Tariffs, Auii 
Accounting Procedures, and Approval to Transfer its Generating Assets to an Exempt 
Case No. 99-1658-EL-ErP, et al, Opinion and Order (August 31,2000), at 41 

thonty 
Company for Approval of its 

to Modify Current 
Wholesale Generator, 
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defined by Section 4928.01(A)(27), Revised Code. [The 
capadty service in question is not provided dfredlyi by 
AEP-Ohio to retaU customers, but is rather a wholesale 
fransaction between the Company and CRES providers. 
Because AEP-Ohio's capadty costs are not dfrectiy 
assignable or aUcxable to retail electric generation sen ice, 
they are not transition costs by definition, lEU-Onio's 
assignment of error should be denied. 

Allocation of RPM-Based Capadty Pridng 

(53) RESA requests that the Commission grant rehearing for the 
purpose of darifjring that the Interim ReUef Entry did not 
authorize AEP-Ohio to revoke RPM-based capadty pricing 
to any customer who received such pricing pursuant to the 
Commission's approval of the ESP 2 Stipulation. RESA 
asserts that, in order to maintain the status quo, 
commerdal customers that have been receiving RPM-bt sed 
capadty pricing should have continued to receive such 
pridng. According to RESA, the Interim ReUef Entry did 
not dfred AEP-Ohio to decrease the number of commerdal 
customers that were receiving RPM-based capadty pricing. 
RESA notes ttiat the Interim ReUef Entry states that the JRrst 
21 percent of each dass shall receive RPM-based capajdty 
pridng, but it did not requfre that only 21 percent can 
receive such pricing. : 

RESA argues that it would be unjust and unreasonable to 
charge customers that were shopping and receiving R 'M-
based opadty pricing prior to the Commission's rejeqdon 
of the ESP 2 Stipulation, and while ttie ESP 2 Stipulation 
was in place, the tier-two price for capadty. RESA also 
argues that it is unjust and unreasonable to decrease; the 
amount of RPM-based capadty pridng for the commefdal 
dass from the level authorized in the Initial ESP 2 Ordej*, in 
Ught of the fad that the Commission ordered an expansion 
of RPM-based capadty pridng for govemmeptal 
aggregation. RESA condudes that ttie Commission shciuld 
darify that any customer that began shopping prior to 
September 7, 2012, and received RPM-based capadty 
pricing shaU be charged such pricing during the period 
covered by the Interim ReUef Entry. 
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(54) Like RESA, FES also notes that AEP-Ohio has interprked 
the Interim ReUef Entry to aUow RPM-based capajdty 
pricing to he taken sway from a significant number of 
customars that were shopping as of S^tember 7, 2011, 
when the ESP 2 Stipulation was filed. FES notes that both 
the ESP 2 Stipulation and tiie Inittal ESP 2 Order 
recognized that aU shopping customers qualifying for 
RPM-based capadty pricing as of September 7,2011, would 
be entitled to continue to recdve such pricing. FES argues 
that the Commission should have established an interim 
SCM based on RPM prices or, altematively, should confirm 
that, during the interim period, aU customers that lyere 
shopping as of September 7, 2011, should receive RPM-
based capadty pricing. 

(55) AEP-Ohio contends that the appUcations for rehearing of 
RESA and FES should be denied, because they are 
essentiaUy untimely applications for rehearing of the Initial 
ESP 2 Clarification Entry in the consoUdated cases. AEP-
Ohio asserts that the Interim ReUef Entry merely confirfried 
that the capadty pridng requfrements of the Initial E$P 2 
Clarification Entry were to continue on an interim basis, 
even though the Commission rejeded the ESP 2 
Stipulation. AEP-Ohio believes that RJESA and FES shpuld 
have raised thefr objections to the capadty pridng 
requfrements by seeking rdiearing of the Initial ESP 2 
Clarification Entry. AEP-Ohio further argues that RESA 
and FES ignore the fact that the ESP 2 Stipulation was 
rejeded by the Commission in its entfrety, which 
eliminated aU of the benefits of the stipulation, ^ d , 
therefore, RESA and FES have no basis upon whic](i to 
daim that CRES providers should receive those benefiti. 

Next, AEPOhio disputes RESA's charaderization of the 
status quo, and argues that the Commission maintained the 
status quo by retaining the capadty pricing set forth in the 
Initial ESP 2 Clarification Entry. Finally, AEP-Ohio asserts 
that the Initial ESP 2 Clarification Entry, which remained in 
effed pursuant to the Interim ReUef Entry, requfred ithat 
each customer dass receive an aUocation of RPM-b^ed 
capadty pricing for 21 percent of its load, and (Ud! not 
permit the reaUocation of capadty from one customer Class 
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to another. AEP-Ohio argues that RESA has misconstrued 
the Interim ReUef Entry in representing the 21 percent as a 
minimum, not a maximum. i 

(56) Initially, the Commission disagrees with AEP-Olio's 
argument ttiat RESA's and FES' appUcations for reheaing 
of the Interim ReUef Entry are essentially untintidy 
appUcations for rehearing of the Initial ESP 2 Clarification 
Bitry. Although the Interim ReUef Entry was subjed to the 
darifications in the Initial ESP 2 Clarification Entry,ittie 
entries are otherwise entfrdy distind and were issued for 
dffferent purposes. Whereas the Initial ESP 2 Clarification 
Entry was issued to darify the terms of our approval ol the 
ESP 2 Stipulation, the Interim ReUef Entry was issuer 1 to 
approve an interim SCM in Ught of our subsequent 
rejection of the ESP 2 Stipulation. We find that the 
appUcations for rehearing of RESA and FES v.'ere 
appropriate under the cfrcumstances. 

Further, the Commission darifies that aU customers that 
were shopping as oi September 7, 2011, should have 
continued to recdve RPM-based capadty pricing during 
the period in which the interim SCM was in efFed. 
Pursuant to the terms of the ESP 2 Stipulation as appro ved 
by the Commission in the Initial ESP 2 Order, custoiiers 
that were taking generation service from a CRES provider 
as of the date of the ESP 2 Stipulation (i.e., September 7, 
2011) were to continue to be served under the RPM rate 
appUcable for the remainder of the contrad term, including 
raiewals.18 In the Initial ESP 2 Qarification Entry, the 
Commission confirmed that it had modified the ESP 2 
Stipulation to prohibit the aUocation of RPM-b<Lsed 
capadty pricing from one customer dass to another and 
that this modification dated back to the initial aUocation 
among the customer classes based on the September 7, 
2011, data. This darification was not intended to adverjsely 
impad customers afready shopping as of Septembejr 7, 
2011. Likewise, the Interim ReUef Entry, which was suljjjed 
to the darifications in the Initial ESP 2 Clarification Eijitry, 
was not intended to discontinue RPM-based capadty 

1« Initial ESP 2 Order at 25,54. 
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pridng for customers shopping as of September 7, 2011. 
AEP-Ohio is dfreded to make any necessary adjustments to 
CRES billings ttiat occurred during the interim period, 
consistent with this darification. 

Interim ReUef Extension Entry 

Evidentiary Record and Basis for Commission's Dedsion 

(57) FES argues that the Interim Relief Extension Entry is 
unreasonable and unlawful because it is not based; on 
probative or credible evidence that AEP-Ohio would suffer 
immediate or irreparable finandal harm under RPM-based 
capadty pricing. FES asserts that AEP-Ohio's da|uiis 
regarding the purported harm that would result iiom 
RPM-based capacity pricing are overstated and 
unsupported by any evidence in the record. FES adds that 
AEP-Ohio made no attempt to comply with the 
requirements for emergency rate reUef. 

AdditionaUy, FES contends that the Interim R^Uef 
Extension Bcitry is unreasonable and unlawful because tt is 
in dfred confUd with the RAA and RPM, pursuant to 
which capadty pricing is not based on a fraditional cost-of-
service ratemaking methodology, but is instead intenped 
only to compensate RPM partidpants, induding 
Entities, for ensuring reUabUity. According to tES, 
capadty pricing is not intended to compensate AEP-Ohio 
for the cost of its generating assets and only the Compa: ly's 
avoidable costs are relevant. 

FES also argues that the Interim ReUef Extension Enfrjr is 
unreasonable and unlawful because it imposed capacity 
pricing above the RPM-based price on tier-one customers 
that have always been entitled to RPM-based cap^ty 
pricing, without any explanation or supporting evidence. 
FES adds that tier-one customers and CRES providers wiU 
be severely prejudiced by the Commission's modification. 

FinaUy, FES argues that the Interim ReUef Extension Entry 
is unreasonable and unlawful because it extended: an 
improper interim SCM without suffident justification ajs to 
why tiie Commission eleded to continue above-ma|-ket 
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capadty pricing, despite its earUer determination that the 
interim rates should only remain in effed though May 31, 
2012. FES contends that the Commission reUed on 
fracUtional cost-of-service concepts that have no relevance 
in this proceeding. 

(58) OMA argues that the Commission's approval of 
Ohio's proposal to increase and extend the Company's 
interim capadty pricing is not supported by record 
evidence, OMA adds that a majority of the Commission 
was unable to agree on a rattonale for granting ! the 
extension. OMA condudes that the Commission shciuld 
reverse its dedsion to grant the extension or, in the 
alternative, retain the interim capadty pricing adopted in 
the Interim ReUef Entry. i 

(59) AEP-Ohio responds that the majority of the argummts 
raised by FES and OMA have afready been considered [and 
rejeded by the Commission on numerous occasions during 
the course of the proceeding and should again be rejecjted. 
Regarding the remaining arguments, AEP-Ohio notes jthat 
the Commission ttioroughly addressed all of the arguments 
that were raised in response to the Company's motiori for 
extension. 

(60) As cUscussed above, the Commission finds that we 
thoroughly explained the basis for our dedsion to grant 
interim reUef and approve an interim capadty pridng 
mechanism as compensation, for AEP-Ohio's î RR 
obUgations. In granting an extension of the interim rcUef, 
the Commission found that the same rationale continued to 
apply. In the Interim ReUef Extension Entry, we explai ned 
that, because the cfrcumstances prompting us to grant the 
interim reUef had not changed, it was appropriatt; to 
continue the interim relief, in its current form, for an 
additional period while the case remained pending. The 
Commission also spedficaUy noted that various fadorsihad 
prolonged the course of the proceeding and delayed a iinal 
resolution, despite the Commission's considerable efforts 
to mauntain an expecUtious sch^edule. We uphold our beUef 
that it was reasonable and appropriate to extend' the 
interim capadty pricing mechanism under these 
cfrcumstances. Therefore, rehearing should be denied. 
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Extension of Interim SCM 

(61) FES argues that the Interim ReUef Extension Entr^ is 
the 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 
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unreasonable and unlawful because it authorized 
extension of an interim SCM that is unlawful, 
demonsfrated in FES' appUcation for rehearing of 
Interim ReUef Entry. Similarly, lEU-Ohio reiterates I the 
arguments raised in ite briefs and appHcation for rehearing 
of the Interim ReUef Entry. AEP-Ohio repUes that 
Commission has already addressed intervenors' arguments 
in the course of this proceeding. 

as 
ttie 

As addressed above, the Commission does not agree that 
the interim SCM was unlawful. For the same rea! ons 
enumerated above with resped to the Interim Relief Eritry, 
the Commission finds nothing improper in our extensio n of 
the interim SCM for a brief period. 

Due Process 

lEU-Ohio contends that the totaUty of the Commission's 
actions during the course of this proceeding violated lEU-
Ohio's due process rights under the Fourte<inth 
Amendment. lEU-Ohio beUeves the Commission's comiud 
throughout this prcKeeding has subjeded the positions of 
parties objecting to AEP-Ohio's demands to condemnation 
viathout trial. In its memorandum confra, AEP-Ohio 
argues that lEUOhio's lengthy description of the 
procedural history of this proceeding negates its due 
process daim. 

The Commission finds no merit in lEU-Ohio's due process 
daim. Pursuant to the procedural schedule, all paittes, 
induding lEU-Ohio, were afforded ample opportunity^ to 
partidpate in this proceeding through means of discovery, 
a lengthy evidentiary hearing with cross-examinatton of 
witnesses and presentation of exhibits, and briefing. lEU-
Ohio was also afforded the opportunity to respond to AEP-
Ohio's motion for interim reUef, as weU as its motion fojr an 
extension of the interim reUef. As the record refleds, BEU-
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Ohio took fuU advantage of its opportunities ^ d , 
accordingly, its request for rehearing should be denied. 

Requeste for Escrow Account or Refund 

(65) OMA asserts that the Interim ReUef Extension Eitry 
undermined customer ejqjectations and substanti|aUy 
harmed Ohio manufacturers and other customers. OMA 
notes that, as a result of the Interim ReUef Extension Ei>try, 
all customers, including customers fri tier one. Were 
requfred to pay capadty rates that were substantJaUy 
higher than the current RPM-based capadty price, contrary 
to thefr reasonable expedations, and to the defrimenjt of 
thefr business arrangements and the competitive maifket. 
OMA adds that the Commission failed to consideij its 
recommendation that AEP-Ohio deposit the differ^ce 
between the two-tiered interim reUef and the RPM-bised 
capadty price in an escrow account. 

(66) EEU-Ohio asserts that the Commission should dired AEP-
Ohio to refund all revenue coUeded above RPM-baised 
capadty pricing, or at least to credit the excess collection 
against regulatory asset bcdances otherwise eUgiblei for 
amortization through retail rates and charges. 

{67) In response to lEU-Ohio, AEP-Ohio asserts that many of 
lEU-Ohio's arguments are irrelevant to the Interim R^Uef 
Extension Entry and thus inappropriate for an appUcajtton 
for rehearing. Further, AEP-OWo disagrees with OMA that 
there is no evidence that the Company would suffer harm 
from RPM-based capadty pridng. AEP-Ohio also cont« nds 
that neither customers nor CRES providers can da in a 
continuing expedation of such pricing or rely upon the 
now rejeded ESP 2 Stipulation. 

(68) For the reasons previously discussed, the Commisjion 
finds that the brief extension of the interim capadty prii frig 
mechanism, without modification, was reasonable under 
the cfrcumstances. Accordingly, we do not beUeve that 
lEU-Ohio's request for a refund of any amount in excess of 
RPM-based capadty pricing and OMA's request that an 
escrow account be established are necessary or appropriate. 
Further, if intervenors beUeved that exfraordinary reUef 
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from the Interim ReUef Extension Entry was requfred,! the 
appropriate course of action would have been to se^k a 
stay of the entry. 

We do not agree that the Interim ReUef Extension Eiitry 
undermined customer expectations or caused substantial 
harm to customers. This case was initiated by the 
Cominission nearly two years ago for the purpose^ of 
reviewing AEP-Ohio's capadty charge and determiijiing 
whether the SCM should be modified in order to pronjiote 
competition and to enable the Company to recover!the 
costs assodated with its FRR capacity obUgations. In 'any 
event, as with any rate, ttiere is no guarantee that the irate 
wiH remain unchanged in the future. We find that the 
Interim ReUef Extension Entry appropriately balanced, the 
interests of AEPOhio, CRES providers, and custoners, 
which has been the Commission's objective throughout this 
proceeding, 

Capadty Order 

Turisdiction 

(69) lEU-Ohio argues that the Capadty Order is unlawful bnd 
unreasonable because the Commission is prohibited from 
applying cost-based ratemaking prindples or resortinj to 
Chapters 4905 and 4909, Revised Code, to supervise land 
regulate generation capadty service from the point of 
generation to the point of consumption. EEU-Ohio 
contends that it makes no difference whether the service is 
termed wholesale or retail, because retail electric service 
indudes any service from the point of generation to| the 
point of consumption. lEU-Ohio. asserts that I the 
Commission's authority with resped to generation serjvice 
is limited to the authorization of retail SSO rates that; are 
established in conformance with the requirements of 
Sections 4928.141 to 4928.144, Revised Code. ! 

(70) The Schools contend that the Commission lacks authcirity 
to set cost-based capadty rates, because AEP-Ohio's 
capadty service is a deregtdated generation-related service. 
The Sch(X)ls beUeve the Commission's authority regarding 
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capadty service is Umited to effectuating the state's energy 
poUcy foimd in Section 4928.02, Revised Code, ^ 

(71) In the Capadty Order, ttie Commission determined thit it 
has authority pursuant to Sections 4905,04, 4905,05, and 
4905.06, Revised Code, to estabUsh ttie SCM. We 
determined that AEP-Ohio's provision of capadty to CRES 
providers is appropriately charaderized as a wholesale 
transadion rather than a retail electric service. We noted 
that, although wholesale transactions are generaUy subject 
to the exdusive juriscUction of FERC, our exerdsej of 
jurisdiction in this case was for the sole purpose of 
estabUshing an appropriate SCM and is consistent \dth 
Section D,8 of Schedule 8,1 of the FERC-approved R\A, 
Additionally, we noted that FERC had rejeded AEPJCs 
proposed formula rate in Ught of the fad that the 
Commission had estabUshed an SCM in the Initial Entry.i^ 
The Connmission furttier determined, within its discretion, 
that it was necessary and appropriate to establish a post-
based SCM for AEP-Ohio, pursuant to our regulatory 
authority under Chapter 4905, Revised Code, as well as 
Chapter 4909, Revised Code, which authorized I the 
Commission to use its traditional regulatory authority to 
approve rates that are based on cost, such that the resulnng 
rates are just and reasonable, in accordance with Secjtion 
4905.22, Revised Code. Because the capadty service at 
issue is a wholesale rather than retaU electric service,) we 
found that, although market-based pricing is contemplated 
in Chapter 4928, Revised Code, that diapter pertains sc lely 
to retail electric service and is thus inappUcable under the 
drcumstances. The Commission conduded that we lave 
an obUgation under traditional rate regulation to em sure 
that the jurisdictional utiUties receive just and reason ible 
compensation for the services that they render. However, 
rehearing is granted to darify that the Commission is 
under no obUgation with regard to the specific mechanism 
used to adcfress capadty costs. Such costs may be 
addressed through an SCM that is specificaUy crafted to 
meet the stated needs of a particular utiUty or th rou^ a 
rider or other mechanism. 

1^ American Eiectiic Power Service Corporation, 134 FERC J 61,039 (2011). 
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(72) 

The Commission carefuUy considered the question of 
whether we have the requisite statutory authority in this 
matter. We affirm our findings in the Capadty Order that 
capadty service is a wholesale generation service between 
AEP-Ohio and CRES providers and that the provisions of 
Chapter 49^ , Revised Code, that restrid the Commission's 
regulation of competitive retail electric services are 
inappUcable. The definition of retail electric service fo ind 
in Section 4928.01(A)(27), Revised Code, is more nar-ow 
than EEUOhio would have it. As we discussed in the 
Capadty Order, retail electric service is "any ser/ice 
involved in supplying or arranging for the suppl) of 
electridty to ultimate consumers in this state, from the 
point of generation to the point of consumption." Because 
AEP-Ohio suppUes the capadty service in questior> to 
CRES providers, rather than dfredly to retail customeijs, it 
is not a retail electric service, as lEU-Ohio appears to 
contend, or a deregulated service, as the Schools assert. 

AdditionaUy, as discussed above, we note that Section 
4905.26, Revised Code, grants the Commission 
considerable authority to review rateŝ O and authorizes! our 
investigation in this case. The Commission properly 
initiated this proceeding, consistent with that statute, to 
examine AEP-Ohio's existing capadty ciiarge for its FRR 
obUgations and to estabUsh an appropriate SCM upon 
completion of our review. We grant rehearing for the 
limited purpose of clarifying that the Capadty Order was 
issued in accordance with the Commission's authority 
foimd in Sedion 4905.26, Revised Code, as weU as Sedions 
4905.04,4905,05, and 4905,06, Revised Code. 

Cost-Based SCM 

OCC argues that the Commission erred in adopting a Cost-
based SCM rather than finding that the SCM shoulcjl be 
based on RPM pridng. SimUarly, tiie Sdicx>ls argue ithat 
the Commission failed to find that RPM-based capadty 

20 See, e.g., Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 110 Ohio St.3d 3 ^ , 400 (2006); Allnd 
Communications Services, Inc. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 32 C*uo St.3d 115,117 (198'^; Ohio Utilities Co. o. 
Pub. Util. Comm., 58 Otdo St2d 153,156-158 (1979). 
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pricing is reasonable and lawful and should be reinstated 
as the SCM. AEPOhio repUes that the arguments raised 
by OCC and the Schools are unsupported and have aire; idy 
been considered and rejeded by the Commission. AEP
Ohio notes that the Commission determined that it has the 
authority to establish an SCM based on the costs assodated 
with the Company's FRR capadty obligations. j 
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FES contends that the Capadty Order unlawfuUy knd 
unreasonably established an SCM based on embedjied 
costs. SpedficaUy, FES argues that, pursuant to ithe 
language and purpose of the RAA, the only costs that jean 
possibly be considered for pridng capadty in PJM are 
avoidable, not embedded, costs and that AEP-Ohio's 
avoidable costs would be fuUy recovered using RPM-based 
pricing. FES asserts that AEP-Ohio's FRR capadty 
obUgations are not defined by the cost of its fixed 
generation assets but are instead valued based on PJJM's 
reUabiUty requirements. FES beUeves that the Capajdty 
Order provides a competitive advantage to AEP-Ohio in 
that the Company will be the only capadty suppUer in PJM 
that is guaranteed to recover its fuU embedded costs for 
generation. FES notes that AEP-Ohio's status as an FRR 
Entity does not justify dffferent freatment, as there is no 
material cUfference between the FRR election land 
partidpation in PJM's base residual audion. 

AEP-Ohio argues that the Commission appropria[tely 
determined that cost, as the term is used in Section DJ8 of 
Schedule 8.1 of the RAA, refers to embedded cost. AEP
Ohio notes that no reference to avoided cost is contained 
within Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA and that, as a 
partidpant in the drafting of the RAA, the Company 
imderstood that the reference to cost was intended to inean 
embedded cost. AEP-Ohio contends that, because avoided 
costs are bid into the RPM's base residual auction, pES' 
argument renders the option to establish a cost-b$sed 
capadty rate under Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the itAA 
meaningless. 

(75) Like FES, lEU-Ohio argues tiiat the Capadty Order is in 
confUd with ttie RAA for numerous reasons, induding that 
the order does not account for Delaware law; ignores the 
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that the RAA carmot be interpreted to mean that s 
commissions are consfrained by Delaware law 
establishing an SCM. AEP-Ohio also contends that, if 

RAA's focus on the entfre PJM region and the RAA's 
objective to support the development of a robust 
competitive marketplace; finds that use of the term "a»st" 
in the RAA means embedded cost; and is based on ApP-
Ohio's flawed assumptions that the Company is an ^RR 
Entity with owned and controlled generating assets tiiat 
are ttie source of capacity provided to CRES providers 
serving retaU customers in the Company's certified elecjtric 
distribution service area. 

(76) In its memorandum confra, AEP-Ohio notes that lEU-C hio 
faUs to explain how the appUcation of Etelaware law would 
make any practical difference with respect to the 
Commission's interpretation of the RAA. AEP-Ohio argues 

:ate 
in 

the 
reference to cost in Section D,8 of Schedule 8.1 of the BlAA 
is interpreted as avoidable cost, it would render ttie 
provision meaningless. AEP-Ohio adds that lEU-C'hio 
reUes on inappUcable VS. Supreme Court precedent in 
support of its argument that cost does not mean embedded 
cost. 

(77) The Cominission finds that the arguments raised by the 
Schools, OCC, FES, and lEUOhio have afready been 
thoroughly considered by the Commission and shculd 
again be denied. As discussed above, the Commissionihas 
an obUgation to ensure that AEP-Ohio receives reasonable. 
compensation for the capadty service ttiat it provides, j We 
continue to beUeve that the SCM for AEP-Ohio should be 
based on the Companj^s costs and that RPM-bised 
capadty pricfrig would prove insuffident to yield 
reasonable compensation for the Company's provision of 
capadty to CRES providers in fulfillment of its I'RR 
capadty obUgations. 

friitiaUy, the Commission finds no merit in lEU-Olio's 
daim that AEP-Ohio is not an FRR Entity. Although 
AEPSC signed the RAA, it did so on behalf of the 
Company. The Commission also disagrees with PES' 
contaition that the Capadty Order affords an unjdue 
competitive advantage to AEP-Ohio over other capadty 
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suppliers in PJM. The Commission initiated this 
proceeding solely to review AEP-Ohio's capadty costs md 
determine an appropriate capadty charge for its I'RR 
obUgations. We have not considered the costs of any ol her 
capadty suppUer subjed to our juriscUction nor do we find 
it appropriate to do so in this proceeding. Further, the 
Commission does not agree that the SCM that we have 
adopted is inconsistent with the RAA. Section D.h oi 
Schedule 8.1 of the RAA provides only that, where the state 
regulatory jurisdiction requfres that the FRR Entity be 
compensated for its FRR capadty obUgations, such SCM 
wOl prevail. There are no requfrements or limitations for 
the SCM in that section or elsewhere in the RAA. Althougih 
Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA specificaUy 
contemplates that an SCM may be estabUshed by the state 
regulatory jurisdiction, neither that section nor any other 
addresses whether the SCM may provide for the recoT^ery 
of embedded costs, nor would we exped it to do so, given 
that the FRR Entity's compensation is to be provided by 
way oi a state mechanism. The Commission finds thai we 
appropriately adopted an SCM that is consistent ivith 
Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA and state law and 
that nothing in the Capadty Order is otherwise contrary to 
the RAA. 

Energy Credit 

AEP-Ohio raises numerous issues with resped tO' the 
enetgy credit recommended by Staff's consultant in this 
case. Energy Ventures Analysis, fric. (EVA), which [was 
adopted by the Commission in the Capadty Order. I i its 

the 
of 

ffrst assignment of error, AEP-Ohio contends that 
Commission's adoption of an energy credit 
$147.41/MW-day was flawed, given that EVA assumed a 
static shopping level of 26.1 percent throughout the 
relevant timeframe. AEP-Ohio notes that, according to 
Staff's own witness, the energy credit should be lower 
based upon the established shopping level of thirty percent 
as of April 30, 2012. AEP-Ohio adds ttiat the energy credit 
should be substantiaUy lower based upon the increised 
levels of shopping that wiU occur with RPM-based cap; idty 
pridng. AEJP-Ohio believes that there is an inconsistmcy 
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between the Commission's recognition in the Capadty 
Order that RPM-based pricing wiU cause shopping to 
increase and the Commission's adoption of EVA's 
methodology without an adjustment to refled a higher 
level of shopping. At a minimum, AEP-Ohio argues hat 
the Cominission should account for the actual shopping 
level as of the date of the Capadty Order. 

(79) lEU-Ohio responds that the arguments raised by AEP-Ohio 
in its appUcation for rehearing assume that the 
Commission may ad beyond its statutory jurisdiction tP set 
generation rates and that the Commission may unlawf lUy 
authorize the Company to colled fransition revenue. IEU-
Ohio also contends that all of AEP-Ohio's assignments of 
error that relate to the energy credit are based on the 
flawed assumption that the Company identified and 
estabUshed the incurred cost of satisfying the FRR Entity's 
capadty obligations. lEU-Ohio notes that AEP-Ohio's cost-
based methodology relies on the false assumption that the 
Company's owned and confroUed generating assets are the 
source of capadty available to CRES providers serying 
customers in the Company's distribution service territory. 

(80) AEP-Ohio also argues that there are a number of enrols in 
EVA's energy credit, resulting in an energy credit that is 
unreasonable and against the maiufest weight of the 
evidence. AEP-Ohio contends that the Commission 
adopted EVA's energy credit without meaningful 
explanation or analysis and abcUcated its statutoty^ dut^ to 
make reasonable findings and condusions, in violation of 
Section 4903.09, Revised Code. 

SpecificaUy, AEP-Ohio asserts that EVA's methodology 
does not withstand basic scrutiny and is largely a black box 
that cannot be meaningfuUy tested or evaluated by ottiers; 
EVA iaHed to caUbrate its model or otherwise accounif for 
the impad of zcmal rather than nodal prices; EVA errejd in 
forecasting locational marginal prices (LMP) instead of 
using available forward energy prices, which were used by 
Staff in the ESP 2 Case; EVA used inaccurate jand 
understated fuel costs; EVA failed to use corred heat ijates 
to capture minimum and start time operating consfrmnts 
and assodated cost impacts; EVA wrongly incorporated 
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fracUtional OSS margins and otherwise failed to properly 
refled the impad of the ptx)l agreement; and EVA's 
estimate of gross margins that AEP-Ohio wiU earn from 
June 2012 through May 2015 are overstated by nearly!200 
percent. AEP-Ohio argues that, at a minimum, the 
Commission should condurt an evidentiary hearing; on 
rehearing to evaluate the accuracy of EVA's energy crecUt 
compared to actual results, bi support of its request, AEP
Ohio proffers that EVA's forecasted energy margins for 
June 2012 were more than three times higher than the 
Company's actual margins, resulting in an energy credit 
that is overstated by $91.52/MW-day, and that provisional 
data for July 2012 confirms a similar degree of error in 
EVA's projections. 

AEP-Ohio also points out that Staff admitted to significant, 
inadvertent errors in Staff witness Harter's testimony 
regarding calculation of the energy credit and that Staff 
was granted additional time to present the supplemental 
testimony of Staff witness Medine in an attempt to coired 
the errors. AEP-Ohio notes that Staff presented tiuree 
different versions of EVA's calculation of the energy cr< idit, 
which was revised twice in order to address errors in the 
calculation. AEP-Ohio asserts that the Commission 
nevertheless adopted EVA's energy crecUt without mention 
of these procedural irregularities. In any event, AEP-Ohio 
believes that Ms. Medine's testimony only partially land 
superfidaUy addressed Mr. Harter's errors. According to 
AEP-Ohio, the Commission should grant the Company's 
appUcation for rehearing and adcfress the remairiing 
fundamental defidendes in EVA's methodology in order to 
avoid a reversal and remand from the Ohio Sup r^e 
Court. 

(81) FES responds that the Commission afready considered and 
rejeded each of AEP-Ohio's arguments. FES adds that 
there are flaws in the Miergy crecUt calculated by A[EP-
Ohio's own witness and that the Company's critidsmb of 
EVA's approach lack merit. 

(82) The Commission finds tiiat AEP-Ohio's assignment^ of 
error regarding ttie energy credit should be denied. Ffrst, 
with resped to EVA's shopping assumption, we find 
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nothing inappropriate in EVA's use of a static shopping 
level of 26 percent, which refleds the actual level of 
shopping in AEP-Ohio's service territory as of March 31, 
2012, wWdi was around the time of EVA's analysis. jWe 
recognize that the level of shopping wiU continujaUy 
fluctuate in both dfredions. For that reason, we believe 
that it was appropriate for EVA to use the actual level of 
shopping as of a recent date, rather than a projection, iand 
find that EVA's figure is a reasonable approximation. 
EVA's use of a static shopping level provides certainty to 
the energy credit and capadty rate. The alternative wduld 
be to review the level of shopping at regular intervalsl an 
option that would unreasonably necessitate continual 
recalculations of the energy credit to refled the shopping 
level of the moment, whUe infrodudng uncertainty into the 
capadty rate. The Commission also notes that, contrary to 
AEP-Ohio's assertion. Staff witness Medine did not testify 

, that the energy credit should be adjusted to refled the 
current level of shopping. Rattier, Ms. Medine testiified 
only that EVA assumed a shopping level of 26 percent, 
which was the level of shopping as of March 31,2012, and 
that this figure was used as a conservative approach.2i 

Regarding the alleged errors in EVA's approach, the 
Commission notes initiaUy that we explained the basis for 
our adoption of EVA's energy credit in the Capadty Order, 
consistent with the requfrements of Section 4903.09, 
Revised Code. A review of the testimony of Staff witnesses 
Medine and Harter reflects that EVA suffidentiy described 
its mettiodology, induding the fuel costs and heat ijates 
appUed in this case; its decision to use zonal prices land 
forecasted LMP; and its accounting for (DSS margins 'and 
operation of the pool agreement.22 We affirm our finding 
ttiat, as a whole, EVA's energy cretUt, as adjusted by the 
Commission, is reasonable. Althougji AEP-Ohio contends 
that EVA should have used different inputs in a number of 
respeds, we do not beUeve that the Company has 
demonstrated that the inputs actuaUy used by EVA are 
unreasonable. AEP-Ohio's preference for ottier inputs that 

21 Tr. X at 2189,2194; Staff Ex. 105 at 19. 
22 Staff Ex. 101 at 6-lL 105 al 4-19. 
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would result in an outcome more to its liking is not a 
suffident ground for rehearing. Neither do we find any 
relevance in AEP-Ohio's daimed procedural irregularities 
with resped to EVA's testimony. EssentiaUy, the 
Commission was presented with two different 
methodologies for calculating the energy crecUt, both of 
which were questioned and criticized by the parties. 
Overall, the Commission beUeves ttiat EVA's approach is 
the more reasonable of the two in projecting AEP-Ohio's 
future energy margins and that it wiU best ensure that the 
Company does not over recover its capadty costs. 

Authorized Compensation 

(83) OCC argues that the Commission erred in finding that 
compensation of $188.88/MW-day is an appropriate charge 
to enable AEP-Ohio to recover its capadty costs for its JrRR 
obligations from CRES providers. OCC notes that thei e is 
no evidence to support the Commission's finding, given 
that no party recommended a charge of $188.88/MWH lay. 
(X^C furttier notes that the Commission adopted AEP-
Ohio's unsupported rettim on equity (ROE), without 
explanation, in violation of Section 4903.09, Revised Code. 

(84) fri response to (XIC, as weU as similar arguments ^om 
OMA and OHA, AEP-Ohio asserts tiiat the ROE approved 
by the Commission is supported by relevant and 
competent evidence and that the ROE is appropriate for the 
increased risk assodated with generatton service. Given 
die considerable evidence in the record, AEP-<i)hio 
contends that the rationale for the Commission's rejecjtion 
of Staff's proposed downward adjustment to jthe 
Company's proposed ROE is evident. 

(85) In ttie Capadty Order, the Commission explained 
ttioroughly based on the evidence in the record how it 
determined that $188.88/MW-day is an appropriate 
capadty charge for AEP-Ohio's FRR obUgations. We also 
explained that we declined to adopt Staff's recommended 
ROE, given that it was solely based on a stipulated ROE 
from an unrelated case, and conduded that the ROE 
proposed by AEP-Ohio was reasonable imder j the 
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drcumstances in the present case. The evidence of record 
reflects that AEP-Ohio's proposed ROE is consistent vrtth 
the ROEs that are in effed for the Company's affiUatesI for 
wholesale transactions in other states,23 Therefore, j the 
requests for rehearing should be denied. • 

Deferral of Difference Between Cost and RPM 

Deferral Authority 

(86) 

(87) 

lEU-Ohio argues that the Commission is prohibited under 
Section 4928.05(A), Revised Code, from regulating or 
ottierwise creating a deferral assodated with a competitive 
retaU electric service under Section 4905.13, Revised C ĵsde, 
and that the Commission may only authorize a defdrral 
resulting from a phase-in of an SSO rate pursuan: to 
Section 4928.144, Revised Code. lEU-Ohio furttier notes 
that, under generaUy accepted accounting prind?les 
(GAAP), only an incurred cost can be deferred for fu lire 
coUec:tton, and not the difference between two rates. lEU
Ohio also asserts that the Commission unreasonably and 
unlawfuUy determined that AEPOhio migjht stffer 
finandal harm if it charged RPM-based capadty pridng 
and estabUshed compensation for generation cape dty 
service designed to address the finandal performance of 
the Company's competitive generation business, desjpite 
the Commission's prior confirmation that the Compahy's 
earnings do not matter for purposes of estabUs^ng 
generation rates. 

AEP-Oho asserts that it was unreasonable and unlawful for 
the Commission to adopt a cost-based SCM and then order 
the Company to charge CRES providers the lower RPM-
based capadty pricing. SpedficaUy, AEP-Ohio conttinds 
that it was unreasonable and unlawful to requfre the 
Company to charge any price other than $188.88/MW-day, 
which the Commission established as the just 
reasonable cost-based rate. AEP-Ohio argues that 
Commission has no statutory authority to requfre 
Company to charge CRES providers less than the cost-

and 
the 
the 

23 Tr.Hat305, 
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based capadty rate that the Commission determined 
just and reasonable. 

was 

(88) fri its memorandum confra, lEU-Ohio argues that ApP-
Ohio assumes that the Commission may ad beyond its 
statutory jurisdiction to set generation rates and that |the 
Commission may unlawfuUy authorize the Company to 
coUed transition revenue. EEU-Ohio adds that custo|ner 
choice will be frusfrated if the Commission grants the r̂ Uef 
requested by AEP-Ohio in its appUcation for rehearing.'] 

(89) The Schools respond that AEP-Ohio should not complain 
that the Commission laciks auttiority to order a defexal, 
given that the Company has refused to accept the 
ratemaking formula and related process containecJ in 
Sections 4909.15, 4909.18, and 4909.19, Revised Code. The 
Schools add, however, that the Commission has \nde 
discretion to issue accounting orders under Section 490^,13, 
Revised Code, in cases where the Commission is not setting 
rates pursuant to Section 4909.15, Revised Code. 

(90) RESA and CHred Energy argue that the Commission's 
approach is consistent witii Ohio's energy policy, 
supported by the record, and reasonable and lawful. RBSA 
and Dfred Energy believe that the Commisfeion 
pragmatically balanced the various competing interesis of 
the parties in estabUshing a just and reasonable SCM. 

(91) Noting that nothing prohibits the Commisaon Irom 
bifurcating the means of recovery of a just and reasonable 
rate, Duke repUes that AEP-Ohio's argument is not well 
founded, given tiiat the Company wiU be made wtiole 
through the deferral mechanism to be established ir* the 
ESP2Case. 

(92) In the Capadty Order, the Commission auttiorized JiEP-
Ohio to modify its accounting procedures to defer the 
incurred capadty coste not recovered from CRES providers 
and indicated that a recovery mechanism for the deferred 
capadty costs would be established in the ESP 2 Case. We 
find nothing unlawful or unreasonable in this apprcach. 
We continue to beUeve that it appropriately balances our 
objectives of enabling AEP-Ohio to fuUy recover ite 
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capadty costs incurred in carrying out ite FRR obUgatipns, 
while encouraging retail competition in the Company's 
service territory. i 

j 
The Commission hnds no merit in the arguments that! we 
lack the authority to order the deferral. As we noted in the 
Capadty Order, the Commission reUed upon the authority 
granted to us by Section 4905.13, Revised Code, in dfrecting 
AEP-Ohio to modify ite accounting procedures to deffer a 
portion of its capadty costs. Having found that | the 
capadty service at issue is not a retail electric service jand 
thus not a competitive retail electric service, lEU-Ohio's 
argument that the Commission may not rely on Section 
4905.13, Revised Code, is unavailing. Neither do we find 
that authorization of the deferral was confrary to GAAP or 
prior Commission precedent, as BEUOhio contends. The 
requeste for rehearing of lEU-Ohio and AEP-Ohio should, 
therefore, be denied. ! -

i 
I 

Competition \ 

(93) AEP-Ohio contends that it was unreasonable and unlaAJvful 
for the Commission to requfre the Company to su|)ply 
capadty to CRES providers at a below-cost rate to promote 
artifidal, uneconomic, and subsidized competition ttuit is 
unsustainable and likely to harm customers and ttie state 
economy, as weU as the Company. 

(94) Duke disagrees, noting that the evidence is to the conti[ary. 
Duke adds that the ottier Ohio utiUties use RPM-based 
capadty pricing without causing a flood of unsustainable 
competition or damage to ttie economy in the state. ,FES 
responds that the deferral authorized by the Commissipn is 
an appropriate way to spur real competition and to prevent 
the chilling effed on competition that would result from 
above-market capadty pricing. FES contends that there is 
nothing artifidal in aUowing customers to purchase 
capadty from wUling seUers at market rates. RESA and 
I>ired Energy agree, noting that the Capadty Order wiU 
promote real competition among CRES providers to the 
benefit of customers. 
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(95) As the Commission thoroughly adclressed in the Capadty 
Order, we beUeve that a capadty charge assessed to C-̂ ES 
providers on the basis of RPM pricing wiU advance the 
development of true competition in AEP-Ohio's service 
territory. We do not agree with AEP-Ohio that there is 
anything artifidal in charging CRES providers the same 
market-based pricing that is used throughout PJM. 
Lacking any merit, AEP-Ohio's assignment of error should 
be denied. 

Existing Confaacte 
i 
I 
t 

(96) AEP-Ohio argues that it was unreasonable and unlavrful, 
as weU as unnecessary, for the Commission to extend RPM-
based pricing to customers that switdied to a CRES 
provider at a capadty price of $255/MW-day. AEP-Ohio 
asserts that CRES providers wiU enjoy a significant 
windfaU to the Company's financial detriment. Accor<iing 
to AEP-Ohio, the Capadty Order should not apply to 
existing confracts with a capadty price of $255/MW-da]y. 

(97) Duke responds that AEP-Ohio offers no evidence that t tiese 
confrads prohibit renegotiation of pricing for generation 
supply. lEU-Ohio aisserte that AEP-Ohio's argument must 
be rejeded because the Company may npt charge a rate 
that has not been authorized by the Commission, and the 
Company has not demonstrated that it has any vaUd basis 
to charge $255/MW-day for capadty suppUed to CJRES 

providCTs. lEU-Ohio adds that there is likewise no basis to 
condude that CRES providers wiU enjoy a windfaU, gjiven 
the fad that the Commission earUer incUcated that I^PM-
based capadty pricing would be restored and sucih pridng 
comprised the first tier of the interim capadty pricing 
mechanism. FES also contends that there is no justification 
for discriminating against customers formerly chs^ged 
$255/MW-day for capadty by requiring them to continue 
to pay above-market rates. RESA and Dired Energy add 
that customers that were charged $255/MW-day eledfed to 
shop with the expedation that they would eventually be 
charged RPM-based capadty pricing. OMA agrees! tihat 
customers had a reasonable expedation of RPM-based 
capadty pridng, regardless of when they eleded to shop. 
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OMA notes that AEP-Ohio's argument is contrary to state 
poUcy, which requfres that nondiscriminatory retail electric 
service be available to consumers. 

(98) The Commission finds no merit in AEPOhio's argurtient 
and its request for rehearing should, therefore, be denied. 
The confrads in question are between CRES providers and 
thefr customers, not AEP-Ohio. It is for the parties to each 
confrad to determine whether the contrad pricing wiU be 
renegotiated in light of the Capadty Order. As between 
AEP-Ohio and CRES providers, the Company shpuld 
charge the applicable RPM-based capadty pricing} as 
requfred by the Capadty Order. 

State PoUcy 

(99) EEU-Ohio beUeves the deferral mechanism is in corflid 
with the state policy found in Section 4928.02, Revised 
Code, which generally supports reUance on market-based 
approaches to set prices for competitive services suci as 
generation service and sfrongly favors competition to 
disdpUne prices of competitive services. 

(100) AEP-Ohio asserts that it was unreasonable and unlawful 
for the Commission to rely on the state poUdes set fon h in 
Sections 4928.02 and 4928.06(A), Revised Code, as 
justification for reducing CRES providers' price of capi idty 
to RPM-based pricing, after the Commission determ^ed 
that Chapter 4928, Revised Code, does not apply to the 
capadty charge paid by CRES providers to the Company. 
AEP-Ohio argues that ttie Commission determined tha t the 
diapter is inappUcable to the Company's capadty sei'vice 
but then unreasonably reUed upon it anyway. 

(101) Duke disagrees, noting that the impad of AEP-Ohio's 
capadty charge on retail competition in Ohio is an issuje for 
Commission review in this prcx:eeding and that the Issue 
cannot be considered without reference to state poUcy. 
lEU-Ohio adds that AEP-Ohio has urged the Commi$sion 
in this proceeding to rely on the state poUcy found in 
Section 4928.02, Revised Code. lEU-Ohio also point!! out 
that the Commission is requfred to apply the state poUcy in 
making decisions regarding generation capadty seijvice. 
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FES contends ttiat, ff the Commission has the authorit}' to 
create a cost-based SCM, then it also has the authoritj' to 
follow the express guidance of Chapter 4928, Revijsed 
Code, and encourage competition through the use of 
market pricing. RESA and Dfred Energy note that Section 
4928.02, Revised Code, contains the state's energy policy, 
parte of which are not limited to retail dectric services. 
RESA and Dired Energy contend that the Capacity Ordo* 
is consistent with Section 4928.02(C), Revised Code, which 
requires a diversity of electridty suppUes and suppl{ers.j 

(102) InitiaUy, the Commission notes that, althougji we 
determined that Chapter 4928, Revised Code, has no 
appUcation in terms of the Commission's authoritj to 
establish the SCM, we have made it clear from the oi tset 
that one of the objectives in this prcx:eeding was to 
determine the impad of AEP-Ohio's capadty charge on 
CRES providers and retail competition in Ohio. The 
Commission cannot accomplish that objective wittiout 
reference to the state poUcy found in Section 4921L02, 
Revised Code. Further, as the Commission stated in the 
Capadty Order, we beUeve that RPM-based capadty 
pridng is a reasonable means to promote rstail 
competition, consistent with the state poUcy objedives 
enumerated in Section 49:̂ 18.02, Revised Code. We dc not 
agree with lEU-Ohid that the deferral of a portion of i tEP-
Ohio's capadty costs is confrary to any of the state ppUcy 
objectives idoitified in that sedion. The assignments of 
error raised by AEP-Ohio and lEU-Ohio should be denied. 

Evidentiary Record and Basis for Commission's 
Decision 

(103) CX;:C contends that there is no evidence in the record that 
supporte or even addresses a deferral of capadty cost^ and 
that the Commission, therefore, did not base ite dedsicjn on 
facte in the record, contrary to Sedion 4903.09, Retised 
Code. CXTC also asserts that the Commission e r r ^ in 
authorizing carrying charges based on the weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC) until such time as a 
recovery mechanism was approved in the ESP 2 Case. 
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OCC beUeves that any carrying charges should 
calculated based on AEP-Ohio's long-term cost of debt. 

be 

(104) AEP-Ohio responds tiiat OCC's argument is moot. AEP
Ohio explains that the SCM and assodated deferral cUd not 
take effed untU August 8, 2012, which was the datei on 
which the Commission approved a recovery medianisrti fri 
the ESP 2 Case, and, therefore, the WACC rate did not 
apply. 

(105) Like OCC, lEU-Ohio contends that the Commission's 
authorization of carrying charges lacks any supporting 
evidence fri the record and that the carrying charge rates 
approved are excessive, arbitrary, capridous, and contrary 
to Cominission precedent. 

(106) The Commission notes that OCC appears to assert that the 
Commission may not authorize a deferral unless it has first 
been proposed by a party to the proceeding. We find no 
basis for OCC's apparent contention ttiat the Commission 
may not authorize a deferral on our own initiative, j As 
discussed above, the Commission has the requisite 
authority pursuant to Section 4905.13, Revised Code. 
Further, the reasons prompting our decision were 
thoroughly explained in ttie Capadty Order and supported 
with evidence in the record, as refleded in the order. !We 
thus find no violation of Section 4903.09, Revised Code. 

Regarding the spedfic carrying cost rates authorized, the 
Commission finds that it was appropriate to approve the 
WACC rate until such time as the recovery medianism ivas 
estabUshed in the ESP 2 Case, in order to ensure that / EP-
Ohio was fuUy compensated, and to approve the long-term 
debt rate from that point forward. As we have noted in 
other proceedings, once coUection of the deferred posts 
begins, the risk of non-coUection is significantiy reduped. 
At that point, it is more appropriate to use the long-tjenn 

• cost of debt rate, which is consistent with sound regulatory 
practice and Commission precedent.2* In any eventj, as 

24 In the Matter of the Application qfColunibtts Southern Power Company and OMo P o ^ Company to Adjust 
Each Company's Transmission Cost Recovery Rider, Case No. 08-12a2-EL-UNQ Finding and Order 
(December 17, 2008); In the Matter of the Application cf Columbus Southern Power Company and Ohio 
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AEP-Ohio notes, OCC's argument is moot. Because the 
SCM took effed on the same date on which the defejrral 
recovery mechanism was approved in the ESP 2 Case, there 
was no period in which the WACC rate appled. 
Accordingly, <X!C's and lEU-Ohio's assignmente of ej ror 
should be denied. 

Recovery of Deferred Capadty Costs 

(107) OCC argues that the Commission erred in aUowing 
wholesale capadty costs, which should be ttie 
responsibiUty of CRES providers, to be deferred for 
potential coUection from customers through the 
Company's rates for retail eledric service esiablishec as 
part of ite ESP. OCC asserte that the Commission haf no 
jurisdiction to authorize AEP-Ohio to coUed wholesale 
coste for capadty service from retaU SSO customers. CCC 
contends that nothing in either Chapter 4905 or 4?09,-
Revised Code, enables the Commission to authori2e a 
deferral of wholesale capadty costs ttiat are to be recov* tred 
by AEP-Ohio through an ESP approved for retail el© fric 
service pursuant to Section 4928.143, Revised Code. 

(108) IGS responds that OCC's argument should be adtfresse i in 
the ESP 2 Case, whidi IGS beUeves is the appropriate 
venue in which to determine whether the deferred cape dty 
coste may be coUeded through an ESP. 

(109) OEG argues that the Cominission has no legal authority to 
order future retail customers to repay the wholesale 
capadty cost obUgations that unregulated CRES provi iers 
owe to AEP-Ohio. OMA and OHA agree with OEG tiiat 
the Commission has neither general ratemaking authority 
nor any specific statutory authority that appUes undei the 
drcumstances to order the deferr^ of coste that the uliUty 
is authorized to recover, and that retail cxistomers may not 
lawfuUy be requfred to pay the wholesale coste owed by 

Power Company for Authority to Modify Thdr Accounting Procedure for Certain '^torm-Rekted Services 
Restoration Costs, Case No. 08-1301-EL-AAM, Finding and Order (December 1^, 2008); In the Matter 
of ihe Application of Columbus Southern Power Company for Approval r^a Mechanism to Recover Deferred 
Fuel Costs Ordered Under Section 4928.144, Ohio Revised Code, Case No, Ili4920-EL-RDR, et al.. 
Finding and Order (August 1,2012), 
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CRES providers to AEP-Ohio. OEG contends that the 
deferral authorized by the Cominission will result in future 
customers paying hundreds of miUions of doUars in abpve-
market capadty rates as weU as interest on the deferral. 
According to OEG, CRES providers should pay the ifuU 
cost-based capadty price of $188.88/MW-day as AEP-Ohio 
incurs ite capadty costs. Noting that shopping cxxurred in 
AEP-Ohio's service territory with a capadty charge of 
$255/MW-day, OEG asserts that the record does not 
incUcate that a capadty charge of $188.88/MW-day wiU 
hinder retail competition and, therefore, there is no reason 
to transfer the wholesale capadty payment obUgation from 
CRES providers to future retail customers. 

I 
Altematively, OEG requeste that the Commission ckrify 
that customers that have reasonable arrangements and 
certify that they did not shop during the three-year ESP 
period are exempt from repayment of AEP-Ohio's deferred 
capadty coste; any deferred capadty coste wiU be aUoc^ted 
and recovered on the same basis as ff the CRES providers 
were charged the fuU capadty rate in the first place (i.e, on 
the basis of demand); and the Company is requfred to 
reduce any deferred capadty coste by the releyant 
accumulated deferred income tax during the recovery 
period so that the interest expense refleds its actual 
carrjdng costs. OEG asserte ttiat payment of the deferred 
capadty coste should be coUeded only from ORES 
providers or shopping customers, which are the entities 
that wiU have benefitted from ttie initial RP*M-based 
capadty pricing, 

(110) AEP-Ohio and numerous intervenors disagree with OEG's 
charaderization of the Capadty Order as ha zing 
represented that the deferral is an amount owed by C RES 
providers to the Company. AEP-Ohio asserte that the 
Commission dearly incUcated that aU customers, induping 
customers witti reasonable arrangements, should pay for 
the deferral because they benefit from the opportunity to 
shop that is afforded by RPM-based capadty pricing. AEP
Ohio offers a similar response to the contentions of OCC 
and OMA/OHA that the deferral is solely the obUgation of 
CRES providers. AEP-Ohio notes ttiat aU customers bejnefit 
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from the provided capadty, which was developed or 
obtained years ago for aU conneded load based on the 
Company's FRR obUgations. AEP-Ohio argues that, ffthe 
Commission does not permit recovery of the deferred 
capadty costs from retaU customers, the deferred amqunt 
should be recovered from CRES providers. AEP-Ohio klso 
requeste that the Commission create a backstop remedv to 
ensure that the fuU deferred amount is coUeded from C ̂ ES 
providers, in the event the Company is not able to recover 
the deierred costs irom retail customers as a result o." an 
appeal. 

In response to argumente that the Commission lacks 
statutory authority to approve the deferral, AEP-Ohio 
asserte, as an initial matter, that such argumente shouhl be 
raised in the ESP 2 Case, because recovery of the deferT al is 
to be adcfressed in those proceedings, AEP-Ohio adds that 
the Commission ejqjlained in the Capadty Order thit it 
may authorize an accoimting deferral, pursuant to Section 
4905.13, Revised Code, and also noted, in the ESP 2 Case, 
that it may order a just and reasonable phase-in, pursuant 
to Section 4928.144, Revised Code, for rates estabUshed 
under Section 4928.141, 4928.142, or 4928.143, Revised 
Code. 

(111) FES responds to OEG tiiat the only amount tiiat AEP< )hio 
can charge CRES providers for capadty is the RPM-biised 
price and that the deferral does not refled any cost 
obUgation on the part of CRES providers. FES adds that 
the deferral authorized by the Cominission is an abpve-
market subsidy intended to provide finandal benefitjs to 
AEP-Ohio and that should thus be paid for by aU of the 
Company's customers, ii it is maintained as part oi die 
SCM. FES also asserts that OEG's argument regarding the 
Commission's lack of statutory authority to order the 
deferral is flawed, because the Commission's authority to 
establish the SCM is not based on Chapter 4909, Revised 
Code, but rather on the RAA. 

(112) RESA agrees with FES that ttie deferred amount isj not 
owed by CRES providers and that the Commission c l ^ l y 
incUcated that CRES providers should only be chaged 
RPM-based capadty pricing. RESA notes that, practi<aUy 
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speaking, the deferral authorized by the Commission is the 
only way in which to maintain RPM-based capadty pricing 
in AEP-Ohio's service territory, while also ensuring j the 
Company recovers ite embedded costs until corpolrate 
separation occurs. RESA adds that aU customers shpuld 
pay for the deferral, because aU customers have ithe 
opportunity to shop and receive the benefit of the RfM-
based capadty pricing. RESA contends that the fad Ithat 
some level of competition may stiU occur is not justification 
alone to charge CRES providers $188.88/MW-day. 
According to RKA, the Commission has the necessary 
authority to establish the deferral and design the SCM as it 
did. ' 

(113) According to Duke, OEG misconstrues the nature of a 
deferral, Duke pointe out that OEG incorredly 
charaderizes the deferral as an amount owed to the FRR 
Entity, rather than an amount reflecting coste incurred but 
not recovered. CXike also notes that the Commission has 
^edficaUy dfreded that CRES providers not be charged 
more than the RPM-based price. Duke argues that; the 
deferred amount is, therefore, not the obUgation of ORES 
providers. Duke disagrees with OEG's argument thatj the 
Commission has no authority to authorize a defdrral, 
noting that, although the Ohio Supreme Court has jield 
that the Commission must fix rates that wiU provide a 
utiUty with appropriate annual revenues, it has not 
determined ttiat the Commission is barred from ordering a 
deferral. 

(114) The Schools contend that coUection of the deferral Irom 
CRES providers or customers would cause Ohio's schools 
serious finandal harm. The Schools beUeve that CRES 
providers may pass the increase through to thefr shop sing 
customers under existing contrads or terminate the 
contracte altogether. The Schook add that, pursuant to 
AEP-Ohio's proposal for a retaU stabiUty rider (RSR) in the 
ESP 2 Case, the capadty charge adopted by the 
Commission in this case could result in an increase tp the 
RSR of approximately $550 milUon, which could lead to 
rate shock for Ohio's schools. 
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(115) OMA and OHA contend that the authorized deferral is so 
large that it wiU substantiaUy harm customers. They assert 
that, if AEP-Ohio's shopping projections come to fruitjon, 
the amount of the deferral wUl be approximately $726 
mUUon, plus carrying charges, which renders the capadty 
charge unjust and unreasonable, contrary to Section 
4905.22, Revised Code. OMA and OHA condude tiiat^ on 
rehearing, the Commission should revoke the deferral 
authority granted to AEP-Ohio or, at a minimum, find fhat 
Staff's recommended ROE is reasonable and reduce j the 
cost of the Company's capadty charge by $10.09/MW-d|ay. 

(116) AEPOhio repUes that the argumente of the Schools 
OMA and OHA regarding the size and impad of 

and 
the 

deferral are premature and speculative, given that tiefr 
projections are based on a number of variables that are 
uncertain, such as future energy prices, future shopping 
levels, and the ultimate outcome in the ESP 2 Case. 

(117) FES asserts that, if AEP-Ohio is permitted to recover ite fuU 
embedded coste, the Cominission should darify that the 
deferral recovery mechanism is nonbypassable because the 
excess cost recovery serves only as a subsidy to I the 
Company and, therefore, aU of ite customers shoulc^ be 
required to pay for it. FES beUeves that a nonbypassable 
recovery mechanism is necessary to fulfill ithe 
Commission's goal of promoting competition. EES also 
asserte that the Commission should recognize AEP-Ohio's 
impending corporate separation and dfred that the SCM 
wiU remain in place only untU January 1, 2014, or transfer 
of the Company's generating assete to ite affiUate, in order 
to avoid an improper cross-subsidy to a competitive, 
unregulated suppUer. 

(118) OEG asserte that FES mischaraderizes tiie Capadty O^der 
in describing the deferral as an above-market subsidy. 
OEG also contends that the SCM established by the 
Commission does not consist of a wholesale market-based 
charge and a cost-based retail charge, as FES beUeves. 
According to OEG, the Capadty Order expUdtty states Ithat 
$188.88/MW-day is an appropriate charge to enable AEP
Ohio to recover its capadty coste for ite FRR obUgations 
from CRES providers. OEG also notes that the RAA does 
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not permit capadty <>oste to be recovered from non-
shopping customers pursuant to the SCM. Because the 
Commission estabUshed a wholesale cost-based capadty 
charge of $188.88/MW-day, OEG beUeves that the d^rge 
must be paid by CRES providers. OEG argues that sjtate 
law does not authorize the Commission to asse^ a 
wholesale cdiarge dfrectty to shopping customers. OEG 
condudes that ttie SCM can only apply to CRES providers 
and that the Commission has no auttiority to dfred that 
deferred capadty coste be recovered on a nonbypassable 
basis. OCC agrees with the arguinents made by (DEG and 
notes that there is no statutory basis upon which the 
Commission may order recovery of the deferred capadty 
costs from all customers under the provisions of an ESP; 

(119) CXZC also argues that FES' argument for a nonbypassible 
cost recovery mechanism should be rejeded because C SES 
providers should be responsible for pajdng capadty coste. 
OCC notes that, ff a wholesale charge appUes to nrtaU 
customers, the result wiU be unfafr competition, doiible 
paymente, and discrimination in violation of Sect ons 
4905.33, 4905.35, 4928.02(A), 4928.02(L), and 4928.141, 
Revised Code. OCC argues that non-shopping customers 
should not have to pay for an anticompetitive subsidy for 
the sake of competition, which is confrary to Secitton 
4928.02(H), Revised Code. OCC also disagrees witti FES' 
charaderization of. the Capadty Order as providii^ a 
subsidy to AEP-Ohio. According to OCC, there can b(; no 
subsidy where AEP-Ohio is receiving compensation fpp its 
cost of capadty, as determined by the Commission. 

(120) lEU-Ohio also urges the Commission to rejed FES' request 
for darification and argues that an unlawful and 
unreasonable charge cannot be made lawful jand 
reasonable simply by making it a nonbypassable charg4 

(121) AEP-Ohio argues, in response to FES, that it is lawful jand 
reasonable to continue recovery of the deferral after 
corporate separation occurs. AEP-Ohio notes that | the 
Commission afready rejeded FES' argumente in the E^P 2 
Case. AEP-Ohio notes that, because its generation affiliate 
wiU be obUgated to support ^ O service through: the 
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(123) 

(124) 

provision of adequate capadty and energy, it is appropriate 
that the affiUate receive the associated revenues. 

(122) lEU-Ohio asserte that the Capadty Order does not ensure 
comparable and non-cUscriminatory capadty rates for 
shopping and non-shopping customers, contrary to 
Sections 4928,02(B), 4928,15, and 4928.35(C), Revised cdde. 
AccorcUng to EEU-Ohio, the Cominission must recognize 
that AEP-Ohio has maintained that non-shoppiing 
customers are, on average, paying nearly twice the 
$188.88/MW-day price for generation capadty service. 
EEU-Ohio contends that the Commission must eUmiiiate 
the excessive compensation embedded in the SSO or credit 
the amount of sudi compensation above $188,88/MW-day 
against any amount deferred based on the difference 
between RPM-based capadty pricing and $188.88/^W-
day. lEU-Ohio also beUeves that the Commission's 
approval of an above-market rate for generation capajdty 
service wiU unlawfuUy subsidize AEP-Ohio's competitive 
generation business by aUowing the Company tp recover 
competitive generation coste through its noncompetitive 
distribution rates, which is contrary to Section 4928,02(H), 
Revised Code. 

Similarly, OCC argues that both shopping and rlon-
shopping customers wiU be forced to pay twice for cap^ ty 
in violation of Sections 4928.141, 4928.02(A), and 
4928.02(L), Revised Code, and that non-shopping 
customers will pay more for capadty ttian shoppfrig 
customers in violation of Sections 4928.141, 4928.02(A), 
4905.33, and 4905.35, Revised Code. OCC beUeves ttiat, ff 
the deferral is coUeded from retail customers, the 
Commission wiU have granted an unlawful and 
anticompetitive subsidy to CRES providers in violation i of 
Section 4928.02(H), Revised Code. 

In response to OCC, IGS repUes that the Capadty Ofder 
does not residt in a subsidy to CRES providers. IGS notes 
that the capadty compensation authorized by the 
Commission is for AEP-Ohio, not CRES providers. 

The Commission notes that several of the parties have 
spent considerable effort in adcfressing the mechanics of 

(125) 
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(126) 

(127) 

the deferral recovery mechanism, such as whether CRES 
providers or retail customers should be responsible for 
payment of AEPOhio's deferred capadty coste, whettier 
such coste should be paid by non-shopping customers as 
weU as shopping customers, and whether the defejrral 
results in subsidies or discriminatory pricing between non-
shopping and shopping customers. We find that al of 
these argumente were prematurely raised in this case. The 
Capadty Ord» cUd not adcfress the deferral recoyeiy 
mechanism. Rather, the Commission merely noted that an 
appropriate recovery mechanism would be established fri 
the ESP 2 Case and that any other finandal considerations 
would also be addressed by the Commission in that case. 
The Commission finds it unnecessary to adcfress argumente 
that were raised in this proceeding merely as an attempt to 
antidpate the Commission's dedsion in the ESP 2 Case. 
Accordingly, the requeste for rehearing or darification 
should be denied. 

Process 

AEP-Ohio asserte that it was unreasonable and unlanrful 
for the Commission to authorize the Company to coled 
only RPM-based pricing and requfre deferral of expenses 
up to $188.88/MW-day without simultaneously providing 
for recovery of the shortfaU. AEP-Ohio argues that the 
Commission's dedsion to estabUsh an appropriate recofery 
mechanism for the deferral in the ESP 2 Case rather thajn in 
ttie present case was unreasonable, because ttie jtwo 
proceedings involve unrelated issues and each wiU be 
subjed to a separate rehearing and appeal process. 

CX!C agrees that the Commission's decision to address the 
issue of recovery of the deferral in the ESP 2 Case was 
unreasonable and unlawful. OCC argues that there is no 
evidence in the ESP 2 Case related to an appropnate 
recovery mechanism, which is a separate and disfind 
proceeciing, and that it was particularly unreasonablje to 
defer the issue for decision just one week prior to the filing 
of reply briefs in the ESP 2 Case. 
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(128) IGS disagrees with OCC and argues that the Commissipn's 
dedsion to address the deferral in the ESP 2 Case was inot 
unreasonable. IGS points out that ttie Cominission has 
cUscretion to dedde how to manage its dockete and thit it 
should consider the deferral in the context of AEP-Ohio's 
total package of rates, which is at issue in the ESP 2 Case. 

(129) ConsteUation and Exelon respond tiiat AEP-Ohio's 
argument is contiary to ite position in September 2011, 
when the Company sought to consoUdate this case and! the 
ESP 2 Case for the purpose of hearing in Ught of related 
issues. Duke agrees that AEP-Ohio has invited the revjiew 
of one issue in multiple dockets and adds that the 
Commission is requfred to consider the deferral 
mechanism in the ESP 2 Case. 

(130) RESA and Dired Energy argue that there is no statuh; or 
rule that requfres the Commission to establish a deferral 
and corresponding recovery mechanism in the s<ime 
proceeding. They add that, because recovery of the 
deferral y^l require an amendment to AEP-Ohio's nftail 
tariffs, the proper forum to establish the recovery 
mechanism is the ESP 2 Case. j 

1 

(131) AdditionaUy, the Schoob argue that the Capadty Ord^r is 
unlawful, because the Commission failed to follow the 
traditional ratemaking formula and related processes 
prescribed by Sections 4909.05, 4909.15, 4909.18, and 
4909.19, Revised Code. The Schools add ttiat • neither 
Sedion 4905.22, Revised Code, nor the: Commissipn's 
general supervisory auttiority contained in Sections 
4905.04,4905.05, and 4905.06, Revised Code, authorizes ttie 
Commission to estabUsh cost-based rates. FES and DEU-
Ohio raise similar arguments. 

(132) AEP-Ohio responds that arguments that the Commisiion 
and the Company were required to condud a fracUti<biial 
base rate case, foUowing aU of the procedural and 
substantive requfremente in Chapter 4909, Revised C6de, 
relevant to appUcations for an increase in rates, are without 
support, given that the Commission was acting under ite 
general supervisory authority found in Sections 4905.04, 
4905.05, and 4905.06, Revisied Code, and pursuant to 
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Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA. AEP-Ohio asserte 
that the adjudicatory process used by the Commission ^as 
more than suffident, consisting of extensive discovery, 
written and oral testimony, cross-examination, 
presentation of evidence through exhibits, and briefe. ABP-
Ohio adds that, even ff the ratemaking requfrements were 
strictty appUcable, the Commission could have determined 
that these proceedings involve a first filing of rates f(>r a 
service not previously adcfressed in a Commission-
approved tarfff, pursuant to Section 4909.18, Revised Code. 
AEP-Ohio argues that the process adopted by the 
Commission in this case far exceeded the requfrements for 
a first filing. 

(133) lEU-Ohio argues that ttie Commission faUed to restore 
RPM-based capadty pricing, as requfred by Section 
4928.143(C)(2)(b), Revised Code, due to its rejedion of i the 
ESP 2 Stipulation. lEU-Ohio contends that the Commisiion 
was requfred to restore the prior provisions, terms, and 
conditions of AEP-Ohio's prior SSO, induding RPM-based 
capadty pricing, until such time as a new SSO was 
authorized for the Company. 

On - a related note, lEU-Ohio asserts that, because '• the 
Commission was obUgated to restore RPM-based capadty 
pricing upon rejection of the ESF 2 Stipulation, ,the 
Commission should have dfreded AEP-Ohio to refund aU 
revenue coUeded above RPM-based capadty pridng, or at 
least to crecUt the excess coUection against regulatory asset 
balances otherwise eUgible for amortization through retail 
rates and charges, AH*-Ohio responds that the 
Commission has recently rejeded similar argument i in 
other proceedings, 

(134) Upon review of the parties' argumente, the Commission 
finds that rehearing should be denied. The Commission 
beUeves that the prcxess foUowed in this proceeding has 
been proper and weU within the bounds of our discretion. 
As the Ohio Supreme Court has recognized, the 
Commission is vested with broad discretion to managfe ite 
dockets so as to avoid undue delay and the dupUcation of 
effort, induding the discretion to dedde how, in Ught of ite 
intemal organization and docket considerations, it may 
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best j)roceed to manage and expedite the orderly flow of its 
business, avoid undue delay, and eliminate unnecessary 
dupUcatiOn of effort.25 We, therefore, find no error in our 
decision to adcfress the recovery mechanism for the 
deferral in the ESP 2 Case, as a means to effectiyely 
consider how the deferral recovery mechanism would fit 
within the mechanics of AEP-Ohio's ESP. 

AdditionaUy, we find no merit in the various argumtnte 
that the Commission or AEP-Ohio failed to comply with 
Chapters 4905 and 4909, Revised Code. This proceeding is 
not a fracUtional rate case requfring an appUcation from 
AEP-Ohio under Section 4909.18, Revised Code. Ratlier, 
this proceeding was initiated by the Commission in 
response to AEPSC's FERC filing for the purpose of 
reviewing the capadty charge assodated with AEP-Ohio's 
FRR obUgations. As darified above, the Commission's 
initiation of this proceeding was consistent with Sec ion 
4905.26, Revised Code, which requires only that the 
Cominission hold a hearing and provide notice to the 
appUcable parties. The Commission has fuUy complied 
with the requfrements of the statute. We also note that the 
Ohio Supreme Court has recognized that Section 490^,26, 
Revised Code, enables the Cominission to change a rat* or 
charge, without compelling the pubUc utiUty to apply ior a 
rate increase pursuant to Section 4909.18, Revised Code. 26 

FinaUy, the Commission does not agree with lEU-Oliio's 
argumente that the rejection of the ESP 2.Stipulation 
necessitated the restoration of RPM-based capadty pricing 
until such time as a new SSO was authorized for AEP
Ohio, or that the Company should have been dfreded to 
refund any revenue coUeded above J?PM-based capadty 
pricing. As addressed dsewhere in this entry on rehearing, 
the Commission finds that we have the requisite authcirity 
to modify the SCM and the r^ection of the ESP 2 
Stipulation has no bearing on that authority. 

25 Duff V. Pvb. Util. Comm., 56 Ohio St2d 367, 379 (1978); Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy v. Pub. UtU. 
Comm,, 69 Ohio St2d 559,560 (1982). 

26 Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. UtU. Comm., 110 Ohio St.3d 394,400 (2006), 
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Constitutional Qaims 

(135) AEP-Ohio argues that the SCM, particularly with resped to 
the energy crecUt adopted by the Commission, is 
unconstitutionaUy confiscatory and constitutes an 
unconstitutional taking of property without jjust 
compensation, given that the energy credit incorporates 
actual costs for the test period and then imputes reverjues 
that have no basis in actual coste, AEP-Ohio points out that 
the Commission has recognized that fracUtional 
constitutional law questions are beyond ite authority to 
determine; however, ttie Company raises the argumentjs so 
as to preserve its righte on appeal. 

(136) fri ite memorandum contra, OMA argues that the Capaidty 
Order does not result in confiscation or an unconstitutional 
taking and that AEP-Ohio has not made the requisite 
showing for either daim. lEU-Ohio responds that neiftier 
the appUcable law nor the record or non-record evidence 
dted by AEP-Ohio supports the Company's daims. FES 
points out that FERC has determined that RPM-based 
capadty pridng is just and reasonable and, therefore, s uch 
pricing is not confiscatory or a taking without just 
compensation. The Schools argue that AEP-Oliio's 
constitutional issues would be avoided ff the Commission 
were to recognize that capadty service is a cx>mpettive 
generation service and that market-based rates should 
apply. The Schools also note that AEP-Ohio, in making its 
partial takings daim, reUes on exfra-record evidence from 
the ESP 2 Case and that the Company's reference to $uch 
evidence should be stricken. OCC argues that the 
Commission does not have juriscUction to resplve 
constitutional daims and that, in any event, AEP-Ohio's 
argumente are without merit and should be denied. 

(137) lEU-Ohio also asserts a constitutional daim, spedfiiaUy 
contending that the Capadty Order unreasonably imj>afrs 
the value of contiacte entered into between CRES providers 
and customers under a justified assumption that RPM-
based capadty pricing would remain in effed. lEU-Ohio 
beUeves that the capadty pridng adopted in the Capadty 
Order should not apply to such confrads. 
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(138) AEP-Ohio repUes that it is noteworthy that neither the 
intervenors that are actuaUy parties to the contrads ior 
OCC seeks rehearing on this issue. AEP-Ohio further nc »tes 
that lEU-Ohio identifies no spedfic confrad that las 
aUegedly been unconstitutionaUy impafred. According; to 
AEP-Ohio, the lack of any such confrad in the record is 
fatal to lEU-Ohio's impairment daim. AEP-Ohio adds that 
customers and CRES providers have long been aware that 
the Commission was in the process of estabUshing an SiZM 
that might be based on something other than RPM prid ng. 
FinaUy, AEP-Ohio points out that lEU-Ohio maikes no 
attempt to satisfy tiie test used to analyze impairment 
daims. 

(139) The Commission agrees that it is the province of the cot rts, 
and not the Commission, to judge constitutional daims. As 
tiie Ohio Supreme Court is the appropriate forum for the 
constitutional chaUenges raised by AEPOhio and lEU
Ohio, they wiU not be considered here. 

Transition Coste 

(140) lEU contends that the Commission, in approving an above-
market rate for generation capadty service, authorised 
AEP-Ohio to coUed fransition revenue or ite equivalent, 
contiary to Section 4928.40, Revised Code, and the 
stipulation approved by the Commission in the Company's 
eledric fransition plan case. AEP-Ohio responds that this 
argument has afready been considered and rejeded by | the 
Commission, 

(141) As previously discussed, the Commission does not believe 
that AEP-Ohio's capadty coste faU within the categorf' of 
fransition coste. Section 4928.39, Revised Code, defines 
transition coste as coste that, among meeting other criteria, 
are dfredly assignable or aUocable to retail elecrtric 
g«ieration service provided to electric consumers in this 
state. As we have determined, AEP-Ohio's provisioi)i of 
capadty to CRES providers is not a retail electric servioi as 
defined by Section 4928.01(A)(27), Revised Code. It s a 
wholesale fransaction between AEP-Ohio and Cl̂ ES 
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providers. lEU-Ohio's recjuest for rehearing should thus be 
denied. 

Peak Load Contribution (PLC) 

(142) lEU-Ohio contends that the Commission unlawfully and 
unreasonably failed to ensure that AEP-Ohio's generation 
capadty service is charged in accordance with a customer's 
PLC fador that is the controlling billing determinant ur der 
the RAA. lEUOhio argues that AEP-Ohio should be 
requfred to disdose pubUdy the means by which the PLC 
is disaggregated from AEP East down to AEP-Ohio and 
then down to each customer of the Company. lEU-CWo 
adds that calculation of the dffference between RPM-bcsed 
capadty pridng and $188.88/MW-day wUl reqiur2 a 
fransparent and proper identification of the PLC. 

(143) The Commission notes that lEU-Ohio is the only party that 
has identified or even addressed the PIC fador is a 
potential issue requiring resolution in this proceeciing. 
AdditionaUy, the Commission finds that lEU-Ohio has! not 
provided any indication that there are inconsistende^ or 
errors in capadty bUlings. In the absence of an)rthing cAher 
than lEU-Ohio's mere conclusion that the issue requfres the 
Commission's attention, we find no baas upon which to 
consider the issue at this time, ff lEU-Ohio believes that 
bUling inaccurades have occurred, it may file a complaint 
pursuant to Section 4905.26, Revised Code. Therefore, lEU-
Ohio's request for rehearing should be denied. | 

Due Process 

(144) DEU-Ohio argues that the totaUty of the Commission's 
actions during the course of this proceecUng violated tEU-
Ohio's due process rights under the Fourteenth 
Amendmait. SpecificaUy, lEU-Ohio beUeves that the 
Commission has repeatecUy granted appUcations; for 
rehearing, indefinitdy toUing them to prevent parties from 
taking an unobstruded appeal to the Ohio Supreme COurt; 
repeatecUy granted AEP-Ohio authority to temporarily 
impose various forms of ite two-tiered, shopping-blocking 
capadty charges without record support; faUed to adc|ress 
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major issues raised by parties in violation of Sed îon 
4903.09, Revised Code; authorized a deferral mechanism 
without record support and then adcfressed the detail? of 
the deferral mechanism in a separate proceeding where the 
evidentiary record had afready dosed; and authorized 
carrying charges on the deferral at the WACC rate without 
record support. AEP-Ohio responds that the various due 
process arguments raised by LEU-Ohio are generlally 
misguided. 

(145) In a similar vein, lEUOhio contends that the Commission 
violated Sedion 4903.09, Revised Code, in that it faUed to 
adcfress all of the material issues raised by IEU-0|iio, 
induding its argumente related to transition revenue; i*LC 
fransparency; non-comparabiUty and cUscriminationi in 
capadty rates; the Commission's lack of jurisdidion to!use 
cost-based ratemaking to increase rates for generation 
service or through the exercise of general supervisory 
authority; the anticompetitive subsidy resulting from AlEP-
Ohio's above-market capadty pridng; and the confUd 
between the Company's cost-based ratemaking propbsal 
and the plain language of the RAA. AEP-Ohio disagitees, 
noting that the Commission has afready responded to lEU-
Ohio's arguinents on numerous occasions and has done so 
in cximpUance with Section 4903.09, Revised Code. 

(146) The Commission again finds no merit in lEUOhio's due 
process claim. This proceeding was initiated by the 
Commission for the purpose of reviewing AEP-Ohio's 
capadty charge for ite FRR obUgations. From the 
beginning, lEU-Ohio was afforded the opportunity to 
partidpate, and cUd partidpate, in this proceeding, 
induding the evidentiary hearing, Confrary to lEU-Oljio's 
daims, the Commission has, at no point, intended to d0lay 
this proceeding, but has rather proceeded carefuUĵ  to 
establish a thorough record addressing the SCM and AEP
Ohio's capadty coste. AdditionaUy, as cUscniised 
throughout this entry on rehearing, the Commission Iwas 
weU within ite authority to initiate and carry out ite 
investigation of AEPOhio's capadty charge tn this 
proceeding. We find no merit in lEUOhio's claim that we 
aded without evidence in the record. The evidence in this 
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(147) 

proceeding is quite extensive, consisting of considerable 
testimony and exhibite submitted in this proceeding! as 
weU as the consoUdated cases. FinaUy, we do not agree 
that we have faUed to address any of the material issuefe in 
violation of Section 4903.09, Revised Code. The 
Commission beUeves that the findings of fad and vmtten 
opinion found in ttie Capadty Order provide a sufficent 
basis for our dedsion. The Commission condudes that we 
.have appropriately explained the basis for each of our 
orders in this case based on the evidence of record and 1 hat 
lEU-Ohio has been afforded ample process. Its request for 
rehearing should be denied. 

Pending AppUcation for Rehearing 

AEP-Ohio argues that it was unreasonable and unlav^ful 
for ttie Commission to faU to address in ttie Capadty Older 
the merite of the Companj^'s appUcation for rehearuij; of 
the Initial Entry. 

(148) In light of the fad that the Commission has addressed A EP-
Ohio's appUcation for rehearing; of the Initial &itry in this 
entry on rehearing, we find that the Company's assignment 
of error is mcx)t and should, therefore, be denied. 

It is, therefore. 

ORDERED, That OEG's motion for leave to reply filed on August 7, 2012, be 
denied. It is, furttier, 

ORDERED, That the applications for rehearing of the biitiiil Entry, Interim 
Relief Entry, and Capadty Order be granted, in part, and denied, in 
herein. It is, further. 

part, as set forth 

ORDERED, That the appUcations for rehearing of the friterimj ReUef Extension 
Entry be denied. It is, further. 
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ORDERED, That a copy of this entry on rehearing be served ujpon aU parties of 
record in this case. 

THE PUBUC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHI([) 

Cheryl L. Roberto 

SJP/sc 

Ent the Journal WtiM 
j !^L. . ,y^M-HoJ 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 



BEFORE 

THE PUBLIC UTIUTIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Commission Review ) 
of the Capadty Charges of Ohio Power ) 
Company and Columbus Southern Power ) 
Company, ) 

Case No. 10-2929-EL-UNC 

CONCURRING OPINION 
OF COMMISSIONER ANDRE T. PORTER ' 

I concur with the majority on the reasoning and result on all issues addressed in 
this opinion and entry on rehearing except to the extent that my May 30, 2012 
statement stands. 

ATP/sc 

EnjMjdjnjlttgg^umal 

j ^^^e^y^J t ^^^ r -o^ . ^J^' I^OJP 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 

Andre T 



BEFORE 

THE PUBLIC UTffJriES COMMISSION OF OHIO '. 
i 

In the Matter of the Commission Review ) 
of ttie Capacity Charges of Ohio Power ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ iO-2929-EL.tJNC 
Company and Columbus Southern Power ) 
Company, ) 

CONCURRING AND DISSENTING OPINION 
OF COMMISSIONER CHERYL L. ROBERTO 

I dissent from the findings and conclusions in the foUowing pjaragraphs of the 
rehearing order: 71,92,95,98,102,106,125, and 134, | 

I 

As I have expressed previously, to the extent that the Commission has authority 
to determine capadty coste it is because these coste compensate noncjompetitive retail 
electric service. Chapter 4928, Revised Code, defines "retaU electric 'service" to mean 
any service involved in the supply or a r r an^g for the supply of electridty to ultimate 
consumers in this state, from the point of generation to the point of consumption. For 
purposes of Chapter 4928, Revised Code, retail electric service includes, among other 
things, transmission service.^ As discussed, supra, AEP-Ohio is the; sole provider of 

operating within 
such, this service 

the Fixed Resource Requfrement service for other transmission users 
ite footprint until ttie expiration of ite obUgation on June 1,2015. As 
is a "noncompetitive retail electric service" pursuant to Sections 4928.01(A)(21) and 
4928,03, Revised Code. This Commission is empowered to set rates for 
noncompetitive retaU electric services. WhUe PJM could certainly propose a tariff for 
FERC adoption dfrecting PJM to estabUsh a compensation method fcir Fixed Resource 
Requfrement service, it has opted not to do so in favor of a state compensation method 
when a state chooses to establish one. When this Commission chooses to establish a 
state compensation method for a noncompetitive retail electric service, the adopted 
rate must be just and reasonable based upon fracUtional cost-of-servioe prindples. 

This Commission previously established a state compensationj method for AEP
Ohio's Fixed Resource Requfrement service within AEPOhio's initiajl ESP. AEP-Ohio 
received compensation for ite Fixed Resource Requirement service ttirough both the 
provider of last resort charges to certain retaU shopping customers and a capacity 
charge levied on competitive retaU providers that was established by the three-year 

Section 4928.01(A)(27), Revised Code. 
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capacity auction conducted by PJM,2 Since the Commission adopted this 
compensation method, the Ohio Supreme Court reversed the authorized provider of 
last resort charges,^ and the auction value of the capacity charges has faUen 
precipitously, as has the relative proportion of shoppers to non-shoppers, 

I agree with the majority that the Commission is empowereq pursuant to ite 
general supervisory authority found in Sections 4905.04,4905.05, and 14905.06, Revised 
Code to establish an appropriate rate for the Fixed Resource Requfrement service, I 
also agree that pursuant to regulatory authority under Chapter 4905, Revised Code, as 
weU as Chapter 4909, Revised Code a cost-based compensation method is necessary 
and appropriate. Additionally, 1 find that because the Fixed Resource Requfrement is 
a noncompetitive retail electric service, the Commission must establish the appropriate 
rate based upon fraditional cost of service prindples, FinaUy, I find specific authority 
within Section 4909,13, Revised Code, for a process by which the Commission may 
cause furttier hearings and investigations and may examine into aU matters which 
may change, modify, or affect any finding of fact previously made. Given the change 
in circumstances since the Commission adopted the initial state compensation for 
AEPOhio's Fixed Resource Requirement service, it is appropriate for| the Commission 
to revisit and adjust that rate to refled current cfrcumstances. 

AdditionaUy, I continue to Bnd that the "deferral" isj 
inappropriate. In prior cases, ttiis Commission has levied a rate or 
customers but deferred coUection of revenues due from that group 
In this instance, the majority proposes to establish a rate for ttie 
Requfrement service provided by AEP-Ohio to other transmission 
discount that rate such that the fransmission users wUl never pay i 
between the authorized rate and that paid by the other transmiss 
booked for future payment not by the transmission users but by 
customers. The stated purpose oi this device is to promote competitic^n. 

unlawful and 
on a group of 

intU a later date. 
Fixed Resottfce 

lasers but then to 
The difference 

>n users wiU be 
retail eledridty 

ta-iff 

il:, 

As an initial matter, I am not convinced on the record before us tiiat 
competition has suffered suffidentty or wiU suffer suffidentiy during the remaining 

In the Matter of the Application cf Columbus Southern Power Company for Appravalpf an Electric Security 
Plan; an Amendment to its Corporate Separation Plan; and the Sale or Transfer (f Certain Generating Assets, 
Case No. 08-917-EL-SSO, et al.. Opinion and Order (March 18, 2009), Entry oil Rehearing Quly 23, 
2009); In the Matter of the Commission Review of ihe Capadty Charges of OMo' Power Company and 
Columbus Southern Power Company, Case No. 10-2929-EL-UNC, Entry (D«Kinl)er 8,2010). 
In re Application of Columbus S. Power Co., 128 Ohio St3d 512 (2011). 
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term of the Fbced Resource Requfrement as ttie result of the statje compensation 
method to warrant intervention in the market ff it did, the Commission could 
consider regulatory options such as shopping credite granted to the consumers to 
promote consumer entry into the market With more buyers in the market, in ttieory, 
more sellers should enter and prices should faU. The rnethod selected by the majority, 
however, attempte to entice more seUers to the market by offeruig a significant, no-
strings-attached, unearned benefit. This policy choice operates on;faith alone that 
sellers wiU compete at levels that drop energy prices while fransferrifrg the unearned 
discount to consumers, ff the retaU providers do not pass along thje entirety of the 
discount, then consumers will certainly and inevitably pay twice ior the discount 
today granted to the retaU suppliers. To be clear, unless every retaU provider 
disgorges 100 percent of the discount to consumers in the form of lower prices, 
shopping consumers wiU pay more for Fixed Resource Requfremente service than the 
retail provider did. This represente the first payment by the consumer for the service. 
Then the deferral, with carrying coste, wiU come due and the consumer wiU pay for it 
aU over again —plus interest. 

I find that that the mechanism labeled a "deferral" in the majo|ity opinion is an 
unnecessary, ineffective, and costty intervention into the markeit for which no 
authority existe and that I cannot support. 

To the extent that these issues were chaUenged in rehearing I would grant 
rehearing. 

( C l A . f c o t ^ < ^ ice-^t_J*3 

Cheryl L. Rojjerto 

CLR/sc 

in the Tpumal 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 



ATTACHMENT C 



BEFORE 

THE PUBUC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

fri the Matter of the Commission Review ) 
of ttie Capadty Charges of Ohio Power ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ iO-2929-EL-UNC 
Company and Columbus Southern Power ) 

Company. ) 

ENTRY ON REHEARING 

The Commission finds: 
(1) On November 1, 2010, American Eiectiic Power Service 

Corporation (AEPSC), on behalf of Columbus Southern 
Power Company (CSP) and Ohio Power Company (OP) 
(jointly, AEP-Ohio or the Company),^ filed an application 
witti the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in 
FERC Docket No. ERll-1995. On November 24, 2010, at 
the dfrection of FERC, AEPSC refiled the appUcation in 
FERC Docket No. ERll-2183 (FERC filing). The appUcation 
proposed to change the basis for compensation for capadty 
coste to a cost-based mechanism, pursuant to Section 205 of 
the Federal Power Ad and Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of 
the ReUabiUty Assiurance Agreement (RAA) for the 
regional fransmission organization, PJM Interconnection, 
LLC (PJM), and included proposed formula rate templates 
under which AEPOhio would calculate its capadty costs. 

(2) By entry issued on December 8, 2010, in the above-
captioned case, the Commission found that an 
investigation was necessary in order to determine the 
impad oi the proposed change to AEP-Ohio's capadty 
charge (Initial Entry). Consequentiy, the Commission 
sought pubUc comments regarding the foUowing issues: 
(l)what changes to the current state compensation 
mechanism (SCM) were appropriate to determine AEP
Ohio's fixed resource requfrement (FRR) capadty charge to 
Ohio competitive retail electric service (CRES) providers, 
which are referred to as alteriiative load serving entities 
within PJM; (2) the degree to which AEP-Ohio's capadty 

^ By entry issued on March 7,2012, ti\e Conunission approved amd confirmed the merger of CSP into 
OP, effective December 31,2011, In the Matter cfthe Application of Ohio Power Company and Columbus 
Southern Power Company for Authority to Merge and Related Approvals, Case No, 10-2376-EL-UNC, 
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charge was currentty being recovered through retaU rates 
approved by the Commission or other capadty charges; 
and (3) the impad of AEP-Ohio's capadty charge upon 
CRES providers and retail competition in Ohio. 
AdditionaUy, in Ught of the change proposed by AEP-Ohio 
in the FERC filing, the Cominission expUdtty adopted as 
the SCM for the Company, during the pendency oi the 
review, the current capadty charge established by the 
three-year capadty auction conduded by PJM based on its 
reUabiUty pridng model (RPM). 

(3) On January 27, 2011, in Case Np. 11-346-EL-SSO, et al, 
AEP-Ohio filed an appUcation for a standard service offer 
in the form of a new electric security plan (ESP), pursuant 
to Section 4928.143, Revised Code (ESP 2 Case).2 

(4) By entry issued on March 7, 2012, in the above-captioned 
case, the Commission implemented an interim capadty 
pricing medianism proposed by AEPOhio in a motion for 
relief filed on February 27,2012 (Interim ReUef Entry). 

(5) By entry issued on May 30, 2012, the Commission 
approved an extension of the interim capadty pricing 
mechanism through July 2, 2012 (Interim Relief Extension 
Entry). 

(6) By opinion and order issued on July 2, 2012, the 
Commission approved a capadty pricing mechanism for 
AEP-Ohio (Capadty Order). The Commission established 
$188.88/megawatt-day as the appropriate charge to enable 
AEP-Ohio to recover ite capadty costs pursuant to its FRR 
obUgations from CRES providers. However, the 
Commission also dfreded that AEP-Ohio's capadty charge 
to CRES providers should be the RPM-based rate, 
induding final zonal adjustmente, on the basis that the 
RPM-based rate wiU promote retail dedric competition. 
The Commission authorized AEP-Ohio to modify its 
accounting procedures to defer the incurred capadty coste 

In the Matter cf the Application cf Coltanbus Southern Power Company and Ohio Power Company for 
Authority lo Establish a Standard Service Offer Pursuant to Section 4928.143, Revised Code, in the Form of 
an Electric Security Plan, Case No, 11-346-EL-SSO and 11-348-EL-SSO; In the Matter cfthe Application 
of Columbus Southern Power Company and Ohio Power Company for Approval cf Certain Accounting 
Authority, Case No. 11-349-EL-AAM and 11-350-EL-AAM. 
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not recovered from CRES providers, with the recovery 
mechanism to be established in the ESP 2 Case. 

(7) Section 4903.10, Revised Code, states that any party who 
has entered an appearance in a Cominission proceeding 
may apply for a rehearing with resped to any matters 
determined therein by filing an appUcation v«thin 30 days 
after the entry of the order upon the Commission's journal. 

(8) By entry on rehearing issued on Odober 17, 2012, the 
Commission granted, in part, and denied, in part, 
appUcations for rehearing of the Initial Entry, Interim ReUef 
Entry, and Capadty Order, and denied applications for 
rehearing of the Interim ReUef Extension Entry (Capadty 
Entry on Rehearing). 

(9) On November 15, 2012, Industrial Energy Users-Ohio 
(lEU-Ohio) filed an appUcation for rehearing of the 
Capadty Entry on Rehearing. The Ohio Consumers' 
Counsel (OCC) and FfrstEnergy Solutions Corp, (FES) filed 
appUcations for rehearing on November 16, 2012. 
AEP-Ohio filed a memorandum contra the applications for 
rehearing on November 26,2012. 

(10) In ite first assignment of error, lEU-Ohio daims that the 
Capadty Entry on Rehearing is unlawful and 
unreasonable, because the Commission cannot rely on 
Sedion 4905.26, Revised Code, to apply a cost-based 
ratemaking methodplogy in establishing AEP-Ohio's 
capadty charge for ite FRR obUgations. Citing Section 
4928.05(A)(1), Revised Code, lEU-Ohio contends that 
AEP-Ohio's capadty service is a competitive retaU eledric 
service that cannot be regulated by the Commission under 
Chapter 4905, Revised Code. lEU-Ohio adds tiiat ttie Ohio 
Supreme Court has determined that the Commission 
cannot use its general supervisory powers to cfrcumvent 
the statutory ratemaking process enaded by the General 
Assembly. lEUOhio also notes that Section 4905.26, 
Revised Code, is a procedural statute that does not delegate 
substantive auttiority to the Commission to increase a 
utiUty's rates. lEU-Ohio asserte that the Commission has 
found ttiat rates can only be estabUshed under Section 
4905.26, Revised Code, in limited cfrcumstances, and in 
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accordance with other ratemaking statutes. According to 
lEU-Ohio, the determination as to whether a particular rate 
is unjust or unreasonable can only be made by reference to 
other provisions of Title 49, Revised Code. lEU-Ohio 
argues that the Commission negleded to identify any 
statutory ratemaking criteria for determining whether 
AEP-Ohio's prior capadty compensation was unjust or 
unreasonable. lEU-Ohio contends that there is no statute 
that authorizes the Commission to apply a cost-based 
ratemaking methodology to increase rates for a competitive 
retail eledric service. 

(11) Similarly, OCC's first assignment of error is that the 
Commission erred in finding that it had authority under 
Section 4905.26, Revised Code, to initiate this proceeding 
and investigate AEP-Ohio's wholesale capadty charge. 
OCC pointe out tiiat Sedion 4905.26, Revised Code, 
governs complaint proceedings that faU within the 
Commission's general authority under Chapter 4905, 
Revised Code. OCC contends that Chapter 4905, Revised 
Code, does not permit the Commission to estabUsh a 
wholesale capadty charge or an SCM and, therefore. 
Section 4905.26, Revised Code, is not a source of authority 
that enables the Commission to investigate and fix 
AEP-Ohio's wholesale capadty rate. OCC adds that the 
various procedural requfrements of Section 4905.26, 
Revised Code, were not followed by the Commission in the 
course of this proceecUng. SpecificaUy, CXTC notes that the 
Commission did not find that there were reasonable 
grounds for complaint prior to the hearing, nor cUd it find 
that AEPOhio's existing capadty charge was unjust, 
unreasonable, unjustty discriminatory, unjustly 
preferential, or in violation of law, 

(12) Like lEU-Ohio and OCC, FES asserts that the Capadty 
Entry on Rehearing is unlawful and unreasonable, because 
it reUed on Section 4905,26, Revised Code, as a source of 
authority to establish a cost-based SCM. FES contends that, 
although Section 4905,26, Revised Code, provides the 
Commission with authority to investigate and set a hearing 
to review a rate or charge tiiat may be imjust or 
unreasonable, the statute does not confer jurisdiction to 
establish a cost-based rate, FES also disputes the 
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Commission's clarification in the Capadty Entry on 
Rehearing that the Commission is under no obligation with 
regard to the specific mechanism used to address capadty 
costs. 

(13) fri ite memorandum contia, AEP-Ohio notes that the Ohio 
Supreme Court has repeatedly held that the Cominission 
has broad authority to change utiUty rates in proceedings 
tmder Section 490526, Revised Code, fri response to 
lEU-Ohio's argument that the Commission authorizes rates 
under Section 4905.26, Revised Code, only in Umited 
drcumstances, AEP-Ohio asserts that Commission 
precedent indicates that is the case for sdf-complaint 
proceedings, but not for Commission-initiated 
investigations. AEP-Ohio also points out that lEUOhio 
and CXTC offer no authority in support of thefr contention 
that Chapter 4905, Revised Code, does not permit the 
Commission to set wholesale rates, AEP-Ohio notes that 
nothing in Chapter 4905, Revised Code, Umits its 
appUcation to retail rates. AEP-Ohio further notes that the 
Commission has often regulated wholesale rates and ttiat 
ite orders have been upheld by the Ohio Supreme Court. 

(14) With resped to OCC's argument that the Commission 
faUed to find that reasonable grounds for complaint exist in 
this case, AEP-Ohio repUes ttiat OCC's position is overly 
technical and without basis in precedent. AEP-Ohio notes 
that there is no requfrement that the Commission must 
make a rote finding of reasonable grounds for complaint in 
proceedings initiated pursuant to Section 4905,26, Revised 
Code, AEP-Ohio beUeves that, in initiating this 
proceeding, the Commission impUdtly found that there 
were reasonable grounds for complaint. Similarly, in 
response to OCC's and lEU-Ohio's argument that the 
Commission did not comply with Section 4905.26, Revised 
Code, because it fatted to find that RPM-based capadty 
pricing is unjust or unreasonable, AEPOhio notes that the 
statute does not requfre the Commission to make such a 
finding. According to AEPOhio, the statute requfres the 
Commission to condud a hearing, if there are reasonable 
grounds for complaint that a rate is unreasonable, unjust, 
unduly discriminatory or preferential, or otherwise in 
violation of law. AEP-Ohio adds that the Commission 
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found in the Capadty Order and the Capadty Entry on 
Rehearing that RPM-based capadty pricing would produce 
unjust and unreasonable results. 

(15) fri its second assignment of error, lEU-Ohio asserts that the 
Capadty Entry on Rehearing is unlawful and 
tmreasonable, because the Commission cannot regulate a 
wholesale rate, pursuant to Section 4905.04, 4905.05, 
4905.06, or 4905.26, Revised Code. SpedficaUy, lEUOhio 
contends that the Commission's regulatory authority imder 
Chapter 4905, Revised Code, extends only to the retail 
services provided by an electric light company, when it is 
engaged in the business of supplying electridty for light, 
heat, or power purposes to consumers within the state. 
lEU-Ohio notes that the Commission determined in the 
Capadty Order that the capadty service provided by 
AEP-Ohio to CRES providers is a wholesale fransaction 
rather than a retail service. 

(16) In its memorandum cpnfra, AEP-Ohio notes that 
lEU-Ohio's argument is contrary to ite initial position in 
this case, whicii was that the Commission does have 
jurisdiction to establish capadty rates, pursuant to the 
option for an SCM under Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of the 
FERC-approved RAA. AEP-Ohio argues ttiat lEU-Ohio's 
current position is based on an overly restrictive statutory 
interpretation. AEP-Ohio pointe out that the charaderistics 
of an entity that determine whether it is a pubUc utiUty 
subjed to the Commission's jurisdiction do not necessarily 
establish the extent of, or limitations on, the Commission's 
jurisdiction over the entity's activities, which is a separate 
matter. AEP-Ohio reiterates that the Commission's 
authority under Section 4905.26, Revised Code, is 
considerable and encompasses regulation of wholesale 
rates in Ohio. 

(17) In ite second assignment of error, FES argues that, even if 
the Commission has authority under Chapter 4905, Revised 
Code, to estabUsh an SCM, the Commission must 
nonetheless observe the procedural requfrements of 
Chapter 4909, Revised Code. FES asserte ttiat the Capadty 
Entry on Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawful, because 
the Commission upheld a cost-based SCM without 
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adherence to tiie mandatory ratemaking formula of Section 
4909.15, Revised Code, which requfres determinations 
regarding property valuation, rate of retum, and so forth. 

(18) AEP-Ohio responds that the Commission afready rejeded, 
in the Capadty Enfry on Rehearing, the argument that a 
tracUtional base rate case was requfred under the 
drcumstances. AEP-Ohio notes that, although the 
Commission may eled to apply Chapter 4909, Revised 
Code, following a complaint proceedkig, there is no 
requfrement that it must do so. AEP-Ohio also points out 
that the Commission has not adjusted retail rates in this 
case. 

(19) fri ite second assignment of error, (X!C contends that the 
Commission unlawfully and unreasonably determined that 
OCC's argumente in opposition to the deferral of capadty 
costs were prematurely raised in tiiis proceeding and 
should instead be addressed in the ESP 2 Case. CX2C 
asserts ttiat, in dedining to resolve OCC's argumente in the 
present case, the Commission violated Sedion 4903.09, 
Revised Code, and unreasonably impeded OCC's right to 
take an appeal. (XlC notes that the Commission has not 
yet ruled on its application for rehearing in the ESP 2 Case, 
which has delayed the appeUate review process, whUe 
AEP-Ohio has neverthdess begun to account for the 
deferred capadty coste on its bcx)ks to the detriment of 
customers. 

(20) In response, AEP-Ohio notes that the Commission has 
afready rejeded OCC's argument and found that issues 
related to ttie creation and recovery of the deferral are more 
appropriate for consideration in the ESP 2 Case, in which 
the Commission adopted the retaU stabiUty rider (RSR), in 
part to compensate the Company for ite deferred capadty 
costs. AEP-Ohio adds that, because the Commission did 
not adjust retaU rates in the present case, and the RSR was 
adopted in the ESP 2 Case, there is no harm resulting from 
the Commission's decision in this docket. 

(21) In the Capadty Entry on Rehearing, the Commission 
darified that our initiation of this prcxreeding for the 
purpose of reviewing AEP-Ohio's capadty charge was 
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consistent with Section 4905.26, Revised Code.3 In relevant 
part, the statute provides that, upon the initiative or 
complaint of the Commission that any rate or charge is in 
any resped unjust, unreasonable, unjustiy discriminatory, 
unjustly preferential, or in violation of law, if it appears 
that reasonable grounds for complaint are stated, the 
Commission must schedule, and provide notice of, a 
hearing. The Ohio Supreme Court has foimd that the 
Commission has considerable discretion under the statute, 
induding the authority to condud an investigation and fix 
new utility rates, ff the existing rates are unjust and 
unreasonable. See, e.g., Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util 
Comm., 110 Ohio St.3d ,394, 400 (2006); AUnet 
Communications Services, Inc. v. Pub. Util Comm., 32 Ohio 
St.3d 115,117 (1987); Ohio Utilities Co. v. Pub. Util Comm., 
58 Ohio St.2d 153,156-158 (1979). The Court has also stated 
that utility rates may be changed by the Commission in a 
complaint proceeding under Secrtion 4905.26, Revised 
Code, without compeUing ttie utiUty to apply for a rate 
increase under Section 4909.18, Revised Code. Ohio 
Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util Comm., 110 Ohio St.3d 394, 
400 (2006). The Commission, therefore, disagrees with the 
arguinents of lEU-Ohio, FES, and OCC that are counter to 
this precedent. 

(22) Further, we find no requfrement in Ohio Supreme Court 
precedent or anywhere else that the Commission must first 
invoke Chapter 4909, Revised Code, or some other 
ratemaking authority, prior to fixing new utiUty rates, if the 
Commission finds that the existing rates are unjust and 
unreasonable foUowing a proceeding under Section 
4905.26, Revised Code. As noted above, precedent is to the 
contrary. 

(23) With resped to lEU-Ohio's interpretation of Cominission 
precedent, we cUsagree that rates can only be estabUshed 
under Section 4905.26, Revised Code, in Umited 
cfrcumstances. The Commission precedent dted by 
lEU-Ohio is inappUcable here, as it specificaUy pertains to 
seff-complaint proceedings initiated by a pubUc utiUty. In 
the Matter of the Self-Complaint of Suburlmn Natural Gas 

5 Capadty Entry on Kehearing af 9-10,13,29,54. 
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Company Concerning its Existing Tariff Protnsions, Case No. 
11-5846-GA-SLF, Opinion and Order, at 6 (August 15, 
2012). 

(24) Additionally, we find no merit in the argument that the 
procedural requfrements of Section 4905.26, Revised Code, 
were not foUowed in this case, which was initiated by the 
Cominission in response to AEP-Ohio's FERC filing. In the 
Initial Entry, the Commission noted that this proceeding 
was necessary to review and determine the impad of the 
proposed change to AEP-Ohio's capadty charge.* We 
beUeve that the Initial Entry provided suffident indication 
of the Commission's finding of reasonable grounds for 
complaint that AEP-Ohio's capadty charge may be unjust 
or unreasonable. We agree with AEP-Ohio that there is no 
precedent requiring the Cominission to use rote words 
tracking the exad language of the statute in every 
complaint proceeding. In any event, to the extent 
necessary, the Commission darifies that there were 
reasonable grounds for complaint that AEP-Ohio's 
proposed capadty charge may have been unjust or 
unreasonable. Also, as previously disc:ussed, the 
Commission may establish new rates under Sedion 
4905.26, Revised Code, if the existing rates are unjust and 
unreasonable, which is exadly what has occurred in the 
present case, fri the Interim ReUef Entry, the Commission 
determined that RPM-based capadty pridng could risk an 
unjust and unreasonable result for AEP-Ohio and 
subsequentty confirmed, in the Capadty Order, that such 
pridng would be insuffident to yield reasonable 
compensation for the Company's capadty service.5 

(25) We find no merit in the parties' arguments that the 
Commission is preduded from regulating wholesale rates 
under Chapter 4905, Revised Code, or Section 4905.26, 
Revised Code, in particular, and the parties offer no 
precedent in support of thefr position. Neither Section 
4905.26, Revised Code, nor any other provision of Chapter 
4905, Revised Code, prohibite the Commission from 
initiating a review of a wholesale rate. For ite part, EEU-

* Initial Entry at 2. 
5 Interim Relief Entry at 16-17; Capacity Order at 23; Capadty Entry on R^earing at 18,31. 
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Ohio contends ttiat the Commission's regulatory authority 
under Chapter 4905, Revised Code, is Umited to an electric 
Ught company engaged in the business of supplying 
electridty to consumers (i.e., as a retaU service). Because 
the Commission determined that the capadty service 
provided by AEP-Ohio to CRES providers is a wholesale, 
not retaU, transaction, EEU-Ohio believes that the 
Commission's reUance on Section 4905.26, Revised Code, as 
weU as Sections 4905.04, 4905.05, 4905.06, Revised Code, is 
unreasonable and unlawful. However, from the outset of 
this proceeding, the Commission dearly indicated that the 
review of AEP-Ohio's proposed capadty charge would be 
comprehensive in scope and indude consideration of other 
related issues, induding the impad on retail competition 
and the degree to which the Company's capadty costs 
were already being recovered through retail rates.^ 

(26) Next, we find no error in our clarification that, although the 
Commission must ensure that the jurisdictional utiUties 
receive just and reasonable compensation for the services 
that they render, the Commission is under no obUgation 
with regard to the spedfic mechanism used to address 
capadty costs.^ We did not find, as FES contends, that the 
Commission's ratemaking powers are unbounded by any 
law. Rather, we clarified only that the Commission has 
discretion to determine the t5rpe of mechanism 
implemented to enable a utiUty to recover its capadty coste, 
and that the recovery mechanism may take the form of an 
SCM, rider, or some other mechanism. 

(27) In ite remaining argumente, lEU-Ohio contends that 
AEP-Ohio's capadty service is a competitive retail electric 
service, rather than a wholesale fransaction, and again 
cUsputes our reUance on the Commission's general 
supervisory powers under Sections 4905.04, 4905.05, and 
4906.06, Revised Code, as authority to establish the SCM. 
These argumente were afready rejeded by the Commission 
in the Capadty Entry on Rehearing,^ and lEU-Ohio has 

6 Initial Entry at 2. 
7 Capadty Entry on Rehearing at 28, 
8 Capadty Entry on Rehearing at 28-29, 
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raised nothing new for our consideration with resped to 
these issues. 

(28) FinaUy, we do not agree with (X!C that it was 
unreasonable and unlawful, or in violation of Section 
4903.09, Revised Code, to find that argumente regarding 
the mechanics of the deferral recovery mechanism should 
be raised and adcfressed in the ESP 2 Case. The 
Commission cUd not outline the mechanics of, or even 
establish, the deferral recovery mechanism in the Capadty 
Order. Rather, we indicated that an appropriate recovery 
mechanism for AEP-Ohio's deferred costs would be 
established, and any adcUtional finandal considerations 
addressed, in the ESP 2 Case.^ Although numerous parties, 
induding OCC, attempted to precUd how the deferral 
mechanism would be implemented and what ite impad 
would be on ratepayers, the Commission continues to find 
that it would have been meaningless to address such 
antidpatory arguments in the Capadty Entry on 
Rehearing. We, therefore, find no error in having 
determined that OCC's daims of unfair competition, 
unlawful subsicUes, double pa)miente, and discriminatory 
pricing were premature, given that the Commission had 
not yet determined how and from whom AEP-Ohio's 
deferred capadty coste would be recovered .̂ ^ The 
Commission notes that we thoroughly addressed OCC's 
other numerous arguments with resped to the deferral of 
capadty costs in the Capadty Entry on Rehearing. 

(29) For the above reasons, we find no error in our darifications 
in the Capadty Entry on Rehearing, or in determining that 
arguments related to ttie mechanics of the deferral recovery 
medianism should be resolved in the ESP 2 Case. Any 
other argumente raised on rehearing that are not 
SpecificaUy discussed herein have been thoroughly and 
adequately considered by the Commission and are being 
denied. AccorcUng^y, the Commission finds that the 
appUcations for rehearing filed by lEUOhio, OCC, and FES 
should be denied in thefr entfrety. 

9 Capadty Order at 23. 
^0 Capadty Entry on Rehearing at 50-51. 
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It is, therefore, 

ORDERED, That the appUcations for rehearing filed by DEU-Ohio, OCC, and 
FES be denied in thefr entfrety. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That a copy of ttiis entry on rehearing be served upon aU parties of 
record in this case. 

THE PUBUC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

^ Steven D. Lesser Andre T. Porter 

Cheryl L. Roberto Lynn Slaby 

SJP/sc 

Entered in the Journal lllgr* i d 2012 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 
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BEFORE 

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

fri the Matter of the Commission Review ) 
of the Capacity Charges of (Dhio Power ) ^ ^ ^ ^ 10-2929.EL-UNC 
Company and Columbus Southern Power ) 

Company. ) 

ENTRY ON REHEARING 

The Commission finds: 
(1) On November 1, 2010, American Electric Power Service 

Corporation (AEPSC), on behalf of Columbus Southern 
Power Company (CSP) and Ohio Power Company (OP) 
0ointly, AEP-Ohio or the Company),^ fUed an application 
with ttie Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in 
FERC Docket No. ERll-1995. On November 24, 2010, at 
the dfrection of FERC, AEPSC refUed the appUcation in 
FERC Docket No. ERll-2183 (FERC filing). The application 
proposed to change the basis for compensation for capacity 
costs to a cost-based mechanism, pursuant to Section 205 of 
the Federal Power Act and Section D.8 of Schedule 8.1 of 
the Reliability Assurance Agreement for the regional 
transmission organization, PJM Intercormection, LLC 
(PJM), and included proposed formula rate templates 
under which AEPOhio would calculate ite capacity coste. 

(2) By entry issued on December 8, 2010, in the above-
captioned case, the Commission found that an 
investigation was necessary in order to determine the 
impad of the proposed change to AEPOhio's capacity 
charge (Initial Entiy). Consequently, the Commission 
sought public commente regarding the following issues: 
(l)what changes to the current state compensation 
mechanism (SCM) were appropriate to determine AEP
Ohio's fixed resource requirement (FRR) capacity charge to 
Ohio competitive retail electric service (CRES) providers, 
which are referred to as alternative load serving entities 

^ By entry issued on March 7,2012, the Commission approved and confirmed the merger of CSP into 
OP, effective December 31, 2011. In the Matier of the Application of Ohio Power Company and Columbus 
Southern Power Company for Authority to Merge and Related Approvals, Case No. 10-2376-EL-UNC. 
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within PJM; (2) the degree to which AEP-Ohio's capacity 
charge was currently being recovered through retail rates 
approved by the Commission or other capacity charges; 
and (3) the impact of AEPOhio's capacity charge upon 
CRES providers and retail competition in Ohio. 
AdditionaUy, in light of the change proposed by AEP-Ohio 
in the FERC filing, the Commission explicitly adopted as 
the SCM for the Company, during the pendency of the 
review, the current capacity charge established by the 
three-year capacity auction conducted by PJM based on ite 
reUabiUty pricing model (RPM). 

(3) On January 27, 2011, in Case No. 11-346-EL-SSO, et al, 
AEP-Ohio filed an appUcation for a standard service offer 
in the form of a new electric security plan (ESP), pursuant 
to Section 4928.143, Revised Code (ESP 2 Case) .2 

(4) By entry issued on March 7, 2012, in the above-captioned 
case, the Commission implemented an interim capacity 
pricing mechanism proposed by AEP-Ohio in a motion for 
relief f Ued on February 27,2012 (Interim Relief Entry). 

(5) By entry issued on May 30, 2012, the Commission 
approved an extension of the interim capacity pricing 
mechanism through July 2, 2012 (Interim Relief Extension 
Entry), 

(6) By opinion and order issued on July 2, 2012, the 
Commission approved a capacity pricing mechanism for 
AEPOhio (Capacity Order). The Commission estabUshed 
$188.88/megawatt-day as the appropriate charge to enable 
AEPOhio to recover ite capacity coste pursuant to ite FRR 
obligations from CRES providers. However, the 
Commission also directed that AEP-Ohio's capacity charge 
to CRES providers should be the RPM-based rate, 
including final zonal adjustmente, on the basis that the 
RPM-based rate will promote retail eiectiic competition. 
The Commission auttiorized AEP-Ohio to modify ite 

In the Matter of ihe Application of Columbus Southern Power Company and Ohio Power Company for 
Authority to Establish a Standard Service Offer Pursuant to Section 4928.143, Revised Code, in the Form of 
an Eiectiic Security Plan, Case No. 11-346-EL-SSO and 11-348-EL-SSO; In the Matter of the Application 
cf Columbus Southern Power Company and OMo Power Company for Approval of Certain Accounting 
Authority, Case No. 11-349-EL-AAM and 11-350-EL-AAM. 
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accounting procedures to defer the incurred capacity coste 
not recovered from CRES providers, with the recovery 
mechanism to be established in the ESP 2 Caise. 

(7) Section 4903.10, Revised Code, states that any party who 
has entered an appearance in a Commission proceeding 
may apply for a rehearing with respect to any matters 
determined therein by filing an application within 30 days 
after the entry of the order upon the Commission's journal. 

(8) By entiy on rehearing issued on Odober 17, 2012, the 
Commission granted, in part, and denied, in part, 
applications for rehearing of the Initial Entiy, Interim Relief 
Entiy, and Capacity Order, and denied applications for 
rehearing of the Interim Relief Extension Entry (October 
Capacity Entiy on Rehearing). 

(9) On December 12, 2012, the Commission issued an entry on 
rehearing, denying applications for rehearing of the 
October Capacity Entry on Rehearing that were filed by the 
Ohio Consumers' Counsel (OCC), Industiial Energy Users-
Ohio (lEU-Ohio), and FirstEnergy Solutions Corp. (FES) 
(December Capacity Entiy on Rehearing). 

(10) On January 11,2013, OCC filed an application for rehearing 
of the December Capadty Entiy on Rehearing. AEP-Ohio 
filed a memorandum contia on January 22,2013. 

(11) In its single assignment of error, OCC asserts that the 
Commission unlawfully and unreasonably clarified in the 
December Capacity Entry on Rehearing that there were 
reasonable grounds for complaint, pursuant to Section 
4905.26, Revised Code, that AEPOhio's proposed capacity 
charge in this case may have been unjust or unreasonable, 
OCC contends that the Commission's darffication attempts 
to cure an error after the fact, is not supported by sufficient 
evidence, and is procedttraUy flawed. According to OCC, 
the Commission's clarification is not supported by ite 
findings in the Initial Entiy. OCC argues that the 
Commission has not satisfied the requfrements of Section 
4905,26, Revised Code, and, thus, has no jurisdiction in this 
case to alter AEP-Ohio's capacity charge. 
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OCC also notes that reasonable grounds for complaint 
must exist before the Cominission orders a hearing, 
pursuant to Section 4905.26, Revised Code. OCC 
emphasizes that the Commission did not find reasonable 
grounds for complaint in the Initial Entiy, but rather made 
ite clarification two years later in the December Capacity 
Entry on Rehearing. OCC adds that the Commission's 
clarification is inconsistent with its earlier procedural 
ruling directing the parties to develop an evidentiary 
record on the appropriate capacity pricing mechanism for 
AEP-Ohio. OCC believes that reasonable grounds for 
complaint were intended to be developed through the 
evidentiary hearing. 

OCC further argues that the Commission did not properly 
determine, upon initiation of this proceeding, that AEP
Ohio's capacity charge may be unjust and unreasonable. 
Accordingly, OCC believes that the Commission lacked 
jurisdiction to modify AEP-Ohio's capacity charge. Finally, 
OCC asserts that the Commission faUed to find that RPM-
based capacity pricing is unjust and unreasonable, as 
requfred before a rate change is implemented, pursuant to 
Section 4905.26, Revised Code. 

(12) In its memorandum contia, AEP-Ohio responds that OCC's 
application for rehearing merely raises argumente that 
have already been considered and rejected by the 
Commission. AEP-Ohio adds that the Commission 
properly clarified in the December Capacity Entry on 
Rehearing that there were reasonable grounds for 
complaint under Section 4905.26, Revised Code, in this 
prcKeeding. 

(13) In the December Capacity Entiy on Rehearing, the 
Commission denied, in their entirety, the applications for 
rehearing of the October Capacity Entiy on Rehearing that 
were f Ued by OCC, lEU-Ohio, and FES (December Capacity 
Entry on Rehearing at 11-12). Section 4903.10, Revised 
Code, does not allow parties to repeat, in a second 
application for rehearing, argumente that have already 
been considered and rejected by the Commission. In the 
Matter of the Applications of The East Ohio Gas Company d.b.a. 
Dominion East Ohio and Columbia Gas of Ohio Inc. for 
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Adjustment of their Interim Emergency and Temporary 
Percentage of Income Payment Plan Riders, Case No. 05-1421-
GA-PIP, et al. Second Entiy on Rehearing (May 3, 2006), at 
4. The December Capacity Entry on Rehearing denied 
rehearing on all assignments of error and modified no 
substantive aspect of the October Capadty Entiy on 
Rehearing, and OCC is not entitted to another attempt at 
rehearing. Accordingly, the application for rehearing filed 
by OCC on January 11, 2013, should be denied as 
prcKedurally improper. 

It is, therefore, 

ORDERED, That the appUcation for rehearing filed by OCC on January 11, 
2013, be denied. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That a copy of this entiy on rehearing be served upon all parties of 
record in this case. 

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

SJP/sc 

Entexed in the Journal 

, 1 ? W 3 0 20t3 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 
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